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J�'T.:_�O:DUC�ORY J{IJ.,:;.: TS: 
w 
In the J?lora ( lfS 6) ' '
forty :five speci·,.:fJ o.: 1-i.:', Jarag11s from the Cane Co1m:.y, 
Since t'-i.e,1 
and 1J/ n.s1,1 s•1ecies. 
Salter str,essed 
the ca�e Peninsula in 1�50, 




·,r t'ield v1ort. Collections 
t.f these,
,, c• n" ·.n a 'TU s O ft e11 11 'l ·,; r, '\T re, y V r..1.� .. u� ... � :..J J •• • • -'---- ., __ c� , '-' , ,___. __ .. : 




the ea13t coast of Af'ric3 9 a.1:.d accord· w: to :::.2.t:er ( 1875) 
extends into Asia and Aust7aJia. f"en,-1s Asparr:F.us :> __  ,.._ �· .. .. ,_ .. __ -
occurs t�roushout Af�ica 9




Dr l\. 11• 
0
?:2.ll must be thanlred for his 
ad vies on cytoloc.icel t-:-:ch::1.:Lcpss 
9 
and Cant. '1" -:- · ('' -, -L ·_,_: •. -• )cu_ t,er
a::Cll)(l 9 
·,.,-':'ile t111? gre2t
facilities ·;,ei"e a1so TJ::..novi:ler. 1,:r the Curators of 
The T[oyal 
The Botanic (ia:rd ens and l'�ll s eur:i. 9 
--, t . ' G t d -
-
L·O a"1iscne -.ar ·en un _, uGe-um d er lT11i-
versittit, Zurich. The Jepartment of Aeric�ltural 
Technical Services must also be thanke0 for releasinc; 
the present author frora hi3 other dtities so as to 
undort�:c this revision. 
T.1\XC>CE,IC C�IAf.ACTBRS � 
--- -·-�·>O.·--- ·----·----"· 
Up to the present 9 there has heen no satisfact-
ory delimitation of the species. 
because no-one has undertaken a major revj_sion of t·:e 
iroup since th0 Flora Capensis in 1C 0 G, 2nd nartly 
because, in the absence of flc'ral characters, most of 
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the ecies Ill1J_S t 't)e cl ined on ,., t3t e te:rs 'I 
c'" .!..J. are 0 en SlJ .. SC ible to env 
factors. 
A list of the characters of UGO i� d 
below generic level i en notes on ';he 
gene�al v ue of erent characters. 
All e s fa ), 
e members of the 
ar-:3 Doti.et es sl 1 ff b::r.oad,=.;r the oute::r seg-
s, and e distal borders are so�et 
C i 
vii th in. a :': 
ised by hav 
1� ) ,.J Stame:'.rn------
The s 
se c}1aJ:ac. ters sre 
e
tho d hc1lf of 
s s so es 
lateral spurs at 
character no t b c er� u ::.i e c1 
e Flors of the C e P�1 
valu,2. G V from. 





e a  pair of minute 
a.rie�}ts. is 
ter 1 s t in 
tis 
yellow to 
r..i.ate:rial 8 1'.l.OW that 
co�our is useful, but on spec ens the colour can 
usually not be determined. 
c) Fruit




with two or three s2 and ':io e in shape } but dry 
s e-se
berries as in A. scanden occur. eciec', 
A. C has a 
persistent perianth enclos e e 
characters ar• usual e at spec ic level. 
Fig. 1. 
/ 




All species have flowers borne solitarily on the
ultimate flowering stalks. In A. stinulaceus and 
--·-----·-- ·- ..... . � .  . ··-··- -·- ....,._ 
.A. __ cayensis these stsll::s are re<1 uced to discc,. As all 
leaves are reducei to scales, it is �ot strictly corr-
ect to ref er to umbels or rac ee1e<:,. J3y treat in;'. the 
cladodes as leaves, the 11se of the convec:1.tional term-
inology ·Nill be usefr'.l. The tern 12e(uncle ,;j ill be 
used for the flower stalk excent in the section 
RACLLiOSI v;here the teTm nedicel v1ill 1:ie used for the 
-�-- ·--�·· 
final flower stalks and 2eduncle for the main axis of
the inflor2scence. Inflorescences ( termed rac�m_e�
heTe) consisting of branches bearing only bracts and
_pedicels occur. 
ucing racemes, 
of the pedicels. 
(Fig. l.) :Jovvev er, in species prod-
cladodes sometimes an�enr at the bases 
In some species, both terminal 2nd 
axilJ.a:rJ flov1ers occur as L-:i. A_. africanus, but ir· 
others terminal, as. in _·1 • .  cs:2._e�'.tsj_,s_, or axiLLor:y ned-
uncles, as in A. scandens, are diaGnostic. The 
uobels� referred to by Baker, are clusters of terminal 
flowers, and are rarely found as the only type of 
inflorescence on a rlant. However, exceutions to 
this occur in the section STRIATI and i.11 A. nlurno s1-1s o 
1I'he ped:..1ncles may be solitary, paired or nore -r,umerous, 
and these characters are sor!letir,-1.es useful at specific 
level. In all s�ecies the peduncles are articulated, 
and in A. nelsii some\imes tDice. 
·-·-
e) Roets
The roots may be tu�erous or fi�rous. Cla::rn-
ification cannot usually be based on furti1er subdiv­
ision of tu�er type as the tubers are particularly 
suscevtible to environmental conditio�s. (Discussed. 
Fig. 2. Wrinkled surface 
of aerial stem 
of Asparagus denudatus. 
Fig. 3. Grooved surface of 
aerial stem of 
Asparagus compactus. 
Fig. 4. Ridged surface 
of aerial stem of Asparagus aethiopicus. 
Fig . 5. Peeling outer layers 
of aerial stem of Asparagus exuvialis. 
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in more detail under 1::.. • . asparaRoid_es.) In most E:ipecies 
there is a single root-stock bearin� lateral tube�s, but 
in several species of the section R.ACE>OSI, as in 
A._ aeth�jcus, there are several lateral roots each 
bearing lateral tµbers. 
f) Stems
Roots and aerial stems are produced fro� perennial
rhizomes in all species. An:1.ual and p Pren ial aerial 
stems occur, but the duration of the life of the aerial 
stem may vary under diflerent conditions. In 
A. exuvialis the aerial stem is perennial, tut the
cladodes are deciduous, and after a oonth or two are 
re})lac ed. Some sDecies are predor1inantly clisibers and 
others are erect. In es.ch of thes·' g2.�oups exceptions 
may be produced by the effect of the environnent, part­
icu:i_arly the presence or absence of support ard the 
amount of light re2,ching the nlc:-mt. The aerial stem. 
may have a smooth/' v1rinkled (FiG. 2.), grooved (rig. 
3i)i · ridged (Fig.·4�) or hispid surfac�. These charac-
terc are sometimes useful. In A. exuvia].is and possibly 
other snecies 1 the outer layers of the aerial stems and 
tl1eir branches peel. (Fir;. 5.) In several species, 
including .A. com12actus and A. retrofJ:'actus, the grooved, 
white outer- ·layers disintegrate, leavin.z the stem smooth 
and brown. Another character of occasional value is 
aorial stem colour, as in A. namaensis which has a 
green aerial stem. 
g) Branchlets
Branchlets, which are ultimate, specialised
branches bearing cladodes and flowers, occur in some 
s11ecies. (Especially the section CAPENSES, where they 
are fascicled.) (Fig. 6. ) 
Fig. 6. Branchlets 
of Asparagus capensis. 
Fig. 7. Fascicled 
spines of Asparagus capensis. 
-8-,
h) Cladodes
For a discussion of the use of the te:rm 2J._a0p_d�.
see a later section. 
T• ladodec< r1 !Clr lP 0 l·ngle ,:_·r1ate Or V9.riable. ·. · n. e C . ,;:; .', "--' .Y :J - 0 . ? .,1 -
These three characters are generally reliable. In 
ecies they are flatten.ea. In most 9 however, 
they are terete or anc;led, but several species are 
variable in this character, s1Jch as A. :1unineroide • .. 
---· ""'"�"'- 'i- . ... -4 - - ,,,.. -
All ecies have a single vein except the section 
r1IYRSIPHYIJ,I and A •. styia �us. The cladodes are some-
t es scabrid, but this is rar 
i) Leaves
a reliable fea�1re. 
Leaves a�e always reduced. Sosetimes they are 
fi:rm, e.s in A •. exiJ.vialis, but ust1.ally more or l es.s 
parery aYJ.d scarious. 
k) .§_pines
Sp es are :fo from branches i!l the section 
CAPEES�8S, ( one in A. __2;lai\cus 1 tt�rec: or r:i.ore in the 
others). (Fie. 7.) In all other specjes where sp es 
dre present, th are formed from reduced leav2s. 
species, which usually have es, e indiv-
iduals without them. The sp s may be straight or 
recurved, s�reading or re exed, but these characters 
are generally rather variable. 
SUBGENBHIC GROUPS� 
Other than Kunth (1850) 9 the only botanists 
before er (1875) who subdivided the genus, did so 
on the presence or absence of sp es -
one of the most variable characters, Kunth, 
however, recognised three cenera: Aspa�agAs, 
Asnarago1)sis and iivrsiplivl 





the herbaceous species with flattened cladodes. 
edly, being dioecious. Al thousl2. ii1 A .• _ officinalis 
this is undoubtedly the case, for most of the snecies 
he plbc ed in dL1?.l?....�.:£1..CUS, his inf or:r,2.tion was· faulty. 
The species within each genus recognised by :Cunth do 
not show a particularly large :mJJnber of characters in 
comr:.on, while in several c.ases, undoubtedly similar 
s,acies were placed'in different genera. _ll,s none of 
the South African species which Kunth placed in his 
constrt1.ction of As.1'.aragu_§._ is dio ecious, his use of 
this character to sepa:cate A3;,ar..9-_g2;1.s from Asna::,ag_o·osis 
Das incorrectly &pnlied to the South African species. 
His genus D.;yr_E,_�q;y_llun was retained by Bater ( 1875 & 
1896) as a subgeneric group, and will be treated as a 
section in this work. 
Ba]<:er ( 1896) included all sriecies in one genus, 
divided into nine sections, The characters he used 
for separating these sections were: the presence or 
absence of spines; the shape of the cladodes, and 
the m2mber of these in a cluster; the number of flow­
ers in a cluster; whether or not the branchlets were
fascicled; and the ty,e of inflorescence. 
In each of his sections there are closely 
similar species 9 but also many with little in common. 
I-Iis section EYRSIPHYLLU:LI has been retained here with
a slight change 
9 
and the section. CAPK,SES includes 
all the species he included. 
Baker's section DECLHTATI has been selected for 
detailed discussion as it shovvs several of the faults 
which occur in his treatment. 
DECLIFATI. This section was defined as folJows: 
--10;.. 
Spur of the leaves of the main sten only s1:1all and 
deltoid, not spreading and pungent. 
Pedicels axillary, mostly 2-nate. 
Cladodia terete. 
The species incl-
uded wore:- h_j._�DY�, A •.• eck:loni, A. exuvialis,
.A. consa1:!ill1J-ne� and � macowanii. 
A. ulumosus,
-�··'-·- -
This section was described as difiering from the 
section THUl'TBERGI only in lacking spines. Spines have 
been found to be rather variable, even at specific 
lev , both in regard to shape and size, so that at 
section level this character is 1 ely to be worthless, 
unless support by other characters. Ifo correlated 
characters have been found to support this d erent-
iation. In the section DEC1Il�TI there are at least 
three species which sometimes have ines. 
will be treated in this work as a synonym for 
.A. africanus which sometines spines • Both 
.A • ..§.!..1:l_'Y]-21 is and A. crispus have tubers, unliJrn any 
other member of this section. 
which these two have separat 
Among the characters 
them from the other 
species in the section DBCLil'TATI are several floral 
and fruiting characters. Details of these differences 
will be given in the definitions of the proposed 
sections. 
Each of Baker's sections could be broken down 
in this vvay. Even all he was trying to do was to 
provide groups, so as to simplify the identification 





These sections were defined on the basis of 
major morphological differences, coupled with the 
maximum number of subsidiary characters based on 
q_uantity rather than quality. The characters of 
greatest use in the delimitation of these sections are 
1.h"l.d er lined. 
1. CAPEWSES.
Roots not tuberous. Aerial stems perennial, 
woody. Branch��ts_j'as�t2]ed. Cladodes fascicled, 
terete. Spines axial in o�j.n. Peduncles onlv 
terminal. Anther filaments not spurred. Berries 
globose, fleshy or dry. 
This section contains the same plants as Baker's 
section CAPETSES. 
2. ASIATICI.
Roots not tuberous. Aerial stems usually per-
ennial. Branchlets, when present, usually solitary. 
Cladodes fascicled, terete. Spines frequent, foliar 
in origin. Pedun.cles axillary or terminal. .Anther 
filaments not spurred except in ��??ngu.ineus. 
Berries globose, fleshy. 
This section has no outstanding characters, but 
is identifiable by a combination of root, spine, 
cladode and inflorescence characters. It contains 
species from Baker's sections DECLI11TATI, UT!IBELLATI, 
THlfr:BERG I and AFRICA:TI. 
3. EXUVIALI.
Roots tuberous. Aerial. stems _perennial� ___ woo<!;y. 
Cladodes fascicled,� terete. Spines foliar in origin, 
usually small and blunt. Peduncles axillary. Anther 
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filaments not spurred. Fruit dry and smooth. 
A monotypic section containing A. exuv��alis 
which Baker included in his section DECLINATI. 
4. RACEMOSI.
Roots tuberous. A�rial stems woody or softly 
woody. Bra.nchlets present. Cladodes fascicled or 
occasionally solitary, flattened or subulate, with 
one vein. Spines often present, foliar in origin. 
Flowers generali:y .. borne in racemes. Anther filaments 
not spurred. Fruit a berry. 
This section includes Baker's sections RACEr.[OSI 
and FALCATI and A. juniper�ides from his section 
MYRSIPHYLLlm. 
5. STRIATI.
Roots not known. Aerial stems perennial. 
Branchlets absent. Cladodes sometimes solitary, 
flattened to terete, firm, with one or several ve�. 
Spines absent or poorly developed. Peduncles 
terminal. Anther filaments not spurred. 
This section includes part of Baker's sections 
STRIATI and Ui\lIBELLATI. 
6. SCANDENTES.
Tubers present. Aerial stems somewhat herb­
aceous, perennial. Branchlets absent. Cladodes 
ternate, flattened, with one vein. Spines absent. 
P·eduncles axillary •. Anther filaments not spurred. 
Fruit globose, fleshy, with one seed. 
This section contains two species which Baker 
included in his section STRIATI. 
7. CRISPI.
Tubers present. Aerial stems annual. Branch­
lets absent. Cladodes ternate, terete or flattened. 
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Spines absent. Peduncles axillary. Anther filaments 
snurred. Fruit ovoid, fleshy, man�-seeded� 
This section is monotypic, containing A. crisRus 
which Baker included in his section DECLINATI. 
8. MYRSPHYLLI.
Tubers present. Aerial stems annual. Cladodes 
flattened, with more than one vein, 
•• 
solita�. 
Spines absent. Peduncles axillary. Anther filaments 
spurred. Fruit fleshy, globose. 
This seetion is the same as Baker's section 




Fig. 8 . Transverse sections through the 
tip of a plumule of Asparagus asparagoides 
to illustrate Arber's theory on the 
assimilatory organs . 
AB= Axillary bud . L = axillant bud . 
Li= Leaf on axillary bud . PR= Prophyll 
of axillary bud. (Redrawn from Arber 1924) 
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THE MORPHOLOGY OF THI; PHOTOSYNTHETIC ORGANS 
OF ASPARAGUS� 
Upto the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
the photosynthetic organs of Asparagu§ were regarded 
as leaves. Schlittler (1953) expressed the view that 
it was largely as � recult of Goebel's work 2t the 
beginning of this 9entury, however, that they 2.re 
now almost universally considered to be modified 
nxillary shoots. There are, however, other 
theories, althoue;h none of these seems to hc:ve won 
much favour. The three most important theories, 
which have been propounded in this century, are 
reviewed here. 
THEORY OF A. ARBER� 
A. Arber (1924 & 1925). Arber divides the 
genus As:paraeus (sensu lato) into Myrsiphyllum 
containing species with solitary, many-veined, 
flattened photosynthetic orgnns and 3.nrcual aerial 
ste:os, namely A. asuaragoides and A. _:i:indulatus, 
and Asparagus for all the remaining species. 
In �IyrsiphylJ_um, Arber regards the assimilat­
ory organs as the prophylls of aborted shoots, 
arising the axils of scale leaves. She cut serial 
sc:ctions thrm1bh the tip of the plumule, and found 
what was believed to be an axillary shoot. (Fig. 8) 
The prophyll was considered to be an appendnge of this 
shoot. Arber says, herself, that the sections are 
puzzling at first gL1nce. In the nresent author's 
view, it is possible that they could be interpreted 
in other ways, and it is also felt that in such a 
modified structure, there is no guarantee tht1t axill­





Fig. 9. Transverse sections of young 
shoots of Asparagus sprengeri Reg . (Treated 
here as A. sarmentosus.) ti illustrate 
Arber's theory on Asparagus 
assimilatory organs. 
CL == Cladode; L = Axillant leaf; 
Li== Leaves borne on cladodes; 
V.B. = Vascular bundle. 
(Redrawn from Arber 1924) 
L 
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Her other evidence is that the vascular bundles 
of the prophyll face towards the axilJant leaf. She 
does not explain why this is not equally likely if 
the assimilatory organ is a modified shoot. 
In Asparagus, Arber accepts the conventional 
interpretation. Her evidence is again based on 
transverse sections of young shoots. In A. s;erengeri 
Reg., treated here as A. sarmentosus L., structures 
considered to be leaves borne on the cladodes were 
found. (Fig. 9. ) As she considers that the flowers 
of Ruscus are adnate to the leaf, these leaves which 
she found on the cladodes could, similarily, be 
adnate and not true appendages. 
THEORY OF J. SCHLITTLER: 
J. Schlittler (1953 & 1959). Schlittler 
considers that all assimilatory organs in Aspara@1-� 
(sensu late) are leaves. He feels, and this seems 
a valid point, that there are too many similarities 
between the section MYRSIPffYLLI and the rest of the 
genus to interpret the structures differently. 
Although he claims to be well-acquainted with the 
work of the anatomists and developmental morphologists, 
his own method of research was to examine overall 
similarities between groups. As opposed to Arber, 
Schlittler feels that the "leaves" are the final 
leaves on the axill2ry shoots. He disagrees with 
Arber that there are leaves on the assimilatory organs 
of A. sprengeri. Basing his opinions on her draw­
ings, he considers that the leaves are produced below 
the photosynthetic organs, that is, on the main axis. 
Fig. 10. Longitudinal sections through 
the young shoot of Asparagus asparagoides 
to show the early development of the 
assimilatory organ. 
B = Axillant leaf; C = Corpus region; 
J.F. = Initial field; P = Assimilatory 
organ; S = Apical initial; Tl and T2 
= Tunica cells. 
(After Kaussmann 1955) 
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THEORY OF B. KAUSSMANN: 
B. Kaussmann (1955). Kaussmann agrees that it 
is necessary to take the genus as a single unit, but 
considers all the assirnilatory organs are modified 
shoots. He claims to have found leaves on the 
"phylloclades" of A. falcatus. Kaussmann 1 s work 
was mainly based on ontogeny. Ee found that the 
11phylloclade" develops almost simultaneously with 
the leaf primordium, but it first appears in the 
axil of the scale leaf. (Fig. 10) The further 
development of the phylloclade is initiated by the 
division of cells which occur in the corpus deriv­
atives of the apical meristems. He considers that 
the two anticlinally dividing layers, which grow 
uniformally over the young shoot primordia must be 
regarded as genuine tunica layers. While 
Kaussmann takes this as evidence for a tunica­
corpus type of development of the phylloclade 
primordia, Schlittler disagrees. Schlittler 
claims that the diagnosis of a tunica-corpus 
development is correct, but that it applies to the 
vestigial axis which bears the leaf. This 
development, it is true, is followed by a typical 
leaf-type development, namely a single apical 
meristem. Kaussmann feels that there is no 
reason why the initial, primitive development 
should not be followed by a type of development 
dictated by the necessi t:�es of the highly special­
ised structure. Schlittler considers that the 
change in developmental pattern is caused by a 
conversion from axis to leaf development. 
Fig.11. A portion of a shoot of Asparagus 
striatus to show the basal region of a 
branch and of the assimilatory organ. The 
branch is to the right, and the assimilatory 
organ is to the top left. 
F. C. - --N---J.-11.,a 
A..!li.l---11--- X 
PH 
Fig.12. Transverse sections of the 
assimilatory organs of Asparagus striatus 
(above), and of Asparagus subulatus. 
CH= Chlorenchyma; E = Epidermis; F.C. 
= Fibre cap; PH= Phloem; X = Xylem. 
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Kaussmann cited work by Zweigelt, who found 
several-nerved bundles in the basal region of the 
photosynthetic organs of A.!.__undulatus. This he 
regarded as important evidence for the shoot nature 
of the organ. Schlittler, on the other hand, 
could not find any such arrangement and regarded the 
irregular massing in the base as the remains of a 
central cylinder, which he held up as evidence for 
a petiole structure. 
These three workers have not been able to find 
any com...mon ground on which to discuss the problem. 
One could take those points on which any two agree, 
such as the leaves on the cladodes of!_. sp�Jt�ri 
and A. falcatus, and try to obtain a picture which 
would be compatible to as much of the evidence as 
possible. What seems to be necessary, however, is 
a completely new approach, or a species showing some 
of the intermediate stagas.
Asparagus striatus provides interesting material. 
In this species, it is not always possible to 
distinguish between the base of the photosynthetic 
organs or of a branch. Both have a groove running 
round their base. (Fig. 11) Both are striated, 
and of a similar colour and texture. A transverse 
section of a photosynthetic organ of this species 
shows a structure which could be taken for that of 
a branch. (Fig. 12) It would be difficult to be 
sure whether this extraordinary similarity to the 
branches externally, and branch structure intern­
ally is primary or secondary. There does seem to 
be a case, however, for considering it unlikely 
E 
Fig. 13. Transverse section through 
part of a cladode of Asparagus 
asparagoides to show the arrangement 
of the vascular tissues. 
Fig~ 14. External features of the stem and 
basal region of the assimilatory organ of a 
specimen of Asparagus asparagoides (Leighton 640) 
with the vascular tissue included to show the 
arrangement of vascular bundles in the 
winged part of the stem. 
L = Axillant leaf; ST= Central stele; 






Fig. 15. Transverse section through the 
winged part of the stem of a specimen of 
Asparagus asparagoides (Leighton 640), to 
show the arrangement of the vascular tissue. 
E = Epidermis; F.C. = Fibre cap; PA= 




@:::J~::o:-io. - --- pH 
V. E. 
Fig . 16 . Transverese section through an 
assimilatory organ of Asparagus asparagoides, 
to show the arrangement of tissues in a 
vascular bundle . 
D. E. = Dorsal epidermis ; F . C. = Fibre cap; 
PA= Parenchyma; PH= Phloem ; V. E . = 
Ventral epidermis ; X = Xylem. 
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that the ring of vascular bundles would in fact 
have arisen other than in an axis. 
That there is a link between this arrange­
ment and that in the rest of the genus, can be 
seen from a transverse section through a 
photosynthetic organ of A. subulatus, which appears 
from a morphological examination to be the nearest 
relative of A. striatus. The arrangement of 
tissues in the two is basically the same, differing 
in the more condensed arrangement and greater 
lignification of the central area of A. striatus. 
Other than the members of the section 
I'l1YRSIPHYLLI, A. striatus is the only species with 
several superficially observable veins. It is 
quite possible to derive the arrangement in the 
section MYRSIPHYLLI (Fie. 13) from A. striatus 
by the loss of one row of bundles. Despite the 
variation of the axis of the vascular bundles of 
A. asp�ragoides, as seen in the transverse
section, the phloem is always dorsal. This 
makes it unlikely that the arrangement was derived 
simply by the compression of a cladode of the 
A. striatus type, as in that case half the
bundles might be expected to have the xylem dorsal. 
Another line of investigation was suggested 
by the discovery of a specimen of �_fil2_aragoides 
(Leighton 640) in which the normally terete stem is 
winged in parts. In this wing, one or more veins 
were found. (Fig. 14) The similarity between 
the transverse section (Fig. 15) of the winged part 
of the stem and (Fig. 16) of the photosynthetic 
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organ seems to be too great to be ignored. It 
Buggests very stronely that the two organs are 
derived from the same origin; only a slight cha...r1.ge 
in the orientation of the bundle in the stem is 
required to_ make the two virtually identical, and 
it can be s�en from figure 13 that the orientation 
of bundles in the photosynthetic organs is rather 
variable. 
Several ideas have been discussed, and in 
the present author's opinion, there is a slightly 
stronger case for the cladode theory of the nature 
of Asparagus assi�ilatory organs. The term 
cladode is therefore used in this treatment. This 
matter is clearly not settled and it is not 
obvious in what direction research will have to be 
directed to obtain a satisfactory interpretation. 
-20-
CYTOLOGICAL IiV�STIGl�ICYS: 
--- ·--- - ·-�- - - -··-·- . 
The roots of .Aspari1{�. do not readily lend them­
selves to cytological work, as the main growth is 
restricted to a very fsw thick main roots, with few 
latoral ones. On the ot�er hand, the shoots grow 
ve-r:y quickly, and have the adva."lta:'1:e th,�.t they are 
visible above ground, so that there is no dif:iculty 
about what stage to fix the material. J?nrtherrnore, 
the uhcots can be reraoved without darn.8.gin:e_< the roots, 
arid ott1e1.., shoots as \711ell as lJrancl1es on tJ1-e SPJ.rie fJter1s 
vJill Drovide adc"ti tional materi/31 if this i:::J required. 
The only disadvantage is that there are bodie,s such as 
plastids which may interfere with the definition of 
the chror.10 somes. 
Ano th 1)r source of meristema tic r:.a t erial which 
'iJas used v1as .:.:;crminatinc; seed radicles. Seeds of 
both A._krebsiarn.,,1.s and A. _ca22nsis were c;erminated. 
The testas were removed from half the seeds and allowed 
to reoain intact on the other half. Both sai11ples 
were placed in petri dishes with moist blotting pa�er. 
Specimens from each sample were stored at room tenp­
erature, while the remainder were incubated at 20 
deGrecs centigrade. These experiments were performed 
in cold weather durinG early August, but seeds
gerninatcd in about a fortni,r_;ht in each dish, show­
ing that it is not necessary to damage the testa or 
to uoj an incubator. 1:aterial obtained in this vvay 
was little if any better than that from shoots. 
The count fo::t:' A. cons,";nc;-uineus was made on root 
material collected in the natural habitat. 
Of the tl0 re0 stains enrployed in squash techniques, 
Feulgen did not provide adaquate staininf. Aceto-
Fig. 17. 
~~' ,\.. ,._~ .. 
-, ff'lt' -""'~- .. -•-, ... ,..... ~ ' ,,, -...... ,. _ ...,.,, , 
4 .... ~"',... -- . 
Chromosomes of Asparagus sarmentosus 
"sprengeri 11 form above. A. krebsianus left, 
and A. thunbergianus. 
])ig. 18. Chromosomes of Asparagus capensis 
above. A. retrofractus left, and 
A. consanguineus. 
Fig. 19a. Chromosomes of Asparagus asparagoides: 
Narrow-cladode form left and pubescent, broad 
-cladode form. 
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carmine was appliecl to both shoots and o.nthers. The 
examination of ti.10 ant·'v!rs sho1Ned that it would be 
difficu�t to obtain polJen mother cells, as even the 
smaller3t buds ezar:dne(1 y1e11e too old. Neither of these 
sovrces of material steined satisfactorarily in Aceto-
2� Acetic Acid was found to be completely 
satisfactory. The following procedure was developed: 
Shoot tips were placed in 0.01% aqueous 
colchicine solution for three to four hours, before 
bsing fixed in Acetic Alcohol (1�3) for twenty to 
twenty four hours. They were then hydroli3ed in 
20% HCl at 63 degrees centigrade for three to eight 
minutes depending on the thickness of the material. 
Two changes of distilled water for at least five 
minutes each were �sed before the shoot tips were 
squashed in Aceto-Orcein. 
A Zeiss microscope ,vith lOOX oil imnersion 
objective and 8X binocular eye-pieces was used. It 
was found necessary to do al} the scannin5 with the 
oil immersion objective because of the small size of 
the chromosomes. 
the counting. 
Phase-cont:::-ast was essentj_al for 
In making the c aunts, the chromo sor.ies were 
recorded by free-hand drawine:. (Figs 17 to 19.) In 
each case estimates were made on several (5 or more) 
compliments of chromosoues, and where possible more 
thgn one accurate count nas made, but this was not 
always possible. There was consider2ble difiiculty 
finding groups in which the chromosomes were not too 




MYRS I PHY LL I A •. afil)ar_cY';.9 ides 
P...A cmrn s I 
CRISPI 
20 
Rarrow cladode 20 
Form 
Pubescent form 20 
A. krebsianus
!::__!_ sarBen to sus 
20 
nmyrio cladus 1' form 2C 
:, S}Jrengeri 11 forrr.. 6C 
A. crisu-: 1 s -�- -- ---�- �-----





___ ....__,i..-__  ,_ 
Reference 
(�agao (1938)) and 
verified by the 
riresent author. 
(Eagao (1S38)) 
(Sato (1942)) and 
verified by the 
present author. 
(iagao ( 1938)) 
( Garde & Gg,rd� 
(1953)) 
Several estimates 
suggest about 80. 
ASIATICI A. retrofractus 20 
A. thun1)e:r:_gj,amrn 20 
A•,-- c onsa::� ineus 20 
A • _ _pltJJ!lO SUS 20 (:Jagao ( 1938)) 
Table 1. Chromosome coru1t_s for South \frican SJ7ecies 
The reference, given in brackets is 
to the publicatior:. in which t11e cov�1t ·nas reDorted. 
These �ere taken fron �a�lington and Wylie (195�). 
The counts for which there is no reference cited were 
made in the course of this work. 
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In A. asnaraPoides, there is considerable vari-
__ ___ :..,, ____ :.;..; ·---- -
at ion in clac1od2 size 9 which it r1as tho1..1ght mi_zht 1Je 
related to polyploidy. Covnts on representatives of 
the extremes L1 th2 re.nc;e have 9 however, been found 
to have id r;n tj_cG.l chroma sorae l1Ui,1bers. 
In the A. capensis - A. stipulacel�cS COC.})lex, the 
latter species is sspareted from the former by larger 
cladodes and flowers, and condensed aerial parts. 
1faterial of A. stipulaceus stained wi t:i-i Aceto-orcein 
or Feulgen stain did not give clear enou_gh prepare. tions 
for accurate counting. Approxi�ate counts indicate 
that it l1as double the chronmsone number of A. __ C2:J?ens_is. 
· In view of the 11 cat-tail n habit of .A._stinulaceus 
as cor:1pared with A._c0.12_ensis, and t�'le )lOssibility that
this is related to polyploidy, it was also thought 
pos:::;ible that the itcat-tail'' specimens of 
A. sarrn.en to sus, l:::novm in ho rtj_c1,:l ture as A. s.E.._rengeri
might indicate polyploidy. A. s2_renc�ri has, in fact,
been found to have sixty chromoso�es. A. 1:1yriocladus,
--·-.. --t·--·-·-·-··� ,;---� -
also treated here
only tv1enty. No �aterial of more widely branchinG 
s:!;i ec it1ens of A • __ .§_arm_e�_o sus was available for c;yto log-
ical vrnrk. Sirnilar "cat-tail" forms bave been found 




H' SOUS::H AFRICA: 
is �hat of an artis·t w�o accoCTp-
.:;;n:2_,3,', Gov erno :t Simon V8.i.'l der St e1 on an exped-i_ -t;j_o:c.. 
the begin�ing of 1686. 
and it is to hiu 
of icinl journa.1 ar::; Gsc:rilJed. One of them is of 
Van Riebeec� hi�self, ( ()c+n1� 0..,.-, 1<i:::r:; \ re<,o·�d 0,-, +'·a+ - ,,; V ._, .._J '-' ..1. 
' • .,' _) / / 
- ·" _L V ._,, '· u J •. !.. C li 
If t }� _ i: vl s J 2:-:.� )\ s "l.1 a,-'._- 2. ·�·�113 .. -- .. _. ' . --'"-:. ··-- . 
c.,nd not 1 as has been su� est�d Anth0ricu�, tl1e �10 st 
1f.f37. 
Acach�ff:.ici Lugduno-·atavi C8tuJ_og-:_1s n in I,,=.j_den. In 
t .ad coJ_le;cted at tlH-J Cape tn J.072. 
pecies was the first printed descri�tion of a South 
African Asparagus. 
_____ .,. __ , --
Africa::::.us'; he had colJ ected 2t tl1e CaTJe of G-o,::--d :Torie 
on the ban� of a river. 
nrobablv either A. aethionicus ·- � 
- ·- ·--- ------ .... ,., ... ... ,- -- ---
it. v:,zas
or A. a��·ricc. 1"J.1:.s o 
,,.;,Jecies, A • . cD.-r:lensis 1 v1�1-i.cJ.1 ,01a,· c1,l tivGted. c.:t th.e 
tine in cardens in Euro�e. 
1704. In the supplec1e:,1t to John Ray I c : 1 Historia 
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Plry,-1-arum:i ·fi" 'll'° r•nec-i r-c-, deSCY'l0 be"d ,"' S c·o1.·1.� .. :.. r1,"'.'·.· ·.:-'.·_·Y'OT1'1.t ct� u,. 1 9 - c: "' ..:. .�c�, - cc - . __ - . 
Africa, are included. It is li 1::e1y tl 1 ,.:1.t onl�r 
P1u1':enet' s srJecies, a species regarded by liff:�eaus 
as his A._aethio�icu�, and one other came fro� South 
Africa. This lo.st .·1ention a one 1.vc:is cl· .scribed as� 
nAsr,aragus foJ iis falcotis Zcylrmic1,s JJ. Sher:·rd. 
Cor::.n1:1.da G1,1inieensis, foliis aduncis Fus. ?et. 16S. 11 
coastal areas of South Africa. 
1705. In 1705, Pln1-::enet fi:�red an additional two 
speci2ens 9 one of which was to �econe the iconotype 
of a Linnean species, A. :retro frc:tc t1I{3 _.
1720. }3oerhaave included t·;"IO species of .A32ara71-1.:J 
fror::i South J\frica i�1 his nindex ol ter PlantE,rum quae 
in Eorto Academico LugdEno-Batavo almrter. n O:crn of 
he re";arded as the same as the Asian A. asiaticus.
---.....· �.,- - -·-··· _,,, 
A third, from Ceylon, is the widely dist�ibuted 
A. sa::::'men to sus which also arrna::."an tlv occurs ir: South
-·----· ·--. -- �·-- -'· - t..· 
Africa. 
1723. It E1i:)1t '::.ave been expected that a lJlant as 
different fros A. of�icinalis as A. asnara�oides ---··--·--- -- -�---· -�-- --- ···-·-....:..-. - "'·' - ·- ·--
would have been nut into a different cen�s by the 
e2rly authors. In 1723, however, Til]ius in his 
"Catalogus Plantarum Horti Pisani 11 , described two 
forms of A. aspara:f.oides as beinc; A'2j"J8Tap;us species. 
These were illustrated, and are the iconotypes for 
£1 aro·r,a,J�a:;'o·i d 0 s �· ·-- -· u; . .J - •. ·- . _: ,._ .. �... :--' -- • 
1737. .Al thou0h Ee:cma.'1n had }Jublis;1ed sot1e of t:1.e 
speci�ens he had collected at the Ca�e, he did �ot 
In 1737, Johannes ::;urma.nn described 
four species colJ.ected by 'Oieraa;-,_n. One of t2'.:ese 
-26-
l re nnan�t� 0 �eCJ
0
PS 1,11).+ t·_1.�_,_p Otl1_�c;rS CO not 888fil toV, as ii T .. l .cl O 0 ,.., - �, ? - v - - - • 
correspond with any soeciBens already described, and
their identity is obscure. 
In the main uart of tl1e sane volnme 9 Eurma:i.r:;_ 
described some species from Ceylon. Two of t:ie 
Asparagus species, A. fslcatus anr1 &_• __ s_a_rr.1_ep:t_o_su_s_,
occur in South Africa. 
In his Hort�.rn Clif:fortian.1,s, Lin.;1am}s describ-
ed thre� suecies. One of these was �hat is now 
knowr. as A._ as1Ja-:cagoidcs, r-hich in 1753 he was to 
name heCeola aspararrnides.--·-�-· -· ·�· .. -· -·---·-�·-----·'-' ·�-�--
1753. J3esi,1es its importance as -the starting point 
of our binomial system of classification, the 
Species Pla.._Y)_tarm£: is 2.lso ir;;porto.nt beca:use of its 
stabilizi:'.'lg influence on :plm1.t nanes. Si:x� Sou ..th
African species of Lsuaragus wGre included in the 
-. -�J�-
work, narirnly A. sarf:'.'1entosus, 1�. _ _ cauensis, 
:, decl i' v1n ..Lu"' 
·': • ---- - -::-• •  C(. l, 
_. 0 9 A. _  rctrofractns, A. falcatus
and Medeola asuara�oides. 
---- - - --�c::..:. ___ :,Q -·· · 
Unfortunately, there 
are only two specimens which conld have been the 
types of Linnean ne,nes. The others were based on 
descriptions or figures published by earlier authors. 
1768. Another species of South African As_pararus 
was described by P. IUL.er in his HGardeners' 
Dictionary". This was Eedeo{ ..a anzu_stifolia, whtch 
Bas based on tho assumption that Tilli's two figu�es 
were not of tho same species. 
In his 11 Prodromus Florae Capensis 11 , 1'1 .L. 
four snec i es o�c _A. f:)-oarart1J.s , 
----� 
a1r,aac.y Burmann included 
nan.eel, namely: A. declinatus� A. retrofrac�us, 
A._capensis and_A. triacanthus. 3urmann's 
A. cap ems is is not the same as Lirr,.aeus' �-----�·-·--»- -�- but is 
-2
now l{no wn as �af ri c anus. }!is A. - triacai1thus is 
Burmann also reg-
ard another Ph,Ju:met plant, which linnaeus call-
C Thi.B is not now 
considered to be correct. Three �ew species: 
be identified from the descriptions beyond the fact 
that they belong to the section AFRICAYI. 
Medeola asparasoides was aleo retained 
1771. The naCTe A. aethionicus was -----··-··...;... ___ ·- i(:d by 
Lin,1aeus s ullla�: t sa: 1 to oaterial fror1 
Cape, which he regarded as the same as one of 
Ray's. 
17Bl. While no new na3es were add to genus 
by Lim:aeus e younger, he did intro-
due e the g::me name .Dracacna. In this genus 
included D. erecta, D. striata j D. vo __ 
D. undul&ta
--·-·-··-·-� 
Spec ens of all the new snecies describ­
by the younger Lin�a0us had been collected at 
the Cap<.:; by Tl1:.:i.::.1b 
1783. Lamarck's nEncy op�die Methodique, 
includad two now s ecios. One of ese, 
Paris 1 all originat in l".'Iauri tius 9 and 
other 9 �-�ti-oulaceus, was co ected by 
Peter Sonnerat C '-' . Ano species, 
al cmitt Linnaeus, was probably the 
same as one of Plukenet 1 s species. Four other 
speci,2s were 1-nclu:1 that were }Jrobab1;y South 
A can species. Hedeola was exclud and 
A. as;parap:oic'i.es does not seen to be mentioned in
fl 
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the work. In the fo1_1_rth volune of t�1e 
11 Supplement 11 , Le·:leola was ins::::rted by Desroussea,;x 
as gi vcn by Linu"-.cms. In 17S7 a plate of Medeola 
asnararwidcs was Ylublisher� in tlH:: "Recueil de---·. . ·--- -·-
plaLclles d c bo taniquc de 1 'Bnc:rclop ed ie:; , 
17SLt. in his nprodromus Plantaru.rn 
Capensiurn n , i21cluding 
the Sou.th .i frican species of Eed eol2 and Dracaena. 
Thunbcrc; 1.rnod the nan1Js of both Lin ·8.euD and his 
son, but ic:;:1ored Lanar-ck, :IilJ.er and 7.1. 
Burcann's species. 
retained in the ';Flora CaDensis ;, cdi ted by I .A. 
Schultes in 1E323, 1,vas th,:-m t}-:e fol1oviir·.c; ( 2.11 
A. __ melleoloides, A. vo_lu.bilis,
-:i • •  U.j.'ldulatusc 11.._8�"."_C,CtUS o 'l. c:•+rietu 0 _ I - J •• Q 1J ,._i :. -· 1-...J 9 
A. __ retrofractus, J\ • ___ declin2 tns, A. lanceus and
A._ dey,endens. 
1799, In C.L. Willdenow 1 s fourth edition of 
"Linne is Species n1ant2ri)_":,:;, thirteen suecies were 
incl 1.1ded in As·oar2,sns, 
r·.--, •�-·( -·-
A. racemosus w�ich were still unrecorded froCT South
AC, 
• 
lTJ.C8 1 as· ell as .b.. __ subulo.tus_ :"".nc1, ";. d_e_cu��1b_ei-:.s, 
the first o:�· wl1j_ch W�;s a. n .. :: · species. 
�Ch11nbeT{:'.' s or,1issic'll O'.� it. Doth �·ec1 eola a:r;.d 
Draco.ena v;cre use( 
ing to A sp_§.r_a_gus. 
to incl nd e S;) ec i c:,s 11.o·N belong-
1800 - 1850. Du.ring this ti�e develoDrents were 
an:1 J .J-I. Schultes, I-I. B::.'es1er and Kunth. 
Bresler v;rote his HGeneris As:oaragi 
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Eistcria naturalis atqne medica. 11 in 12;26 9 8.nd 
included seventeen speci?s �ch are �ow recoGnised 
�s being South African s;ecies. Re did not 9 how-
he ::10ntion those s:r)eciss previo,,1c-1ly included i1:1
theL1, 
Schul te,s' 
increased the list of snecies now considered to be 
South African to twenty seven 9 includi?":1�0; i'ou:c 
for Ledeola asuara,,:::oides. 
--·- -� -�- ··� - -. --A - --· •. --£-- ·- .. 
In 1850
1 I<.untb publ�.shed his <Sm.1 ;'1er.;tio 
Plantarun;t. In this 9 he divided the genus into 
t'tJTe e geners, 
for seven Cape s�ecies
9
wi t}1 dicecious flot1ers 9 with eight species 9 and 
�akins a total of thirty eiz�� suecies - including 
seversl nss names. 
1375 - 18�)6. Paker, in hiG mono:raph on the 
ger!.US .qs a r.1:·:.·:.0J_2 ., (the most recent con�lete �or\ 
of �hich eleven �ere ne�. 
geneTic name, 
Twenty one years later �e revisef the cenvs 
for the Flora CaJensis, 
species. 
and added four more 
Several anthors h0.a. ad'� ed an occ2sional 
species uuto this time, but Bost of the na�es 
were giv�n by peo,le wh6 were revising all the 
species, at least for the Cape. After this ti�e, 
-30-
however, several new _ aoes have been added, but 
never by anyone who had mad8 a particular study of 
the s1Jbject. The mos+; in1Jortant cor..tribv_tions 
were the ,iJOrk of Salter for ; 1 Tl1e Flor2 of the Cape 
_r, eninsula 11 (lg 50), a:1d �-i es who revised part of 
the section AFRICAHI in 1951. The follovving is 
a list of authors and the number of species each 
has added since 18S6: 
Schinz, H. (l)� Kuntze, O. (l); Hooker, 
J.D. (1), Baker, J.G. (l)� Erown, N.E. (l); 
MacJ3ride ( 1 comb. nov.); Salter, T .N. ( 2); 
Kies? P. (4)9 Dyer, R.A. (1). 
-31-
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INTRODUCTION TO Tl�X.ANO:MIC TREATMENT: 
As it will be necessary to revise the 
genus over a much wider area before any finality 
can be attained for species occuring in South 
Africa as well as in other countries, the 
literature on the species from other areas has 
not been investigated for possible synonyms. 
In the distribution lists, and notes 
following them, all specimens have been 
examined by the present author. 
The provinces have been divided into 
magisterial districts for the distribution lists, 
and have been taken from the vegetation 
maps accompanying J .P.H. A cocks' "Veld types of 
South .Africa (1953). 
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KEY TO THE SPECIES OF ASPARAGUS IN SOUTH .AFRICA: 
1. Cladodes conspicuously flattened.
2. Cladodes more than one-veined.
3. Flowers axillary.
4. Stem smooth, usually climbing •• asparagoides
4a Stem rough, erect. Cladodes 
so.mewhat firm 
3a Flowers terminal 
2a Cladodes one-veined. 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . 
5. Plants herbaceous. Flowers axillary
or terminal.
6. Cladodes all in one plane
6a Cladodes not all in one 




plane . . . . . . . . . . . . ramosissimus 
5a Plants woody. Flowers usually 
racemose. (Fig. 1.). 
7. Cladodes solitary.
8. Stems pubescent
Ba Stems glabrous. 
. . . . . .
9. Spur of the leaves spine­
shaped. (Fig. 5.) Tepals





9a Spur of the leaves not 
spine-sha�ed. Tepals and 
u�ually the cladodes with 
a ciliated margin. 
softly woody . . . .
Stems 
7a Cladodes several at a node. 
10. Stems erect
10a Stems climbing. 






11. Cladodes more than 35 mm.
long . .  . . ' . . . . .
lla Cladodes less than 35 mm. 
. . falcatus 
long . . . . . . . . . . aethiopicus 
la Cladodes terete, angled or absent 
during the flowering period. 
12. Flowers in racemes. (Fig. 1.)
13. Cladodes solitary.
14. Spur of the leaves spine-shaped,
Tepals and cladodes without a
ciliated margin. Stems woody ••
14a Spur of the leaves not spine­
shaped. Tepals and usually the 
cladodes with a ciliated margin. 
sarmentosus 
Stems softly woody . . • • . . juniperoide� 
13a Cladodes several at a node. 
15. Cladodes terete, thick (0.8 mm.
or more thick) . . . . . . . . kougaensis 
15a Cladodes angled, or if terete 
then less than 0.8 mm. thick. 
16. Stems erect.
17. Branches, at least the younger
ones, densely pubescent.
Peduncles grey to brown.
Flowers white •• • •  . . pubescens 
17a Branches glabrous or slightly 
pubescent. Peduncles pale grey 
to yellowish. Flowers yellowish 
to greenish yellow 
16a Stems twining. 
18. Spines present on all
. . . . . . nelsii 
branches •• . . . . . . . . krebsianus 
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18a Spine� absent on ultimate 
branches. 
19. Stems usually grooved.
Branchlets differentiated.
Cladodes more than 0.5 mm. thick,
angled. Perianth segments 2.5
to 3.0 mm. long . . . . racemosus 
19a Stems smooth. Branchlets not 
generally differentiated. 
Cladodes very narrow, less 
than 0.5 mm. thick. 
Perianth segments usually 1.5 
to 2.0 mm. long •• 
12a Flowers not in racemes. (Fig. 1.). 
20. Spines produced from branches.
. . saundersiae 
21. Spines solitary •• . . . . . . 
21a Spines three or more at a node. 
22. Flowers sessile.
. . . . 
23. Average cladode length less than
glaucus 
5.5 mm. Plant widely branched •• capensis 
23a Average cladode length more than 
5.5 rnm. Plants of a "cat-tail" 
form. (Fig. 33). 
22a Flowers not sessile 
. . . . . . stipulaceus 
suaveolens 
20a Spines, when present, foliar in origin. 
24. Cladodes three at a node.
25. Cladodes 1 mm. or more broad.
Fruit globose . . . . . . . . ramosissimus 
25a Cladodes less than 1 mm. broad. 
Fruit ovoid • • . . . .  • •  . . • • 
24a Cladodes solitary, paired or numerous 
at a node. 
crispus· 
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26. Young branches never both white and grooved.
27. Branches not frond-like. Cladodes not
all in one plane.
28. Climbers or scramblers. Stems tortuous.
29. Aerial stems annual,
herbaceous •. • • . . . . . . consanguineus 
29a Aerial stems woody, nerennial. 
30. Stems smooth or regularly grooved,
sometimes pubescent. Spines often
present . . . . . . • • • • africarnrn 
30a Stems irregularly wrinkled, glabrous. 
Stems zigzag ratl1er than tortuous. 
Final branches often reflexed. 
Spineless •• . . . . . . . . . . denudatus 
28a Stems erect, straight or zigzagGing with 
straight internodes. 
31. Flowers subtended by bracts on the ends
of specialised branches . . 0 • bracteolata 
31a Flowers not borne on specialised branches. 
32. Stems green, grooved •• • • • • 
32a Stems smooth, or if grooved than 
not green. 
33. Plant completely glabrous.
34. Spines absent.
subulatus 
35. ·Branches green, softly woody,
ascending, Perianth segments
3 m1-;:i. or more long . .
35a Branches woody, usually spreading. 
Perianth segments less than 3 mm. 
long . . . . . . . . . . macowa.'Ylii 
34a Spines present, at least on the 
stems •• • • . . . . • • 
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33a Ultimate branches pubescent . mucronatus 
27a Branches frond-like. Cladodes all in 
one pla11e • • • • • • • G e e . . .E!._umosus 
26a Young branches, and often all the aerial 
stems and branches, white and grooved. 
36. Cladodes ascending, straight. Plant 
shrubby . . . . . . laricinus 
36a Cladodes spreading, often arcuate. 
Stems shortly erect or tortuous. 
37. Spines present on thP ultimate
branches •• . . . .  0 0 e O O o compactus
37a Spines absent from the ultimate branches. 
38. Cladodes 4 mri. or less long • microrhaphis
38a Cladodes 5 mm. or more long. 
39. Stems climbing or srambling,
zigzagr;ing •• . .  . . • . •. retrofractus
--··--�--·-- -

































































































The section CAPENSES is a distinct one, char­
acterised by the fact that the spines are produced from 
modified branches instead of from reduced leaves as 
in other species. Baker (1896) misinterpreted the 
nature of the spines, being under the misapprehension 
that they were produced ·from modified leaves. Never-
theless, he did recognise the group as such. 
Besides the spine character, which is the most 
important fenture of the section CAPENSES, several 
unusual characters occur in one or more species. The 
species are erect, except for a form included here 
under A. suaveolens, lack tubers, usually have more 
than one branchlet at a node, and have fascicled, 
more or less terete cladodes. The presence of such 
well differentiated branchlets is found in only a few 
species in other groups. Two of the species are 
peculiar in having sessile flowers, and in another 
the perianth forms a tough, persistent sheath round 
the fruit. 
As is usual for the genus, there is great 
variation in the quantitative characters of the 
vegetative parts, and there are few qualitative 
characters of any use in delimiting species. 
The section seems to be confined to Southern 
Africa south of the Zambezi River. 
1. Asparagus capensis L.
Asp���_g_us capebsis Linnaeus, Species Plantarum 
: 314 (1753). 
Aspara_g�rn_j;ria2anthus N. Burmann, Prodromus 
Florae Capensis : 10 (1768). 
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Aspara.gopsis passerinoides Kunth, Enumeratio 
Plantarum, 5 � 90 (1850). 
""""' 
Asparagus nelsoni Baker, J. Lin:1. Soc. , 
14 617 ( 1875). 
An erect shrub, usually with several wide-
spreading branches, upto 1 metre high. Stems brown 
or green, zigzagging, terete, pubescent when young, 
terminating in a spine. 
similar to the stems. 
Branches spine-tipped, 
Branchlets fascicled, not 
replacing spines, spineless except occasionally for 
a terminal spine, pubescent. Lateral spipes 
formed from modified branches, usually 3- nate, 
rarely more numerous, smooth, spreading at right 
angles to one another, straight or recurved, the 
central one longest, brown or green with a brown 
tip; some of the central spines on the older parts 
of the plant are replaced by normal branches. 
Cladodes terete, usually slightly recurved, 1.5 to 
6 rnm. long or rnore, glabrous or very minutely 
pubescent. Leaves scarious, with marginal hairs, 
sometimes very greatly reduced. Flowers sessile, 
1- or 2- nate, terminal. Perianth se�ents oblong-
obovate, white with a green or purple median streak, 
margin serrate, 2 to 4.5 mm. long. Stamens nearly 
as long as the perianth segments; anthers about 
0.5 m�. long, yellow. Ovary about 1 mm. long; 
style about 1 mm. or less long. Berry globose, 
4 mrn. diameter, 1- seeded, red; perianth p�rsistent. 
Linnaeus, in his Species ?lanta.r'l.lffi, wrote
'�.Asparagus aculeatus, triplici spina, surrectus •. Pluk. 
Ffj.3. j 
Fig. 19b. The figure on which Linnaeus based 
Asparagus capensis. Plukenet, L., 
"Almagestum" t.78 f.3. 
aln , 5 4 !_ t . 15 , f • 4 • 11 
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Figure four, on plate 
fifteen of Plukenet's Phytographia does not show a 
plant with ternate spines, and on page 54 of his 
Almagestum, Plukenet wrote 11Asparagus aculeatus, 
triplice spina surrectus, Prom. Bon, S..Q_§i, �hytog£_. 
Tab. 78. fig. ),." Figure three on plate 78 of the 
Phytographia does show a plant with ternate spines. 
(Fig. 19,) It would, therefore, seem likely that 
Tab. 78, fig. 3, should accompany··Linnaeus' citation 
of 11 Pl1,1-...�. alm. 5�-", and the reference to Tab. 15, 
fig. 4 was an error. As the specimens in the 
Linnaean Herbarium, labelled A. capensis, do not 
have ternate spines and therefore do not fit Lin:,aeus' 
description, they can not be regarded as the type. 
As the Plukenet figure.does, however, match the 
dcscriJJtion in having ternate spines, it must be 
regarded as the iconotype in the absence of the 
specimen from which the ilh1.stration was prepared. 
If such a specimen does exist, it would probably be 
in Herb, Sloane at the British Museum (Natural 
History). The figure also shows the fascicled 
branches characteristic of this species. Unfortun­
ately, there are no flowers shown and the figure could 
possibly be of the plant known as A. suaveolens • 
.As A. cap ens is is quite co;,:'con on the Cape Pen�nsula, 
and h_�u_9-veolens occurs only at some distance, ·it 
is more likely that the figure, published in 1691, 
is of A. capensis as construed here. 
The binomial, Asparagus_ triacanthus, was 
accompanied in Burmann's work, only by a reference 
to Plukenet's Phytogra.phia t. 78, f. 3, which is 
the fig1...1.re regarded by the present a·uthor as the type 
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of A. capensis L. A. t:r.iaca�thus Burmann is, 
therefore, a synonym of A. ca_p_�nsis L. 
A__§J)arago1)_Si§ _ _£_a�?erinoides Kunth was proposed as 
a new name (superfluous) for A. ca-pe_I�is of Linnaeus. 
Kun th cited both Lin.:1aeus' deL1cription and the correct 
Plukenet figure. 
Asparagus �elsoni was described by Baker from 
a specimen in the British Museum collected at the Cape 
by Nelson. Baker wrote that this plant was much­
branched, had fascicled branchlets and very short 
peduncles. Baker mentioned that this plant combined 
the branching of A. stipulaceus (the name he used for 
h_suav_eolens Burch.) and the subsessile flowers of 
A. capensis. In the lrny, Baker separated A •... nelsoni 
from A. capensis on the grounds that its branches were 
terwinated by a spine. There are few, if any, 
specimens of A. capensis in which the branches are 
not terminated by a spine, however, and the only 
other species with sessile flowers is A. stip�_:!.aceus 
Lam., which has larger cladodes and flowers than 
given by Baker for A. nelsoni. 
This species occurs from sea-level to about 
1000 feet 9 especially in sandy soils. Among shore 
vecetation, it may form dense bushes about one 
meter high, with thick branches and short, thick 
cladodes, while at higher altitudes, it is generally 
more sparsely branched and smaller with narrower 
branches and cladodes. It is one of the corrm1onest 
species in the winter rainfall area. 
Occasionally an atypical form occurs under trees. 
This forI!l. has longer cladodes - upto 8 rnr:1. long - and 
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has a more lax habit. It also often has more 
nurn.erous spines at a node than is usual in the species. 
This seems to be the plant Baker named A. nelsoni, 
but no difference was found between this and the 
typical form after they had been cultivated near one 
another for two years. Nor is it possible to sep-
arate these forms in the field because of inter­
mediate forns. 
I. variety has been named �apensis var
litoralis Suess. & J. Karl. in Mitt. Bot. Staatssam. 
------- --
Eunchen, ?_ � 50 ( 1950). This seems to be the 
extreme of the form described above as occuring in 
coastal vegetation. Its cladodes are so reduced 
as to give a granular aprearance to the branchlets. 
A snecimen, intermediate between this variety and the 
typical form, was grown near a specimen of the 
typical form for about five years. During this 
period, the difference was maintained. This may 
indicate that a genetic difference is involved, 
but this is not of sufficient magnitude to raise 
the variety to specific level. There is, however, 
sufficient difference to warrant the retention of 
this variety. The holotype is Dinter 6367 (BOL) 
from Pomona, South West Africa. 
Flowering is affected by, but not dependant 
on fires. Flowers have been recorded in February 
and from April to August. 
scented. 
The flowers are sweet 
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DISTRIBUTION OF A. CAPENSIS VAR CAPENSIS. 
CAPE. 
Bellville. Bellville, fl. June, Bolus s.n. (BOL 
15190); Melkbosch, fl. April, Wasserfall 159 
(NBG). 
Bredasdorp. Betw. Bredasdorp and slim, fl. April, 
Bolus s.n. (BOL 20579), fr. Sept., Leighton s.n. 
(BOL 21115); near Elim, fl. April, Schlechter 
10476 (BOL); near Pearly Beach, fl. June, 
Martin 376 (NBG). 
Caledon. Rivier Sonder End, fl. June, Heginb�-t_�am 
14 3 ( NBG); Hangklip Estates, fl. June, Stokoe 
s. n. ( SM1 6 46 9 7) • 
Calvinia. Calvinia, fl. April, Compton 19484 (NBG). 
Cape Town. Robben Island, Vv'algate 509 (ITBG); 
Oranjezicht, fl. May, Barnard s.n. (SAM 66960); 
Lions Head, fl. May, MacOwsn 1977 (GRA & SAM), 
fl. May, MacOwan 3174 ( GRA), Com-pt on 219 50 ( NBG); 
Signal HiLL, fl. April, Jesso,2 25 (BOL), fr. 
J"uly, Phillips 12 (SAM); Rugby, Jessop 30 & 31 
(BOL); near Cape Town, fl. June, Zeyher 76 (STE). 
Knysna. Keurbooms River at Postpad, fl. May, 
Fourcade 207 (BOL). 
Laings�urg. Seven Weeks Poort, fl. Feb., Thorne 
s.n. (SAM 50149); Witteberg, fl. May, Walgate 
254 (NBG); Ngaapkop, fl. June, Compton 
14591 (BOL & NBG). 
Malmesbury. Darling Flora Reserve, fl. June, 
Winkler 88 (BO!, & NBG); Geelbek, fl. Aug., 
Barker 4608 (NBG)t Darling, fr. Sept., Eames 
s.n. (BOL)� Hopefield, Jessop 455 (BOL); 






fl. June, Jordaan 582 (STE). 
Montagu. Fonteinkloof, fl. July, Lewis s • n • ( ITBG ) ; 
betw. I·fontagu and Triangle, Bar_:t?-ard 762 (SAM). 
Murraysburg. Murraysburg, Tyso� 38 (BOL). 
Namaqualand. Betw. Port Nolloth and Ho1gat, Pillar�s 
5710 (BOL); Garies, fl, ,June, Thorne s .n. ( SAM 
49798); 
Piquetberg. 
Doornpoort, Pil1ans 5368 ( BOJ ) . 
Lower slopes of the Rest Mountain, fl. 
Sept., Gillett 3664 (BOL); The Rest, fl. Aug., 
Barker 3590 (KEG); 11 miles N.E. of Velddrif, 
fl. Ai:;._r;., Barker 9715 (NBG). 
Port Elizabeth. 
1109 ( BOL); 
Red House, fl. July, 
Swartkops, fl. June, 
J?aterson 
fr. Jan., 
Zeyher 4159 (BOL); 
Southe_y s.n. (GRA).
New Brighton, fl. June, 
Simons town. ---· Partridge Point, fl. May, Salter 
8080 ( BOL); Olifa.�tsbosch, fr. Sept., Oliver 
s.n. (BOL), fr. Oct., JesE30..Q 126 (BOI,) ;: The 
Boulders, Jessop 32 (BOL); 
Penfold s.n. (BOL 22526); 
8256 ( DOL). 
Fish Hoek, fl. April, 
Kommetjie, Salter 
Somerset West. ------�·----- Somerset West, fl. Nay, Parker 
3497 (BOL & NBG); 
3806 (BOL & NBG). 
Strand, fl. June, Parker 
Stellenbosch. 
(NBG 67047), 
Stellenbosch, fl. l\1ay, Bond s.n. 
Van de r R i et s • n • ( STE ) , f 1 . Ea y , 
Jordaan 525 (STE); 
s.n. (STE).





Steynsburg, fl. Sept., Thode 5636 


























































































Ui tenhage. Uitenhage, Cooner 1573 (5° L). 
Van Rhynsdorp. Klaver, fl. Aug., Pillans 7Q92 
(BOI), fr. July, Andreae 410 (STE); 
fr. Aug., Ester}:l_Esen 5981 (BOL). 
Knersvlakte, 
Wynber_g. Hout Bay, Jessop 301 (BOL); Karbonkel-
berg, Oliver s.n. (BOL); Bergvliet, Salter 
8272 ( BOL); 
(SAM 22543); 
Plumstead, fl. May, Barwick s.n. 
Kenilworth, fr. Jan., Jess_o-12. 16 
(BOL), fr • .Au{!,., Jessop 17, 18 & 37 (BOL); 
Rondebosch, fl. June, Oliver s.n. (BOL), fl. 
June, Heg�nbotham 3 ( NBG), fl. JuJ1e, Wol�J-)od 
1143 (BOL); Raapenberg, Guthrie 495 (CTH); 
Rosebank, fl. June, Bolus s.n. (BOL 26849); 
Observatory, fl. July, pavis s.n. (S.AM), fl. 
Sept., Leighton 641 (BOL)� 
s. n. ( CTH) .
Cape Flats, Kensit 
:DISTRIBUTION OF A. CAPENSIS VAR LITORALIS. 
CAPE. 
Clanwilliam. Lambert' s ::say , fl. I'.Iay, Muir 
s.n. (SA� 49420).
South of Hondeklip Bay, Pillans 
s.n. (BOL 18246).
2. .As aragus stipulaceus Lam •
.Asparagus �Ji�_la� Lamarck, Encyclopedie 
Methodique, 1 :  297 (1783). 
J'V'V 
Asyara.r10J2__sis_ stipulacea (Lam.) Kunth, 
Enumeratio Plantarum, 
Aspar.§Ey.s densus Ba�er, 
14 � 616 (1875). 
IVV\ 
5 : 91 (1850). 
l"'\,,,.,t.. 
J. Linn.. Soc • , 
. j 
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An erect, densely pubescent shrublet, upto 
50 cm. high, rarely more, not usually producing 
branches. Stems grey-green or brown, ending in 
spines, angled or terete, ridged when young, 
slightly zigzageinc, Branches short, few or absent, 
not forming secondary branches, spine-tipped. 
Lateral sp_ines ternate, the longest occasionally 
replaced by a branch, spreadin5 at right angles 
to one another, straight or slightly curved, green 
with a brown-red tip, upto 2 cm. long. Branchlets 
fascicled, spineless or sometimes terminating in a 
spine, grooved. Cladodes firm, terete or angled, 
slightly mucronate, sometimes scabrid, 5 to 10 mm. 
long, almost always 3- n2te. Leaf scarious, 
fringed with hairs. Peduncles represented by a 
minute disc, terminal, 1- or 2- nate. Perianth 
segments oblong-obovate, white with a green or 
purple median streak, 5 to 6 mn. long, spreading, 
the margin serrated. Stamens almost as long as the 
green. 
anthers 0.7 to 0.8 mm. long, yellow -
Ovary 1 to 1.5 mm. long9 style 1 ffil'1.o lnng. 
Berry fleshy, elobose, red, 1- or 2- seeded.
Lamarck;s description leaves no doubt as to the 
correct application of the name among South African 
species. His description mentions that the plant 
is lightly hispid, has fascicled bra,·ches, spines 
more than 1- nate and cladodes 8 to 10 mm. long. 
The specimen, which Lamarck obtained from Sonnerat 
f�om the Cape, had no flnwers. It is now likely 
to be in the Lan1arck Herbarium in Paris • 
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Fig. 20. Scatter diagram to show the 
relationship between cladode length and perianth 
length of Asparagus capensis and 
A. stipulaceus. 
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A. densus Soland ex BaJ.rnr was described from
an Auge specimen collected at the Cape. The flowers 
were described as terminally, very shortly
pedicellate; the final branches as densely faociclea;
the stems as puberulous; and the cladodes as 3 - 6
lin long, and seems to be synonymous with.
h_.__st �_pulac eus. 
This species is particularly affected by fires
and rarely flowers except after a fire. Flowers
have been recorded in April, Ii1ay and July. Fruits 
are rarely produced. Even in areas where large
numbers of plants have flowered, it is not usually
possible to find fruits.
associated with polyploidy.
This is possibly 
It grows in sandy soils, often in vegetation
with a.-.high proportion of Hestionaceae, and usually
within sight of the sea.
similar, and their separation is someti2es
difficult. A. capensis plants are larger and-----�-
considerably more branched, while h._sJJJ?_1:1lace�
is usually more pubescent, has larger cladodes
and flowers. At Rooi Els, where the two species
grow together on a slope above the river, they
retain their distinguishing characters. A scatter 
diagram has been produced, which shows the relative
dif·ferences in cladode and perianth segment length.
(Fig. 20.) This diagram shows a very small
difference between the two species, but this,








































































































in the opinion of the present author, adequate to 
maintain the separation of these species. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
Bredasdorn. 
GRJ\); De Hoop, fl. April, Barker 8731 (NBG); 
Baardskeerdersbos, Oliver s.n. (BOL); 
Gansbaai, Oliver s.n. (BOL). 
Near 
Caledon. Rooi :Els, Jesson s.n. (BO:C); Betty's 
Bay, Oliver s.n.· (BOL). 
Karbonkelberg, OLver s.n. (BOI,). 
Sirnonstovm. Vasco da Gama, Salter 8046A (BCL), 
Jesso.12 135 (BOL); Buffels Bay, fl. May, 
Guthrie s.n. (BOL 16526), Oliver s.n. (BOL); 
]il:il:1_.er' s Point 9 fl. May, Pillans 85 32 ( BOl); 
Clovelly, fl. July, Salter 8210 (BOL & SAM); 
Kalk Bay, Jessou 47 (BOL), Oliver s.n. (BOI,); 
St James, Mitchell s.n. (BOL 17246). 
3. 
Asparagus �:i-1aveo lens Burchell, Travels 
in the interior of Southern Africa, 
2 � 226 (1822). 
� 
As_p3ragus �pinescens Steudel, in Schultes,
Systema Vegetabilium, Jv: 334 ( 1829). 
�sparagus tr�_§,_sapthus Willdenow, in 
Schultes, Systema Vegetabilium, 7 
,v,., 
: 334 ( 1829) • 
As12aragor!sJ�triacan tha CWilld.) Ku.nth, 
Enumeratio Plantarum, � � 91 ( 1850). 
Fig. 21. Spines of Asparagus suaveolens 
to show the lateral nodes. 
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Asparagopsis zeyheri Kunth, Enumeratio 
Plantar1un, 5 : 92 (1850). 
' ' 
Asparag<21:rnis s_pinescens ( Steudel) Ku...nth, 
En~meratio Plantarum, 5 ~ 93 (1850). 
Asl?_ar.?:_g_U§ burchellii Bal:er, J. Linn. Soc. , 
14 ~. 618 ( 1875). 
~sparagus spiposissi~~s Kuntze, Rev. Gen. 
Plant., 3: 315 (1893). 
Asparagus sti_pulaceus auct. non Lam.; Baker, 
Flora Capensis, 6 : 264 (1896). 
An erect, glabrous or pubescent, mucl:1-
branched shrublet, upto 100 cm. high, but usually 
30 to 50 cm. high; ocassionally climbing or scrambling 
upto 150 cm. high. Stems and br_§,nches pale cream 
coloured, grey or brown, zigzagcing, spine-tipped, 
smooth; branches u~ually spreading or ascending but 
ocassionally reflexed. Lateral ~£ines 3-, 5- or 
7- nate, at least the lateral ones in each group 
usually bearing sterile nodes (Fig. 21), pungent, 
well-developed, straight or arcuate, spreading or 
reflexed. Branchlets fascicled, paired to numerous, 
herbaceous, arcuate or straight, upto 3 cm. long. 
Cla_dodes borne on branchlets, fascicled, subulate, 
spreading or ascending, 3- to 6- nate, 1 to 10 
mm. or ~ore long. Peduncles solitary, terminal 
on branchlets, 1 to 4 mr:1. long, articulated near 
the base. Perianth segments obovate, 1.5 to 
3.5 mm. long, the outer whorl frequently, perhaps 
always, with a purple streak. Stamens nearly as 
long as the perianth segments, narrow; anthers 
}, 
Fig . 22 . Burchell 1956 (K) . 
The holotype of Asparagus suaveolens Burch . 
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about 1/3 l.lli:l. long, orange to yellow. 
divided for less than half its lengthi 
Style 
ovary 
sessile, 12- to 14- ovuled. Berry one-seeded, 
globose, 3 to 3.5 rn.m. diameter, red 9 
persistent. 
perianth 
The ho lo type of A. suav_~.£..l~ Burch. is 
Burchell 1956, collected at Griquatown and no·w at 
Kew. It has been examined on loan at the Bolus 
Herbarium. (Fig. 22.) It shows the typical 
fascicled branchlets and ternate spines with lateral 
nodes. 
Baker, in the Flora Capensis, misidentified 
this species as A. stipu~aceus Lam. Its correct 
identity was pointed out by Dyer in the Flowering 
Plants of South Africa, 11 : 419 ( 1931). 
~
The id.entity of A~aragus S.Q_~~!-_escens Steud. 
is confirmed by the mention of the presence of 
ternate spines and pedunculate fl0wers in the type 
description. 
Willdenow described A. triacanthus from. a 
specimen which was collected by Lichtenstein at the 
Cape, in Herb. Willdenow (No. 6693). The 
characters given by Willdenow include ternate spines 
and ped1mculate flowers, which establishes its 
identity. 
A specimen, collected by Zeyher, which was 
destroyed in Berlin, waf:; the type of Aspara_gs,J)_s_:i_§_ 
z~yheri Kunth. There may be an isotype elsewhere, 
but the collector's number is u..YJ.known. It was 





Asparagus bu_!ch~lli]:. Baker was based on 
Btirchel1 2962 and it has fascicled branchlets and 
pedunculate flowers; presumably the type is at Kew, 
but has not been seen by the present author. :saker 
separated A. __ burchellii and A. suaveolens (A. _sti_p-
cQ 
ulaceus of Baker) on the 1)resence or ab~ce of 
terminal spines, but this must have been due to his 
using damaged specimens, as -;;he spines are 
frequently broken off in this species. 
The present author has seen a photograph of the 
specimen collected at Cathcart, now in the O. Kuntze 
Herharium, which is the type of .As:parag}ls 
spinosissimus O.K. The specimen shows all the 
characters of this species. 
This species is one of the commoner species of 
Asparagus in the sum1'ler rainfall area, but is also 
found in winter and :non-seasonal rainfall areas. 
It occurs in coastal vegetation, low bush, open 
forest, and Karroid vegetation. In the 'south 
western Karroo and Little Karroo, there are two 
forms. One of these is erect, and the other is 
a climber or scrambler with reflexed branches and 
spines. Intermediates between these two forms 
occur in the Uitenhage and surrounding districts. 
Flowers have bePn recorded in most months. 
Flowers are sweetly scented. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
CAPE. 
Albani. Salem .oad at junction with Grahamstown 
road, Britten 1509 (GRA); Penrock Farm near 
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Grahamstown, fl. Jan., Dyer: 1194 (GPw\); Botha 1 s 
Hill, fl. April, Rogers 3417 ( BOL); west of 
Grahamstown, fl. April, Compj_o_n 23396 (NEG); 
Grahamstown, fr. July, Black s.n. (GilA), fl. 
April, ~ s.n. (GR.A), fl. April, Hill 1778 
( GRA). 
Alexandria. Debega Valley, fl. May, Gal_£ill: 
s.n. (BOL 27051). 
Aliwal North. ---·- Aliwal North, Stephanx s.n. (BOL 
16146). 
Bathurst. Port Alfred, fr. July, Salisb~ s.n. 
( GRA). 
Bedford. -····--··-- Witmos, fl. Dec., Galpin 3081 (GRA). 
B~_~_s_g.orp. Mierkraal, fl. April, Schlechter 
10527 (BOL) 9 betw. Bredasdorp and Elim, fl. 
April, Bolus s.n. (BOL 20580 & 20581); 
,'I 
Bo"tebok Park, fl. Feb., Johns_~n lL1 (l'JBG); 
Wydgelegen, fl. I1.Iay, ComptoQ 19 508 ( i1TBG); 
Napier, fl. Sept., Van Niekerk 311 ( NBG). 
Caledon. Caledon, fl. Aug., Ester~~~ s.n. 
(BOL 26848); near the hot springs, fl. Sept., 
Pillaps_ s .n. ( BOL 17145); 
Aug., Bond 178 (NBG). 
near Caledon, fl. 
Clanwilliam. Langkloof, fl. July, Schlechter 
8050 (BOL & GRA); north of Citrusdal, fl. 
I'!Iay ~ Salter 7240 (BOL)~ 
April, Com~ton 19473 (NBG); 
Rogers 11270 (GRA). 
Brandewyn River, fl. 
Clanwilliam, 
East London. Betw. Quinera and Gonubi Rivers, 
fl. April, Rycroft 1899 (BOL & NBG); East 
London, fl. July, Gane 319 (GPiA), fl., 




Fraserburg, fr. Feb. 9 Nel s.n. (STE 
Graaff Reinet. ----- Graaff Reinet, fl. I'.~arch 9 Bolus 
411 (BOL). 
Ha__y Floradale, fl. April, Esterhuysen 2318 (BOL). 
Humansdorp. 
Kentani. 
Hankey, fr. April, Barker 7853 (NBG). 
Colurnbia Mission Station, fl. Aug., 
Pegler 1451 ( BOL, GRA & SAM). 
Kimberley. Kimberley, lforan G .n. (BOL 16176 & 
16177), Fogarty 31 (SAM); Sekretaris, fl. Jan., 
Wilm~n s .n. (BOL); 
66 ( GRA). 
Warrenton, fl: June, .Adams 
King Wj~Jiams Town. King Yiil1iams Town, fr. nov., 
Sim 1060 ( BOL). 
Komgha. 
SAM); 
Komgha, fl. June, Plana@n 1793 (130L & 
Kei River mouth, fl. July, Fla_nag~m 
2 6 3 ( SAM & PRE ) • 
Ladismitl1. Ladisrni th, J. esso.J2 12 7 ( BOL); Prins 
Poort, fl. May, Bonq_ 306 (NBG). 
Laingsburg. Pieter Meintjies, fr, Nov., Rogers 
s.n. (BOL 16322);; Skeiding, Jessop_356 (BOL); 
north of Laingsburg, Jessop 130 & 309 (BOI,); 
Wi tteberg, fl. June, Cornp~on 852 4 ( NBG), fl. 
March 9 Compton 20487 (NBG), Lewis 1216 (SAM), 
fl. May, Compton 8727 (NBG); 
Feb., Compt2_n 14424 (NBG). 
Ngaapkop, fl. 
M_ontagu. Cogman' s Kloof, fl. ].Iay, Barker 998 
( NBG), fl. July 9 Barker 8625 ( NBG); 
kloof, fl. July 9 Lewis 4390 (SAM); 
Fontein-
betw. 
Montagu and Triangle, Barnard s .n. (SAM). 
Murraysburg. 
( GRA). 




Doornpoort, Pillans 5466 (BOT). 
Red House, fl. July, Paterson 
401 ( BOL), fr. June, Pa tersop. 961 ( BOL), 
Swartkops River, fl. Nov., Zeyher 4160 (BOL), 
fl. July, Zeyher 4163 (BOL); Perseverance, fl. 
Aug., Long 681 ( GRA); Port Elizabeth, Dreg~ 
s. n. ( GRA) ; Cradock Place, G~lpin 6439 (GRA); 
Gem Cliff, Galpin 6440 (GRA). 
Queenstown. 
( BOI); 
Long Hill, fl. Aug., Galpin 2095 
Intaba, fl. March, Galnin 2135 (GRA); 
Umbombola Mts, fr. March, Galpin 2095 (GRA). 
Rive~sdale. 
( BOL); 
On Langeberg, fl. April, Muir 2529 
near Riversdale, fl. July, Van Niekerk 
448 (BOL). 
Robertson. Above road, fr. June, V~ Nie 1:erk 
372 & 373 ( BOL); Klaasvoogds, fr. July, 
Van Niekerk 749 (BOL). 
Somerset East. Somerset East, fl. June/July, 
Van Niekerk 435 (EGL); National Bontebok Park, 
fl. Sept., Liebenberg 6536 (STE). 
TJitenhage. Uitenhage, fr. July, Ecklon and 
Zeyher s .n. ( GRA); near Ui tenhage, fl. April, 
Schlechter 2573 ( GRA); Hill Poort, Grahams town 
- Cradock road, Britten 2142 (GRA). 






Barberton, Thorncroft 844 (NH). 
The Kloof, fl. Nov., Thode 3435 
Louis Trichardt. 
19297 ( BOL). 
n~ C". nl ,-:, R 1·;.eSolna, I • 11,0V •, ~~ 
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Marica. Derdepoort, fr. July, leendertz 189 
(GR.A). 
~/Iid(' e~_purg. Loskop Dam, I!Iauve 4090 (PRE), fl. 
Oct., Prosser 1891 (PRE), fl. Cct., :Mogg 
2 3 9 0 4 ( PRE ) ; Slanghoek in the Olifant 1 s River 
Gorge, Mog0 22407 (PRE); 
Rudatis 69 (STE). 
Buffelsvlei, fl. Nov., 
Pietersburg. Reebok Vlei, l1Iauve 4295 (PRE). 
Po tche:f'str_:_~. 
Potgie~ersrust. 
Losberg, Theron 693 ( WH). 
Naboomspruit, Galpin 342 & 344 
( BOL & SAM). 
Pretoria. Pretoria Koppies, fl. June, Leendertz 
184 (BOL & GR.A), fl. Sept., Leendertz 252 (BCL), 
fl. May, Leendertz 161 (GR.A); 
fl. Oct., Rogers 18973 (BOL); 
Dec., Gillet~ s.n. (BOL 18504); 
fl. Oct., Schlechter 3584 (BOI,). 
----~-----
Premier :Mine t 
Lyttleton, fr. 
near Pretoria, 
Roodenoort. ---------- Maraisburg, fr. July, Archibald 
3195 (GRA), fr. June, Archibald 2705 (GRA); 
Spitskop, fl. March, Archibald 2829 (GR.A); 
Uiehoek, fr. July, Archibald 3305 (GRA). 
Vereenigini3. 
s .n.. (BOL). 
Klipriviersberg, fl. June, H.B.G. 
Transvaal without locality, fl. June, Gerstner 
3400 (NH). 
NATAL. 
Inzwav1¥na. Ubo~bo, fl. June, Gerstner 3400 (NH). 
SWAZILAND. 
Hlatikulu. Ingwavuma Poort, fl. June, Ben 
Dlamini s.n. (BOL). 
Also recorded from Lobatsi, l'lole:polole and J!1ochudi 












































































River in Southern Rhodesia. 
4. 
Asparagus_.£]._aucus Kies, Bothalia, 6 
,v'V 
~ 229 - 230, fig. 5 ( 1954). 
Stems erect, upto 50 cm. high, smooth, 
glabrous, woody, slightly zigzagging. Branches 
spreading or ascending, solitary; stems and 
branches white at first, becoming brown, 6ften 
spine-tipped, but frequently damaged. 
1 - 3 cm. long, solitary or paired, 
Branchlets 
straight, 
grooved, greenish, borne at the bases of spines or 
branches, terminated by a spine. I,a teral _s_pJ_nes 
mostly les:: thEm 1 cm. long, ocassionally upto 2 cm. 
long, straight or recurved, slightly ascending or 
spreading, p1mgent, bearing s ter:i_l e nod es and 
often bearing lateral spines. Cladodes 2 - 10 mn. 
long, glaucous, fascicled, frequently 3- nate, 
terete, frequently upto 0.5 mm. thick. Leaves 
very reduced; lateral buds present at the bases 
of branches and .sp:i..nes. Pedunc:J:es axil} ary, 2-
nate, 2 mm. long, borne on branchlets or spines, 
articulated near the centre. P erian_-t_:;i __ s_e_gpi_en ts 
similar, broadly oblong-obovate, spreading, 3.5 
- 4.0 mm. long, margins smooth, rather tough, 
green in the bud, becoming greenish-white with 
a ~reen keel and a bloom. Stamens about 3 mP. long~ 
filaments white, flattened laterally; anthers 
oblong, about 1 mo. long. Ovary shortly stalked; 
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the ovules about 9 in each chamber; style branches 
shortly fused at the base. Fruit globose, 4 mm. 
diameter, containing a single seed, surroundE:d by 
a persistent perianth. 
The species has similarities with h_ suaveolens, 
but differs in havi11g solitary spines, fewer "branches 
at each node, axillary peduncles, and larger, 
thicker perianth segments which envelope the fruit. 
Kies described A. glaucus as differing from 
A. suaveolens in the glaucous ap9eara.~ce, and the 
larger perianth which persists and encloses the ripe 
fruit. The figure shows the solitary spines. 
The type was cited as Kies 340 (PRE). It has been ex-
a.mined at the Bolus Herbarium by 1he present author. 
FlowerB are sweet scented and have been 









Kruispad, fl. Nov., Compto~ 21779 
Bank of the Olifants River, fl. Nov., 
Fourca_~ 6265 (BOL). 
ORANGE FREE STATE. 
Bloemfontein, De Brug, fr. Dec., Acocks 8464 
(BOL). 



























































(BOL); Groenvlei, Kies 340 (PRE). 
.~' r9p_E.§EY.r G • 
( BOL). 
Ventersvlei, fl. Oct., Verdoorn 1153 
SECTION AFRICANI~ 
The Gection AFRICANI comprises species with 
perenr~ial aerial stems' - except A. consai}guineus_ -
fibrous roots, n~merous, fascicled, terete 
1.,;.r 
cladodes, and axil? a,ry or terminal flowers. 
these limits there is. considerable variation. 
Within 
Some 
of the species are clinfbers, while others are erect , 
shrublets. One group has species with white, 
gro oved.1- stems. In most of this group, the outer 
layers of the older stems and branches are lost, and 
they are left smooth and brown. The rest of the 
secti:cm includes glabro1:1s or pubescent, smooth or 
0rooved stemmed species. 
In ·many ways there is a parallel range of 
habits and stem characters in the section RACEMOSI. 
The name AFRIC.ANI was chosen partly because 
this was the narne of one of Baker's ( 1896) sections, 
and partly because A. africanus is the most widely 
spread species of the section South Africa. It 
seems likely th~t the section should include species 
from many parts of the area inhabited by the genus 
in the world. 
5. 
As:para_gus _africanus Lamarck, Encyclopedi~ 
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:Methodique, 1: 295 (1'.783). 
r,../'\. -··· 
Aspa~9 gus .~ependens Thunberg, Prodromus 
Pl211tarum Capensium ~ 66 (1794). 
Asparae_ll~ Ei vel}._ianus Schultes, Systema 
Vegetabilium, J..,(l) : 331 - 332 (1829). 
Aspa_Fa_gol'_sis minut_iflora Kunth, ~Gnumeratio 
Plan tarmn, 5 : 89 (1850). 
IV'-
A~paragopsis lmn~rckii Kunth, Enumeratio 
PJ.nntari.:un, 5 ~ 87 - 88 (1850). 
"'"" 
A sn_§,ra~ol?._.sis j~1l_i,Perinc:, Kun th, Enumera tio 
PlantarQ~, 5 ~ 85 - 86 (1850). 
""""' 
.A spara~psis __ ni veniana (Schultes) Kun th, 
Enumeratio Plantarum, 5 : 88 (1850). 
,vv 
As_Jlarago_psis _ schlecht.endalii Kun th, 
Enumeratio Plantarum, 5 : 90 (1850). 
,vv 
Asparagus cooper::_~ Baker, Gardeners 
Chronicle, 1: 818 (1874). 
fVV 
~agu_~_ ecklonii Baker, J. Linn. Soc., 
14 : 615 (1875). 
~ 
AspE_:.ragus mul tiflorus Baker,· J. Linn. Soc.·,. 
AA.,: 610 (1875). 
Asp9:_ra_~S_E.J._?:Pll~i.f_l_o_r_u_s (Kun th) Baker, J. 
Linn. Soc., 14 ~ 616 (1875). 
AA, 
Asparagus asiaticus au.ct. non L.; Baker, in 
:I!'lora Canensis, ,Ji. : 265 ( 1896). 
Aspar~~s rivalis Burchell ex Kies, Bothalia 
~(1) ~ 179 - 180 (1951). 
Stems woody, twining, either climbing to about 
3 metres or forming low bushes upto about 1 metre high, 
glabrous to pubescent, smooth or slightly grooved, 







Branches solitary, much-branched, similar to the 
stems, but with a greater tendency to pubescence 
and grooving, usually spreading, but in some forms -
particularly the pubescent specimens - strongly 
reflexed. Cladodes fascicled, upto 20- nate, but 
often only about 8- nate, straight or slightly 
arcuate, subulate, generally 5 - 10 mr.1. long, 
ascending to spreading. Spines usually present on 
at least the stems and larger branches, and some-
times well-developed on all branches, spreading to 
reflexed, usually straight, pale in many specimens 
but frequently reddish brown, upto 1 cm., or more, 
long, usually with the rest of the leaf forming 
well-developed spurs. Peduncles axillary or term-
inal, upto 20- nate, but frequently 2- or 3- nate, 
upto 5 to 8 mn:!.. long, articulated below the centre. 
~erianth segments similar, entire, oblong-obovate, 
2.5to 3.5 mm. long, white. Stamens nearly as long 
as the perianth segments. §tyle and ovary each 
about 1 mm. long. Fruit globose, fleshy, red, 
about 6 !:'.El. diar.ieter, with a single seed. 
Those South African Asparagi with fascicled, 
terete cladodes, stems not white and grooved and 
final branches and cladodes not horizontal as in 
A. plun19_§~ have been included in this species. The 
variation wi~hin these limits, aa can be seen from 
the description of the species 8bove, is very 
great. It is possible that further collecting 
wi!l reveal the limits of significant groupings 
within this definition, but there seems to be no 
Fig. 23. Variation in Asparagus africanus Lam. 
"A" A specimen from the Barkly West district 
to show the extremely slender, tortuous stems. 
Several of the branches are reflexed. There 
are only poorly developed spines. 
" ;,,;: A,...,;. ,;:,.C:1 ~ 
Fig . 24. Variation in Asparagus africanus Lam. 
"B" This specimen was collected near the 
Swartkops River . It is more branched than 
the specimen shown in Fig . 23 . 
are well- developed . 
Spines 
. . 
:;r"...-;""i7:"_ :.r.1Jj .., ,/ ~H ~ ,,. 
Fig. 25. Variation in Asparagus africanus Lam. 
11 0 11 The left hand specimen was collected in the 
Cape Peninsula, and the other near Pieter-
Maritzburg. It is a more rigid form than 
shown in Fig. 24. The branches are all 
ascending, and spines are well-developed. 
\ 
, .... .. 
~-.:r 'll.:;P.. .(r:cn/. .:-~ 
I - -:rr.: 
Fig. 26 . Variation in Asparagus africanus Lam . 
"D" This specimen was collected near Kentani , 
and shows an extremely rigid stem , and 
large spines . 
1./ ..i: .. If u-..,,u,.. •-1-~ ( 
'':7-...,._t._,.,.... 
J. 
.. 1 ... -
I "····· "" ... " .... ". 
Fig. 27. Variation in Asparagus africanus Lam. 
"E" This specimen was coll ected in the King 
Williams Town district. It is similar to 
the specimen in Fig. 24, but has thicker, more 
strongly reflexed branches, and no spines. 
Fig. 28. Variation in Asparagus africanus Lam. 
"F" This specimen was collected in the Albany 
district. It has very strongly reflexed 
branches, and no spines. 
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pos'::;ible way of correlating any of the variable 
characters in order to subdivide the group, judging 
from the available material and data. Baker 
included the follow:i.ng species, which are treated 
here as synonyms for A. africanus, in the ]'lora 
Capensis~ A. ecklonii, A. multiflorus, ------- --- ---- A. minuti-
fl~, A. coone:ri, A. asiaticus and A. _ _?.f~;i._.._9_8.,_r~. 
These he separated in his key on the presence or 
absence of spines, and the number of flowers in 
a fascicle, characters which have been found by the 
pres,~,nt author to be very variable in the genus as 
a ·whole and particularly in this group. 
The form in the south west Cape, A. africanus 
of _Baker, .. ,. has well-develope¢!, - reddish spines, 
(Fig. 25.) and tends to be less sarmentose. 
This is replaced to the east by a more pubescent 
form with straignter, reflex-ed branches and 
cladodes, referred to by Baker as A. africanus 
var depenq_~ns. (Fig. 27.) More generally over 
most of the summer rainfall area there is a less 
spiny, more sarmentose form with narrower stems, 
branches and cladodes, which was referred to 
A. asiaticus by Baker. (Fig. 23.) 
It is difficult to distinguish A. africanus 
from ~I?..;L umo sus. The form of branching and cladode 
arrangement which are so well known and character-
istic of the horticultural plants occurs in wild 
populations over a large area of Southern Africa, 
but are not always readily recognisable on 
herbarium material. There are several specimens 
in which it is difficult to decide in which species 
to place them. The only character which may be of 
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assistance is that the flowers of A. p~u~osus 
are always terminal, while most specimens of 
A. africa.nvs have axillary flowers. _____ ,. 
Lamarck described A. africa:rru~ from a · 
Bpecimen which was sent from the Cape by Sonnerat. 
This is probably Peter Sonrrerat (b. 1745), who 
called at the Cape several times, including one 
visit of several weeks in 1781. The description 
mentions the angled stems and spine and cladode 
characters which are typical of the form growing 
in the south west Cape. This is the area where 
Sonnerat is likely to have been able to have 
collected it. There is likely to be a holotype 
in the Lamarck Herbarium in Paris. Lamarck also 
cited Plukenet' s Phytograr)hia, t. 37 4 f. 4. This 
figure shows a slightly sarmentose stem without 
spines, but Plukenet mentioned the presence of 
spines in his description. The locality was 
given as Africa. If this figure is intended to 
represent the Cape species, the shape of the 
cladodes and absence of spines makes it a very 
poor likeness. 
Thunberg's description of A. de_:Q_~ll_dell.§. reads 
as fo11ows: "A. fruticosus aculeatus, ramis 
reflexis, foliis subulatis. 11 The specimen ii1 
the Thunberg Herbarium, labelled A. d~endens, 
fits this description in every point. It is a 
specimen of the pubescent form with reflexed branches. 
It has been examined by the present author at the 
Bolus Herbarium. 
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Schultes described Asparagus_nivenian~s as 
"fruticosusil, the branches as flexuose, woody and 
glabrous, the cladodes as fascicled and setaceous, 
and the flowers as axillary. He considered it to 
be close to both A. asiaticus and A. africanus., 
11 sed ab utro q_ue sa tis distinctus 11 without 
explanation. 
Bonae Spei 11 • 
The locality is given as "Caput 
It is very probable that this 
species belongs here, but on these characters 
one can not be certain. While J.A. Schultes' 
specimens are, according to De Candolle (1880), 
in Munich and Leiden, Niven's are mainly at the 
British Huseum. The holotype is therefore likely 
to be in one of these herbaria. Kunth cited 
this reference as the source for his Aspar_~_gopsis 
niveniana, which is, therefore, a synonym. 
Kunth described AsparagoJ2_Sis minutiflora from 
a single specimen col].ected by Forbes at Delagoa 
Bay. The branches are described as "levissime 
flexuosis" and the final branches as llstriatis 
hirtellisn. The plant had well-developed spines, 
and fascicled, needle-like cl2dodes. These are 
characters, which occur in A. africanus, but 
there are not sufficient details to be certain of 
the identity of the species. Baker cited the 
Forbes specimen and Kunth's description. An 
isotype may be at Kew, but Kunth's specimens 
were in the Royal Herbarium, Berlin. 
Asparagopsis lam~rckii was J1roposed as a 
new name (superfluous) for A. afrt~~ Lam. 
Kunth cited Drege 8576, which was collected at 
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the Swartkops River, as the type of Aspar9-_gopsis 
juniperina. All the characters, described, are 
those of this species. In particular, the spines 
desc:tibed as 11 ferruginea" is very characteristic. 
Aspar~oEi~ sc_hlechtendalii is also likely to be a 
synonym for this species. The type was collected 
along the Olifants River by Krebs, but Kunth does 
not indicate which Olifants River this is. The 
plant is described as v1oody with flexuose branches. 
The cladodes and axillary flowers are typical for 
A. africanus, but, again, there is not enough 
information to be absolutely certain. According 
to De Candolle (1880), Krebs' specimens were in the 
Herbarium de l'Univ. de Kiel. 
The plant, desc:cibed by Baker under the name 
A. cooperi, is typical of the summer rainfall area 
form of A. africanus. The normal characters, 
woody, twining stem, facsicled, terete cladodes, 
and axiLLary flowers y are all mentioned by 
Baker. Baker cited his type material as being 
"Cooper in hort. Saundersa. If a Cooper specimen 
is extant, it is likely to be at Kew. If, as 
seems more likely, there is not, the figure 
accompanying the type description must be regarded 
as an iconotype. 
Baker described A. ecklonii as having , 
sarmentose, glabrous stems, spineless, curved, 
slender, moderately rigid branches, subulate, 
1- to 6- nate, straight, very slender cladodes, 
and axillary flowers. The holotype was collected 
by Ecklon and Zeyher, and was reported by Baker iD 
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be in the herbarium of Trinity College, Dublin. 
These characters apply to A. africanus. Baker 
separated A. ecklonii from A. _asiaticus on the 
absence of spines and on having fewer flowers in .a 
fascicle. Neither of these characters can be regard-
ed as significant. 
Baker described A. multifl~ as having woody, 
sarmentose, spineless stems; subulate, fascicled 
cladodes; and terminal flowers. He separated it 
from A. asiat~c~sand A. afri~anus in not having 
spines. This character is not of sufficient 
significance to maintain the separation of 
A. multiflorus. The holotype is cited by Baker as 
having been collected in the Somerset division by 
Bowker. This specimen is likely to be at Kew. 
Kies published a description of h_Tivalis in 
order to validate Burchell's name, which was 
published without a description, for the plants 
which had upto then been known as A. a~iE!,ticus. 
She cited Burchell 2587, collected at Kosiefontein 
(Kuruman :District) as the holotype of A. rivalis. 
From her description, in which she mentions the stem, 
cladode and inflorescence characters typical of 
specimens of this species from the northern Ca:t:€ , 
there can be no doubt as to its identity. 
Because various authors have used the name 
A. asia~1~ for the species treated here as 
A. africanus, it is desirable to discuss the 
typification of A. asiat~cus here. Linnaeus 
citeQ his Hortus Cliffortianus, page 122 (1737) in 
his description of A. a~iaticus. In this work, 
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there is a reference to Plukenet's Phytographia 
(1699) t.15 f.4. As there is no specimen with this 
name in the Linnaean Herbarium, the Plukenet 
figure would be regarde? as the iconotype if there 
is no specirien in Herb. Sloane in the British Museum 
upon which this illustration is based. Linnaeus' 
description describes the stem as erect, and the 
Plukenet figure agrees with this. The figure also 
does not match the South African A. africanus as it 
appears to have spines on the final branches. 
Plukenet cited his species as 11 e Maderaspatans 11 ; 
that is, from the eastern coast of peninsular 
India. It is, therefore, possible, but 
UlLlikely, that the South African specimens should 
be placed in the same species as an Asian_- species 
with straight branches and spines_-_ on the final 
branches. It is better, however, to regard this 
name as not applicable to the South African species 
until work can be done on the genus in a wider 
geographical context. This neme was used by 
Baker, and several authors before him for the 
Sou.th African species. Kies was the first 
person to question the conspecificity of the African 
and Asian plants. 
This species usually occurs in bushy or 
wooded areas, where it climbs, but also occurs 
in more open vegetation where it forms bushes or 
scrambles among rocks. It grows mainly in the 
damper parts of South Africa, but also occurs 
in drier areas such as in the Kimberley district. 




Albany. Glen Boyd, fl. Nov., Lindstedt 18 (PR}~); 
Grahams town, Cherry 969 (NH); Carlisle Bridge, 
Bowli::er 38 ( GRA). 
Barkly Wes_:t_~ Bucklands, near Gong-Gong, fl. Sept~, 
Cooke s.n. (BOL); 
s.n. (BOL 26842). 
Newlands, fl. Oct., Ferrar 
Bathurst. 
( BOL). 
Port Alfed, fl. Aug., Rogers 16623 
Bedford. Bedford, fl. Nov., Gane 118 (GRA). 
Bellville Tigerberg, Pillans 8659 (BOL). 
Caledon. Baviaans Kloof, Genadendal, fl. Harch, 
Gillett 855 (BOI); near Grabouw, Jesso.12. 69 
(BOL). 
Cape Town. Porcupine Buttress, fr. Jan., 
Jes§.QJ2_ 12, 13, 14 & 15 (1301). 
East London. 
5-28 ( 113G) • 
Fort Beaufort. 
East London, fl. Oct. , Bolrelmann 
Beaufort, fr., Cooper 523 (BOL). 
George. Near George, fl. Nov., Barker 6856 
( NBG). 
Graaff Reinet. Spandouw Kop, fl. May, Francis 
6 (1301); near Graaff Reinet, fl. Nov., 
Bolus 132 (BOL). 
Hu.m.ansdorp. Ratelsbosch, Foucade 552 (BOJ,) 9 





Pegler 9 (BOL); 
Pegler 146 3 ( BOL). 
Ki~berley. Rock Garden, fl. Oct., Ferrar 73 
(BOL, GRA & ~rn); Kimberley, fl. Oct., Wioran 
IL 
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s.n. (BOL 26844); Warrenton, fr. Jan., Wilman 
s .n. (BOL 16355), fr. Aug., Wilman s .n. (BOL), 
fl., Oliver 59 (SAM). 
KiQg_ VfilJ:;..~ams Town. 
~ 1063 (BOL). 
King Wi 11 iam s Town , f 1. Dec • , 
Knysna. Groot Rivier Pass, Jessop s.n. (BOL); 
The Crags, fl. Nov., Morris 410 (NBG); 
Leisure Island, fl. Nov., Taylor 1019 (NBG). 
Koro.gha. Komgha, fl. Sept., Flanagan 299 (GRA & 
PRE), fl. Nov., Flanagan 2378 (BOL), fl. June, 
Flanagan 1792 ( BOL), fl. Aug., Flanagan 255 ( BOL). 
Ma~mesbury. Langebaan, Jessou 101; Ysterfontein, 
Jessop 365 (BOL). 
Oudtshoorn. 
(BOL). 
Near Cango, fl. Dec., Bolus 12369 
Paarl. Klein Drakenstein at Salem, fl. l<iarch, 
Bolus s.n. (BOL 26843). 
Port Elizabeth. Swartkops Riv3r, fl. Oct., 
Zeyher 4158 (BOL & SAM), Zeyher 236 (BOL & SATE), 
fl. Oct., Zeyher 178 (SAM), fr. Jan., Archi'bald ------
4913 (GR.A); Cradock Place, fr. May, Galpin 
6408 (GRA); Red House, Paterson 964 (BOL); 
Frames Drift, fl. Nov., Paterson 853 (SAM); 12 





20284 ( NBG). 
Stellenbosch. 
Queenstown, fl. Oct., Galpin 2152 
Zuurberg, fl. Nov., Compton 
Franschhoek, fl. Nov., 
Schlechter 9218 (BOL). 
·, 
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24 70 ( BOL) 9 N"ursery Buttresr.:!, Jessop 5 ( BCL); 
Constantia Nek, fl • .April, Compton 16977 (l'TBG). 
District? Kabongoba, Transkei, Taylor 3698 (H:SG). 
NATAL. 
Eshowe. Eshowe, Forbes 679 (NH). 
E~tcourt. Dalton Bridge, fl. Oct., Acocks 10626 
(BOL); Greenford, Frere, fl. Oct., Acocks 
106 48 ( BOL) ; 
44 ( S.Al\'I). 
Giants Castle, fl. Oct., Symons 
.L - .. 
Inanda. Inanda, fl. Sept., Wood 989 (SM:~). 
Piet~rmaritzburg. Pietermaritzbure, fl. Sept., 
Schlechter 3297 (BOi,); 
Fairall 16 7 (NBG). 
Scottsville, fr. Oct., 
Richmond. Richmond, fl. Feb., Schlechter 6717 
(BOL & GRA); 
6693 (GRA). 
Umkomanzi, fr. Feb., Schle9hter 
District? N'Tondweni, fl. Dec., Wood_ 9215 (SAH). 
ORANGE FREE STATE. 
Bloemfontein. 
( BOL). 
Bloemfontein, fl. Nov., Potts s.n. 
Orange Free State withou.t locality, Cooper 850 (BOI·). 
'=1RANSVAAL. 
:Barberton. Komati Poort, fr. Dec., Schlechter ---~----
11775 ( BOL) ; Barberton, Thorncroft 840 (NH); 
.Berea Hill, fl. Oct., Galpin 622 (SAM). 
Heidelberg. Heidelberg Kloof, fr. Jan., Mogg 








































































Haenertsberg, fl. Nov., Boger~ 
Potgiet_ersrust. Near Naboomsprui t, Gal__]Qin 1·1345, :.& 
M346 (SAM). 








Schlechter 3603 (BOL 
.!:i'e_nc!.ertz 927 (BOL). 
Banks of the Limpopo, fl. Sept., 
Leipoldt 7L (BOI,); 
Davy 7051 (BOL). 
Warm Baths, fl. Oct., purtt-
--"--
BASUTOLAND. 
Leribe. Leri be, Dieterlen 302 ( GHA & SAFi), fl., 
Dieterlen 346 (SATO. 
Also recorded from Kazungula and Bulawayo, Southern 
Rhodesia; Gobabis and Otjiwarongo, South Ylest 
Africa 7 Pemba, }Torthern Rhodesia 1 and between 
Lourenco Marques and Puzeen I s, I:1o zambiq_ue. 
!§.paragus _plumo su.s Bakl:r, J. Linn. Soc. , 14 
n.,V\ 
: 613 ( 1875). 
Stems twininB, smooth or grooved, glabrous, 
greenish to reddish-brown. Branches similar to the 
s~ems, solitary. Roots fibrous. Cladod~s linear, 
fine, arcuate, terete, upto 10- nate, upto 10 mm. 
long. Pinal branches and cladode s all in the sa111.e 
plane, horizontal ( hornalotropic). Spines not 
usually present, reflexed. Peduncles terminal, 
usually solitary, rarely upto 1- nate, 2 - 5 mm. 
J.,ong, articulated near the middle, pendant. Perianth 
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s~@_ent.§_ cream-white, oblong-obovate, entire, 
similrtr, about. 3 mm. lon,o,;. Stamens slightly short-
er than th8 perianth segments; anthers 1/4 to 1/3 
GT. lone;. Styles shortly divided, about 1 rn·. long; 
ovary about 1 8m. long. Eerrr red, fleshy, upto 
3- seec.ed, about 6 min. diameter. 
Baker described A. plumooD;S as 11 ramis et ramuli~3 
mul tis :;racillinms patentibus", and he also mentioned 
the tenninal florvers. J\Tone of the specimens cited 
has been seen by the present authoro However, in 
the Flora Capensis (1896), Baker described the 
brancb.es as II spreadinr; horizontally, with the branch-
lets and cladodia in one plane, 11 While it is not 
posfJible to be certain about tl1e 1875 description, 
the 1896 one can apply only to this species. \Ii tt. 
tlothing in the type description which does not apply 
to this species, it is extremely likely that the 
name is correctly applied here. 
A_s_p_§,.J:"_ag~s9-_ecJJ_n_a_t_u_s was descril">ed ~JY Linnaeus 
in his Species Plantarum (1753) r. 313, as being 
spineless, with declinate branches, and setaceous 
cladod8S, and as coming from Africo.. l>Tac_Qwan 1917 
and Tpunbe]J; s.n. 9 which are cited under this name 
by Baker ( 1896) 9 are included here in A.Jlrn:1.osu.§_ 9 
and it is possible that A. declinatus L. should.be 
re;.3arded as a synonym. ~~he true identity of 
A. declinatus, however, is obscure. There is no 
speciCTen with this name in the Linnaean Herbarium, 
and the type description, iiAsparagus caule inermi, 
ramis declinatis, foliis setaceisn, could apply 
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to almost any TYJ.ember of the section ASIATICI or to 
h.SiiIJI2US. There is not even any evidence that the 
plant came from the Cape. 
~~.£!:_O....§US occurs in forests from the Rivers-
dale and Swellendam districts in the south west, 
through the eastern Cape Province and Natal, and 
into the 'J1ransvaal. 
Flowers have been recorded in September to 
December, :D1ebruary and April. 
DIS 1.rIUBUTIOJ:J. 
CAPE. 
Albany. Sandy Drift near Grahams town, fl. 1\pril, 
Daly 6 & 7 ( GRA). 
Alexandria. ----··-- Addo Woods, Bck~on ~_pd Z~her 762 (BOL). 
Bathurst. Horseshoe, Kowie River, Port Alfred, 
Barker 9267 (NEG). 
Hrn"Q_§-nsdorp. 
( BOL & GR.A) ~ 
Ratelsbos, fl. Oct., Fourca~~ 377 
Coldstream, Da1-.Yand Sole 251 (GE.A). 




King Willian:s Town, Sim 104 3 
Knysn3:. Keurbooms River mouth, Jesson s.n. (BCI-); 
Brenton, Duthi~ 956 (BCL); 
Britten 854 (GR.A). 
Blaauwkrantz, 
Riversdale. 
1806 ( BOL) 9 
(GR.A)• 
Somerset East. ---"'·---------
Near foot of the Langeberg, ~uir 
Above Novo, fl. Sept., Muir 2837 
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Katberg near Sa~atorium, 
Strawberry Hill, fl. Oct., 
Schonland 
Van der 
1,1erwe s .n. (STE 10198) ~ Grootvadersbos, ,-, he f=_e-x::: ; r 
4167 (BOL), fl. Sept., Taylor 331 (NEG). 
Willowvale. Qora River mouth, fl. Dec., Hilne~ 
443 (GRA). 
NATAL. 
Durban. I sipingo, Ii,orbes :3. n.. ( STI;); \foods near 
Durban, fl. , 'j!ood 4 37 ( BOL & SM:) . 
Inanda. Inanda, Fo~~ 1649 (BOL). 
1I'RANSVAi\L. 
pj_e_tersbu.E,_g. Near Woodbush, fl.T>ec., Gillett 
3192 (BCL). 
Pretoria. Vvaterkloo:E', fl. Nov., ·re~noorn 5° (" 11 -L) ,, J. - - i.::_ '. )\., • ' 0 
SWAZILAJ\TD. 
Mbabane. Dalriach, fl. Nov., Comptog 27235 (NEG); 
t:alagwane Hills, fl. & fr. Liay, Ben Dlamini s.n. 
(NBG), fl. Dec., Ben_l?l2f]_ini s.n. (NBG); Libabane 
Power Station, fl. Dec. , Ben Dl_?,mini s .n. ( NBG). 
District', l'Iakwongwa Forest, Gal_pin 906 ( BOI). 
Also recorded from Chirinda Forest, Jazengula and 
Mount Selind£A.in Southern Rhodesia; near Lourenco 
1Iarques and in l1Tyasaland. 
7. ( Kun th) Bat.er • 
.AsE_ara_g.2.P..?1.s ... denudata Kun th, Enumeratio 
Plantarum, 6 : 82 ( 1850). 
IV\. 
AsJJarag~is __ denudata (Ku.nth) Baker, J. Linn. 
Soc•, 14 : 606 ( 1875) 0 
·"VV\. 
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As12ara~_£.c1m~e~§is Schinz, Bull. Herb. 
Boiss. Series 1, IV, app. III : 44 (1896). 
Stems erect to about 1 metre or scrambli.ng to 
nearly 2 metres, zigza.gging, glabrous, smooth or 
wrinkled but never regularly gronved, pale green. 
The or:i.ter layers easily separable. from the aerial 
stems ana.· ·branches, but not peeling. Branches 
usually solitary but sometimes 2- or 3- nate, 
frequently - especially the more distal ones -
spreading or reflexed, not bearing branchlets, 
similar to the steDs. Roots not known" Oladodes 
terete, straight or slightly arcuate, upto 30 Eu 1. 
long, upto 5- nate laterally but usually 2- or 3-
nate terminally ( rarely upto 8- nate termL12 .. lly), 
th8 outer 1ayers often lost from the distal parts '·or 
the cladodes after·,matc;i.ri ty. S.J2j__ne.i developed only 
on the larger branches and the stems, small, 
reflexed, straight, upto 3 mr:i. long. Pee uncles 
often only terminal and upto 4- nate or rarely more, 
axiLLarily only 2- or 4- nate, 2 to 6 m:~. long, 
articulat~d near or below the centre. Periant11 
segments entire, similar, oblong to oblonG---.--.---
obovate, greenish white to yel)owish white, 2.5 
to 3. 0 rrun. long, Stamens slightly shorter thrm 
the perianth sagments~ anthers orange. §_1.Y.1:.e 
about 1 CTG. long, shortly divided; ovary about 
1 mm.. · 1ong. Frni t not known 
Kunth based his description of the species 
on Drege 3533. The specimen in the I3olus IIerbari1,1_m 
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bearing this numbe~ matches this description in not 
having cladodes, and in the erect habit, which make 
it very likely that this is an isotype. Thj_s could 
serve as a lectoty::pe since Kunth's holotype was 
probably destroyed in Berlin. As:par<:1gu~_enudatus 
is characterised mainly by the absence of cladodes, 
but several specimens have been fo~YJ.d in which a few 
cladodes are present, and in non-flowering specimens 
from the same locality as flowering, cladodeless 
specimens, cladodes are invariably present. 
shows that the absence of cladodes is only a 
rr1his 
seasonal phenomenon. The surface characters of the 
stems and the appearance of the spines are extremely 
characteristic of .A. denudatus and of A. nam.aensis --.-.--~ -~·--~-
from which it was formerly seuarated on the absence 
of cladodes. As it has been shown that this is not 
as significant a character as previously thought, 
and as a single chaTs.cter is not generally regarded 
as adequate for separating species, 
satisfactory to combine these species. 
it is more 
The holotype of Asparagus nam.§._§nsis Schinz was 
collected in Great Nama')ualand in April 1892. It is 
in t:1e Zurich Botanic Garden I-Ierbarium 9 and has 
been examined on loan at the Bolus I-Ierbarium by the 
present author. It shows the tvnica characters U ~ I 
of the outer layers of the stems and branches, which 
are a wrinkled appearance, being easily separable 
from the stem, and the pale green colour. 
In South Africa it occurs mainly in Basutoland 
and the neighbouring areas of the C2pe and Orange 
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Free State, but also in the dry areas of the north-
ern Cape. 
Flowers have been recorded from October to 
January and in March and April. 
DIS'1:RIBUTION. 
CAPE. 
Aliwal North. Elandshoek, fl. Oct., Bolus 151 
(BOL, PRE & SAM)~ Aliwal North, Story 2052 (PRE)~ 
De Wet's Farm, fl. Dec., Gerstner 121 (PRE), fl. 
Dec. , Gerstner 203 (PRE). 
Cathcart. 
Gordonia. 
Cathcart, fl. Dec., 90mins 1741 (PRE). 




Queenstown, fl. Nov., Galpin 2092 
Long Hill, fl. March, Galpip 2092 (BOL) 7 
1Jrnbombola Mountain, Gal1)tA 2092 (PRE). 
Sterkstroom. 
Wodehouse. 
Stormberg, fl. , Dr~ 35 33 ( BGJ). 
Buff elsfontein, l3trettnn 66 (PRE). 
ORJ1.NGE FR~}~ STATE. 
~
1 icks1?21.xz o Westburg, fl. Oct., Gal]2_in 13881 (BOL 
(!l -Pl-'<E) • , ~ •.• 9 Berwyn, Gemmell s.n. (PRE ex BLFU 6024). 
Paul Roux. Rexford, fl. Nov., Acogks 13174 (PRE). 
BASUTOLAND. 
Leri be. 1"Iountain slopes, fl. sur1J1:.er, DietE:rlen 
828 (BOL, PRE & SAM). 
Mafet'ep_g. -·--·· Tatai River, fl. Oct., Dieterlen s.n. 
(PRE 29577), 
Mamathes. Mamathes, fl. Nov., cTacot Guillarmod 
s.n. (PRE 29578). 
Also recorded from Luderitz and Keetmanshoop in 
l :,\ J f J l '.( iF 
~ 8 
"' LIi _, ~ 
0 ~
 





























































Fig. 28a. Saunder's "Refugium botanicum11 · 
t. 214. The iconotype of Asparagus virgatus. 
South West Africa. 
n o. 
J,.sparaes vir~us Baker, Saund. Ref. Bot., 
t. 214 ( 1870) 0 
?tem~ erect to 1 metre, straight, glabrous, 
smooth, slightly herbaceous. Branches similar to 
the stems, ascending, solitary, not bearing 
branchlets. Cl~1dodes upto 7- nate, but frequently 
3- nate, UDto 25 mm. long, usually straight. 
§~ines only represented by a blunt spur, never 
pungent. Pedunc1-:._es terminal and axillary, upto 
6- nate, 5 to 9 mm. long, usua1ly articulated below 
the centre. Pe~_tanth se_gEl_~nt_§_ oblong-obovate, 
similar, entire, 3 to 4 mm. long, pale yellowish 
green. 
segments. 
St~~ slightly shorter than the perianth 
Style shortly divided, 1 mm. long; 
ovary sometimes slightly more than 1 m~. long; 
cells 3 or 4 ovuled. Berry globose, 1- seeded, 
smooth or wrinkled, about 5 mrJ. diameter, red, 
An illustration accompanies the type descript-
ion, and as it was drawn from a cultivated 
specimen, it is best to regard this figure as the 
iconotype. It shows the characteristic ascending 
branches and the colour of the flowers. 
A . . virgatus occurs in the eastern half of 
South iifrica, particularly in Natal, Swaziland 
and the eastern Cape. It is reported to grow 
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along the margins of forests. 
Flowers have been recorded from September to January. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
CAPE. 
Alwal North. Elands Hoek near Aliwal North, fl. 
Dec., Bolus 205 (BOL). 
Cathcart. Inverthorn, fr. Jan., Barker 3513 (NEG). 
Kentani. Kobongubo River, fl. Sept., Pegler 1462 
(BOL). 
Kimberley. Kimberley exhort., fl. Dec. to Jan., 
Wilma~ s .n. ( BOL 24981). 
King Williams Town. King Williams Town, fr. A-1.1g. , 




Il1ount Currie, fr. suJnE18r, ;Philomena· 
Kokstad, fl., Ste__phany 32 (GEA). 
Katber8, Ecklon and Z~her s.n. 
( 'P.('"") .LJ .__j l.1 ~ Hogsback Forest, §chirach 262 (BOL & 
NBG); Hogsback, fr. Sept., . Bokelma.Yln 1-28 (rrnG). 
U i_~ e~gag e • Uitenhage, fr. tfay, Schmutz s.n. 
(BOL ex NEG 91330). 
NATAL. 
Ber_g_ville. Cathedral Peak, Este.F._~1:.~_sen 12878 (BOT). 
Caw:P_~;r-down. Cato Ridge, fl. Oct., Fairall 147 
( NBG). 
Dur oar:.. Isipingo, fl. July, Schlechter 2993 
(BC1L). 
Lj_ons River. -·--··-·--·----.- Howir.k Falls, fr. July, Barker 
3 5 6 7 ( J\TB G ) . 
ORANGE FREE STATE. 
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··,Barberton. Barberton, fl. Nov. , Galpin 115 5 ( SAl~) 9 
Komati Poort, fr. Dec., Schl~ch;~r 11742 (BOI). 
R_ie~ers1:rnrg. Naboomsprui t, Galp~n 343 (SAM). 
BASUTOLAN:O. 




Hill north-east of Mbabane, Compton 27552 
Fonteyn, CQB.J:.pton 25980 ( NBG). 
Stegi. Tambuti Ranch, fl. Oct., 
(lTBG 56 387); Isateki Beacon, 
Kaister s.n. -------
fl. l)ec. , _Q_o]ll_pton 
27313 (NBG). 
Also recorded from Southern Rhodesia. 
9. ~~-2 (Kunth) Ilaker. 
~~§-xago.12..?i§ consangui~te3: Kunth, :Enumeratio 
PlantaruP1, 5 ~ 76 ( 1850), 
(V\. 
A.§.J2a:fap;us consan_guineus (Kunth) Baker, J. 
Liw1. Soc., 14 g 615 ( 1875). 
JVVl.. 
_Stems prostrate or weakly climbing to about 1 
metre, glabrous, softly woody, usually light brown 
or less often green - escpecially when young - to 
dark brown, zigzagcing at the nodes. 
so1itary 1 usually slightly reflexed; 
Branches --
final 
branches not well enough defined to be regarded as 
branchlets, very narrow, often consisting of a 
single internode with a fascicle of cladodes at the 
base, or rarely with more than two or three inter-
nodes. Roots slightly thicker than normal for this 
+· S8CulOn 9 but not tuberous. C1_p.Qgdes often extremely 
fine, linear, arcuate, numerous in a fascicle, 
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15- to 30- nate or more, upto 7 mm. long, but often 
only about 4 to 5 mCT. long; the clQdodes in each 
fascicle usually do not overlap those of adjacent 
nodes. Spines may be present on the lower parts of 
the main stE)ms, but they rarely exceed 2 or 3 mm. in 
length. Peduncles axillary or terminal, 1- to 
3- n.ate 9 variable in lene;th, upto 5 mro. long, 
articulated at the ~ase of the flower. I'erianth 
_§l_egments oblong, reflex,_:d, about 4 nm. long, with 
a broad brownish st:".'eak. St:::-'.mens as long 2.s the 
peri&nth segments, with a s:pur at the b2:se~ anthers 
yellow, about 0.5 mm. long. Style about 2 ms. 
long. Berr__y yellow, fleshy, globose, VJrinkled, 
normally 3- seeded. 
Kunth based this species on a Drege specimen 
collected at the Cape. In his description, he 
mentioned the apical articulation of the peduncle, 
which- is· the best character: of this species:; the 
climbing haoit; the lack of spines, and the 
numerous, fascicled cla.dodes. Baker cited the 
Kunth description, showing that his was intended 
to be a synonym. 
In several respects, A. consanfuineus does ---· _,, ___ ._, __ . -"'-··-··-----
not seem to belong to the section ASIATICI, but 
rather to the section CRISI'I. It has numerous 
cladodes, fibrous roots and few-seeded fruits, 
characteristic of the section ASIATICI, but the 
spurred anther filaments and herbaceous habit would 
refer it to the section CRISI'I. On balance, it 
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·:seems to be best placed in the section ASiiiTICI. 
This species occurs in the south western Karroo, 
as well as parts of the western Cape. It is frequent 
in the coastal vegetation of the Sand Veld, but hasJ 
not been recorded further south than ~ilnerton 
Flowers have been recorded from tftarch to June. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
CAPE. 
Qape Town. Near BLaauwberg, Oliver s.n. (BOT). 
Ceres. Muishond River, fl. May, Esterhu_y~en 1805 
( BOL), fl. May, Bond 335 (EEG); near Karroo 
Poort 9 fr. Aug., Marloth 9049 (8TB). 
ylanvvil!-iam. Ci trusdal, Isaac s. n. ( BOI); near 
Clanwil1iam, fl. ~1Tc=n·clij Leipoldt 440 (BOL), fl., 
Zeyher 1675 (STE)~ 
Wagener 111 (NBG). 
Matjesrivier, fr. Aug., 
Laingsburg. Matjiesfontein, fl. 1':tay, Bolus and ----------
Bolus s.n. (BOL 13882), fl. Oct., Thoday ~nd 
Delft 1 (STE) 9 Whitehill, fr. Aug., Compto~ 
14645 (BOL & NBG), fl. Sept., Compton 7784 (NBG), 
fl. June, Cornn ton 10851 ( NBG) 9 
Marloth 12072 (STE). 
Tweedside, fl., 
Malm~sbur;y:. Langebaan, fr. <Tune, Jessop 70 (BO!,); 
south side of Paardeberg, Van Niekerk 358 (BOL); 
Schrywers Hoek, fl. April, HacNae 1036 (BOI); 
near Ysterfontein, J~ssop 356 & 357 (BOI). 
Narnaqualand. South slope of Witbank, ----Pil1ans 5113 
(BOL); east of Hondeklip Bay, Pillans s.n. (BOL 
18245)9 Klipfontein, fr. Aug., Bolus 6589 (BOL 
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& SAM); Steinkopf~ sl. & fr. March, Meyer s.n. 




Zabies, fl. May, Schlechte_:r 7 4 ( BOL & 
Saran, fl. June, Schlechter 7870 (BOL). 
Van Rhynsdorp. Bitterfontein, fl. April, Ecklon 
and Zeyher 1675 (BOL & STE). 
A specimen from "Durban HiL1_s 11 , Guthrie 1409 (N13G) 
probably came from Durbanville. 
10. 
A~aragus thunbergj..anus Schultes, Systema 
Vegetabili1m1, 7 ~ 333 ( 1829). 
~ rv'\. 
As12a_raG.Q_p§is dregii Kun th, Enumeratio 
Plantarum, 5 ~ 84 ( 1850). 
""' 
AspaJ'agopsis thunbergii (Schultes) Kunth, 
Enumeratio Plantarum, 5 ~ 85 (1850). 
IV\. 
Asparagus albus auct. non L.:; 1rl1unberg, 
Prodromus Plantarum Capensium ~ 66 (1794). 
Stems erect to 1 metre or a dense bush upto 
150 cm. high and 200 cm. broad 1 in dense shade 
sometimes climbing to 150 cm.; pale to dark brown, 
glabrous, zigzagging. Branches glabrous, spreading 
or ascending, solitary, similar tot he stems. 
Roots fibrous. Cladodes fascicled, terete, slightly 
arcuate, 3 to 8 mm. long, rarely upto 20 ms., 
ascending or spreading. Peduncles axiL ary or 
terminal, usually solitary, 3 to 6 mm. long, 
articulated below the centre. Peri~n-~h _segments 
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spreading, white, obovate 9 2 to 3 rom. long. 
Stamens nearly as long aD the perianth segments; ---·-- _, 
anthers brown, 0.5 mn .• lone. Styles about 1 mn1. 
longi ovary about 1 ru~. long. B~rry globose, 
upto 8 mm. diameter, with a single seed, red. 
Thunberg included As_£~}'.'_§,_g_us albus L. in his 
Prodromus plantarum Capen i'JJ11. In his herbarium, 
there is a sheet, examined on loan at the Bolus 
Herbariun1 by the present author, labelled "Asp~}'a@s 
,::;lbU 0 ') 1T-fl• t11 e·ri· 'l P' II :;::_,_~' J • V -- • --c> o On this sheet there is a 
s1;ecimen of A. thunbergianus Schultes, but there l. (i k.J 
also a specimen of another species - perhaps ~!... .. a_lbus 
from Europe. T.he specimen of A. thu~~1JE_;_r_gjanus is 
of a young shoot, but it snows the reflexed, 
solitary spines, smooth (somewhat wrinkled during 
drying) stern and general apr:.eara:nce of a young 
shoot of .A. __ thunh8rgianus. The description, however, 
applies equally well to either specimen. It seems 
probable that Thunberg did not re:1lise t!lat there 
were spedimens from different countries on this sheet, 
but recoc;nised the :Curor>ean specimen as A. alhus 1. 
Schultes described A. thunbeE_gievrn.rn as being from 
the Cape Penino11la. He desc:ibed it as a shrub upto 
two feet or more high with grooved stems and with 
solitary, recurved s;oines and fa::1c:i_cled cladodes. 
As;)ara_gg_:Q§is dregii was desc·,-11:ied by Kunth as 
having been collected at the Cape of Good Hope by 
Drege, but this specimen was desctroyed in Berlin. 
The branches were desc~ibed as smooth, glabrous and 
spinou.s. He reearded it as very similar to 
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Asparago:psis thu.nbergii, which w2.s a new name for 
Aspara_g_us_ thunber~ianus Schultes, but the description 
makes it very likely that these names were based on 
specinens of the saI!le species. 
This species occurs, usually in low bush, from 
the Cape Peninsula to Clanwillia,:1 in the north and 
Uitenhage in the east. 
Flowers have be,::m recorded from January to June" 
DISTRI:FUTION. 
CAPE. 
Bellville. Tigerberg, Pillans GG58 (BOI,), fl. 
June, ComJ;t.911 17078 ( NBG) • 
Caledon. Gr2~bouvv, J 8..§SOp s .n. (BOI,) ~ Botanic 
Reserve, E~tty's Bay,· Toppe~ 68. (NBG). 
CaRe T.2_ym. Signal Hill, J §SS02 75 ( BOl) 9 Porcu-
pine Buttress, Jessou 7 & 8 (BOL); Lions Head, 
Jessop 82 (BCL) ~ 
---- 7 
near Carie Town, P~~ s .n. ( SAM 
13170) ~ above Caro.ps Bay, fl. March, IJ:arloth 
9492 (STE). 
ClanwilJiac. --·--- Top of Pakhuis Pas;:;, Jesso:9 354 (BOL); 
Clanwilliam, fr. , Leipoldt 408 (SA.T-T). 
Kny::;na. Belvidere, fl. Feb., Duthie 763 (EOL & 
GR.A). 
I,I al~~ s bury • Betw. Hopeficld and Paternoster, fl. 
June, L~ipoldt 3895·(BOL); Ysterf6ntein, Jessop 
362 (BOl); Darling Flora Reserve, fl. May, 
Rycroft 1911 ( BOL & ~I':TBG) 9 Gro enkloof, fl. June, 
Panpe s .n. ( SA~,I 13179). 
Paarl. Dal Josaphat, fl. April, Tyson 858 (BOL); 
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Huguenot, Barb er 1 ( NBG) • 
Pig_~_et berg. 
Glover s.n. 
Het Kruis, fr. Sept. 9 Ste£_h~~s and 
(SAM 12064). -----
Riversdale. Albertinia Division, Mi.gr, 931 (130L). 
SimonstOWJ:?:, Betw. entrance to Cape Point Reserve and 
Klipfontein, Jessop 137 (BOL); St James, Jessop 
85 (BOL), Page s.n. (CTH) 9 west of Red Bill, 
Jessop 22 ( BOL) 9 west of Simonstown, fr. April, 
Wolley Dad 933 (BOI); 
13211 (NBG). 
Clovelly, fl. Jl."iay, Com_pton 
Somerset West. ~~~---~--~ Near Sir Lowrys Pass village, :!_§_§SO_£ 
76, 78, 80 & 103 (BOL); Knorhoek, Jessop 81 
(BOL), fr. Jan. 9 JessoD 77 (BOL). 
Swollendam. Grootvadersbos, fr. Dec., T2ylor 
1042 (NEG), Taylor 1036 (NBG); 





Saran, Schlechter 7887 (BOL). 
Theescomb, fl. M:ay, Patersor. 853 (BCI,). 
Kirstenbosch, fl. April, Jess(2]2 84 (DOL), 
fl. March, Midd_lemo st 2008 (r•BG); Sen"Cinel near 
Hout Bay, ~J:.§__sop 304 ( BOL) 9 east of TVI:.lner Road, 
Rondebosch, fl. Jan., ressop 23 (BOL) 'i 
berg, fr. Sept. 9 Olive~ s.n. (BOL); 
Karbonkel-
:-'Jakeside 
Plateau, Oliver s.n. (BOL), Jessop 74 ~BOL); 
Wynberg Hill, Bolus s.n. (BOL 13272), ~l. May, 
Salter 7229 (BOL); Steenberg Reservoir Pipe Track, 
fl. }'eb., Go_ulimis s.n. (BOL); Chapma..,1 1 s Peak 
Drive, Jessop 24 (BOL); Nursery Buttress, Jessop 
2 & 3 (BO:C)? behind Kenilworth Race Course, 
Jesson 72 (BOL)· 
---~ 9 
Cape Flats, fr. Aug., Rogers 
2498 ex parte ( GRA); Bishop's Court, fl. ~arch, 



















































































Caules erecti ad 200 cm,, plerumque fere 100 
cm.., in baso bracteas manifestisf3ime evolutes ad 2 
cm. longas ferrentes, glabri, costis magnis, in 
baso recti, altiore sarmentosi, cani vel fusci. 
Rami sim: les l)artibus distalibus caulis 9 rami minores 
aliquando pubescentes vel scabridi. Ramuli 
fasciculati, ad 6- nati, pubescentes vel scabridi, 
recti, ad 6 cm. lone;i 1 ra.rnuli parvi saepe bractea.s 
manifesto evolutas ad 5 mm, longas ferrentes, et 
bracteis manifeoto evolutis et persistentibus ad basamo 
Clad.9dia recta vel arcuata, teretes, mucrone non-
spinoso et non-colorato, 3 - 8 mm. longa, in ramulis 
lato, ad 10- nata. 
Radices non-tuberosi. 
Spinae magnae, recurvae" 
Peduncu_li in ramulis axillares, 
1- vel 2- pati, 4 - 7 m··,, longi, basin versus 
articulates. Perianthii_segm5:P:ta oblonga-obovata, 
Stamina ------3 - 4 mm. longa, margins integro, similia. 
paulun breviora, quam :perianthii segmanta; antherae 
1/4 mm. loncae, subglobosae. Ovarium fere 1 mm. 
longum 1 stylus breviter ramosus, pro:oe 1 mm. 
longus. Bacca globosa, succulenta, deinde rugosa, 
rubra, fere 5 mn. diarn., seminibus 1 vel saepe 2. 
§terns erect to 2 m.etres 9 usually about 1 metre 1 
bearing very pronounced, acute bracts upto 2 cm. 
long at the base, glabrous, smooth 9 with large 
ri0d:;es, O t'1'.°"" • CT'ht + -1- lr, p h , r< > o ;,alb au v .. ~~ '- cl0E:. 9 becoming slightly zig-
zag, grey to brown. Branches similo.r to the distal 
parts of the stems, the sn1all er ones sometimes 
.. .. ........ 
Fig. 28b . Theron 551 (PRE) . 
The holotype of Asparagus mucronatus. 
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pubescent or scabrid. B_r9nchlets fascicle-:, upto 
6- nate, pubescent or scabrid, straight, upto 6 cm. 
long, often bearing well-developed bracts upto 5 mm. 
long, when young, and with prominent bracts which 
persist towards the base. As tho stems are at least 
biennial, attimes new and old branchlets occur simul-
taneously, in which case the younger ones are paler, 
more pubescent, and bearing larger bracts, and 
possibly pectuncles. Cladodcs straight or arcuate, 
terete, with a non-punGent, colourless mucro, 
3 to 8 mm. long, borne on the branchlets, upto 10-
nate. Roots fibrous. Peduncles axillary on the --------
branchlets, 1- or 2- nate, 4 to 7 mr:1 • long, artic-
ulated below the centre. Peric1nth segments oblong-
obovate, 3 to 4 mm. long, entire, similar. 
§ta~ens slightly shorter than the perianth segments; 
anthers 1/4 mm. long, rather globose. Ovary about 
1 mT,. long; style shortly divided, slightly less 
than 1 m1r1. long. Berry globose, fleshy, wrinkled 
when ripe, about 5 ~n. daimeter, with a single or 
occasionally two seeds, red. 
This species strongly resembles A. thunbergi.· anus 
- • --~--..,-.~-~-·- - =-
in several characters. It is, hoever, a much 
larger and more robust plant. It also differs in 
having scale-leaves on the final branches. The 
holotype is Theron 551 (PRE) from Middelburg. 
It is fairly cor.E'On in at least some parts of 
the Karroo and Little Karroo. 













































































Albany. Bo thas Hill , fl. Dec. , Dyer 1124 ( GRA) 9 
Queeno Road, Britten 5159 (GF~). ---·---·-·~ 
Calvinia. Calvinia 1 Scn_mi<:!_! 358 (PRE). 
Graaff Rein.et. 
~ . Graaff Rein.et, Henrici 4943 (PTIE). 
Hay. Blao:uwbosput, Ac~_9}:..§.. 2011 (PRE:). 
Herbert. Valschfontein, Acocks 2598 (BOL & PRE); --~ 
Honey Nest Kloof, Moran s.n. (BOL 16175). 
Kimberl.ey. ---~---· Mauretzfontein, fli Oct., Acocks 2580 




:Matjiesfontein, Foley 62 (PRE). 
Grootfontein, fl. Nov., Theron 551 
Mon~agu. Betw. :Oobbelaarskloof and Montagu, fr. 
May, Est~rhuysen 1872 (BOL /?c PRE). 
Port Elizabeth. - . Red House, fr. Feb., Denman 282 
(PRE), fr. Dec. , Paterson 9 77 ( IlOJ ) , i:'r. June, 
Paterson 960 (BOL). 
y~~Il Rhynsdo rp . Lange bergen, Irlarlo th 129 5 3 (PHI;), 
12. 
~spa_r_a_gus macowanii Baker, J. Linn. Soc., 
M.. ~ 609 ( 1875) 0 
Stems erect, straight, softly woody, glabrous, 
smooth and brown, or grooved ~nd white, upto about 
75 cm. lone. Brpnches simila:t" to the stems, solitary. 
,~:~.-.;: , ~;,;,·~ 
A"7, 
'':'.:~;;· -<,,!: ~ .. \',· . 
. ..... 
" .«, ........ 
/ 
Fig. 29. Zeyher 879 (BOL). A specimen 
of the same collecting as one of two 
specimens cited by Baker in his type 
description of Asparagus macowanii . 
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Cladodes fascicled, numerous, terete, arcuate, 
upto about 12 mm. long. §.p_tp._es absent. Peduncles 
terminal or axillary, sometimes solitary but usually 
upto 12- nate, articulated proximallyo Perianth 
_segments oblong to oblong-obovate 9 2.5 mi,·;. long~ 
pale. Stamens slightly shorter than the perianth 
segments; anthers les~, than 0.25 mm. long. Sty:J_e 
shortly divided, about 1 m,:,. long; ovary 1.5 to 
2.0 mm. long, ovoid. Fruit not known. 
Baker, in his type description, cited Zey·~er 
879 from Albany. If this is taken as the lectotype, 
it seems very likelv that the specimen in the Bolus 
Herbari1J_m, coLLected by Zeyller at Howieson' s Poort, 
is an isoty:oe. This specimen matches the Baker 
description in having erect stems, straight branches, 
in the cladode characters, and in h8ving minute 
anthers. This species has the smallest anthers in 
the genus in South Africa. MapOwan 1917 is also 
cited, but is not cited by Baker in the Flora 
Cape-'sis ( 1896). Zeyhe_!' 879 is preferred as the 
lectotype, because of the possibility that Baker 
later excluded the lfacOwan specimen deliberately, 
because he no longer felt that it matched the Zeyher 
specimen and his species accurately enough. There 
is a specimen, collected by MacOwan, from the 
Boschberg, in the Bolus Herbarium, and as it 
certainly belongs to this species, it is q_uite 
possible that it belongs to the same collecting as 











































































This species occurs in areas of high rainfall 
in the south-eastern Cape, and there is a single 
specimen recoded from Zululand. 
Flowers have been recorded from September to 
November, and in April and Iuay. 
DISTRIBUTIONo 
CAPE. 
Alb_?.11Y. Hovvieson I s Poort, fl. ilpril - ~iay, Zeyher 
879 ( BOL) ,, 
B.'.:?dford, 
Glen Grey. 
Bedford, fl. Nov., Gane 88 ( GRA). 
White Kei Falls, fl. Oct. , Galpt"Q: 2504 
( GRA). 
f:omgha. Prospect Farm, fl. Sept., Fl_~n~_gan 296 
( GRA) o 
Somerset East. Somers et I~as t, fl. Jan. , Ito gers 
161 & 164 (GR.A), HacOwan s.n. (BOL & SAE 22579); 




Entonjaneni, fl. Oct. , Gerstner 36G5 (,:TH). 
.Aspara_gus __ retrofractus Linnaeus, Species 
Plantarum ~ 313 ( 1753). 
Asparago.12_sis retrof1:3,cta ( L.) Kun th, 
Enumeratio Plantarum, 5 ~ 78 ( 1850), 
l'VL 
Stems scrambling or weakly climbing to 2 metres 
or more, or forming dense bushes upto 2 metres or 
more high, white and grooved at first, but becoming 
'/ . 
Fig. 30. The holotype of Asparagus 
retrofractus L. in the Linnaean Herbarium . 
(Photograph from the International 
Documentation Centre micro-fiche edition.) 
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brown and smooth, zigzagcing; swo~len lateral buds 
are present at the nodes. Branches similar to the 
stems, spreading or reflexed, not bearing branchlets, 
pubescent when youn(!;. Cl~§~des fascicled, 6 to 30 
::·Lm. long, arcuate, terete, sprecding or ascending, 
:::10 t aJ l the same length. Roots fibrous. SninefJ ~-----·· 
sometimes present, stro~gly reflexed, occasionally 
pungent and u;;to 6 rc1:_·1. long, never borne on the 
final branches. Peduncles axill::o,ry or term1_nE,l, 
usually 2- to E- nate, 5 to 40 mm. lo~g, articulated 
below the centre. Perianth oe_g111ents white with a 
ere en strealc, narrow obovate, spreading, 3 mm. 
J_QY).O' 
-(_) ' margins ,0ntire, simj_laT· o 
long as the perianth segments; 
Stamens almost 
c:i.nthers orane=;e. 
a c< '-' 
_s_tyle divided for about half its length, 1 rrr'. long; 
ovary slightly longer th rr the style. 1"3 erg 
globose, 1- to 3- seeded, 5 rnr:.. diameter, orange~ 
perianth generally persistent. 
Lin ·aeus, in 1:"1.is type descri·)tion, cites a 
figur(l by Plukenet, t. )75 f. 3. The figure shows 
the fascicled linear cladodes, and swollen lateral 
buds, ma~ing it very likely that this is the species 
Plukenet intended. In his description, Linnaeus 
mentionod the fascicled, setaceous cladodes, the 
solitary reflexed spines, and reflexed branches. 
There is a specimen in the Linnaean 1Terbarium, 
labelled A. retrofractus. According to Jackson 
(1912) there was a speci~en of A. __ retrofractus, 
mentioned in the first Enumeration of 1753. This 
SDecimen is therefore likely to be the holotype. 
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This species occurs mainly in the drier areas 
of the western Cape and South West Africa. 
Flovvers have been recorded in January and from 





KlipVl8i, fr. April!/ Esterhuvsen --------- . _.; ·- __ .. __ 
208 3 (:SOL) . 
Beaufort West. Surmys id e, Eq_t_~_E}luy sen 4 3 5 7 ( BC L) • 
Bellville. Tigerbcrc, Pi}lans 4 753 (BO: ) 1 
Vissers Hok, Salte~ 86 24 ( BCL). 
C 3,J.edon. 12 miles west of Caledon, fl. May, 
saiter 7215 (BOL), 
Calvinia. Glen Lyon, Nieuwoudtville, fr. Aug., 
~arb-:ir 9189 (,,BG) , 
Cane Town. Porcupine Buttress, Jessop 11 & 95 
(BOL), Salter 8201 & 8203 (BOL), fr. July, 
Pillan_s 4 327 ( BOJ). 
Carn':lrvon. 12 miles from Carnarvon on Van Wyks Vlei 
road, fl. Fe~., Acocks 1741 (BOL). 
Ceres" Eichells Pass, fl. April, Dickson s.n. 
(BO T r-;i:;76) 0 _.. ./ ..,.I I 
131 ( BOL) . 
Clanwilliam. 
3695 (BOL);; 
Hottentot's Kloof, JessoQ 129 & 
Modderfontein, fr. Sept., Gillett 
Citrusdal, Isaac s.n. (BOI,). 
Gordonia. ___ M __ _ ~ughrabies Falls, Jessop 351 (BCL). 
!{erbert. Ina Gully near Hazelsfontein 9 fr. !"arch, 
Acocks 1919 ( BOL)) Cam:pl'.lell Kloof 9 fl. Feb., 
Wilman 4069 (BOL). 
Laj._gg_sburg, Whitehill, fl. Feb., Compton 8523 


























































(BOL & NBG); 
269 ( NJ3G); 
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Rooihoogte, fr, :March, Bond 
18 miles S. W. of Merweville, fl. 
Jan., i_:i_ri_p s .n, ( SAM 61229). 
M alI£1 es b}lrY • Mamre, Jes2op 363 (TIOL); Betw. 
Kliphemvel and Malmesbury, Pillans s ,n. ( BOL 
26841); LangGbaan, J 6S20J?. 92 & 9 3 ( BOL); 
near Darling, fr. Sept., Bolus 12859 (BOL); 
Moorreesburc;, Swartberg, Jordam1 573 (ST:C). 
:&Jontagu. Cogman' s Kloof, fl. TFay, Barker 959 ---·-
( NBG) • 
• 
Har~9..92_.1aland • I-Iondeklip Bay, JillD-.11s s.n. (BOL 
18244). 
Stellenbosch. Papegaaisberg, fl. April, Duth~e 
452 (BOL & STE); Mulders Vlei, PE3pfo1d 155 (1\'BG). 
Van RhY.P.:..sdorp o Heerenlogenentsberg, fl. June, 
Ze_y_ller 1674 (BOL). 
V\Torcester. Wele;evonden, fl. June, Esterhuysen __ ._._ --··~-..... ·-·-:J.----·----~·-
1903 (BOL & NEG); 
345 ( NBG). 
Hamr.ians !Jof, fl. June, Bond.:. 
Also recorded from Kubib, bet1aeen Hoff:nungsfelde 
and Haris and at Naruda S"4 in South West Africa. 
14. 
~_21?.§,r_~.SE.~--~f!_i_c~~ Lam. var wrJz_h_t.ii 
Baker, ,J. Linn. Soc., ~ ~ 619 ( 1875). 
A?J2.§.!' .. ?,t~us __ conrpactus Salter, J. S. Afr~· 
Bot., rfA_ ~ 165 - 166 (1940). 
Stems erect, normally about 50 cm. long, 
zigzagging, woody, white, minutely pubescent, 
HERBARIUM B0LU8IANUM. 
Herb: No 
Fig. 31. Wolley Dod 2521 (BOL). The 
holotype of Asparagus compactus Salter. 
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grooved; outer layers sometimes lost leaving the 
stems brown and smooth. Branches spreading to 
ascending, similar to the stems. Cladodes fascicled, 
commonly upto 10- nate terminally, and fewer later-
ally, more or less straight, ascending to spreading, 
3- angled, rarely upto 1 mri1. thick, rigid, 10 to 30 
mrri. long. Roots fibrous. Spines pungent, spread-
ing, recurved or reflexed, present on the aerial 
stems and all branches. PedruLcles axillary or term-
inal, 1- or 2- nate laterally, and u.pto 4- or 5-
nate terminally, 5 to 7 mn. long, articulated below 
the centre. Perianth segments obovate, simtlar, 
entire, white, about 3 mm. long. Stamens slightly 
shorter than the perianth segments, not spurred; 
anthers about 3/4 mm. long. Style divided for 
nearly half its lencth, about 1 mm ! j.. long. Berry 
globose, fleshy, red, about 6 mm. diameter, 1-
to 3- seeded. 
The holotype of this species is cited by Salter 
as Wolley Dod 2521 (BOL)o This specimen, seen by 
the present author, (Fig. 31) shows the grooved, 
white stems, spines on the final branches, and 
general habit distinguisPing A. comp~ctus. Flowers 
are also present. Salter regaded this species as 
very probably identical with A. africanus var wrigh_~i-i. 
Baker's description of A. africanus var wright.ii 
mentions grooved branches. The cladodes are given 
as very stout, angled, with a groove down each 
face, and the berries as being larger than for the 




species with certainty, but with the locality, 
given as Simonstown, it is likely to be this species. 
According to Salter (1940), Professor Compton 
searched for the type in Europe, but was unable to 
find it. According to Article 60 of the 1961 edit-
ion of the International Code of Botanic .1 Nomenclat-
ure, a name or an epithet does not have priority 
outside its own rank. There is, therefore, no 
need to use the epithet wrightii. 
b• compactus is confined to the south western 
Cape, occuring from near sea level to 3,000 or more 
feet on well-drained mountain slopes. 
Flowers have been recorded in October, December, 






Betw. Rietvlei and Ttgerberg, Pillans 
south side of Tigerberg, Pillans 
Caledon. Baviaanskloof near Genadendal, fl. March, 
Gjllett 856 (BOL); Palmiet River, Jessop 94 
( BOL); Swartberg near Caledon, fl. April, 
Schlechter 10364 (BOL). 
Cape Towp.. Rugby, fl. Jan., Jessop 29 (BOL); 
slo1)es above Camps Bay, fl. !IJ:arch, M:arloth 
9491 (STE);; Paarden Island, fl. Oct., Salter 
8268 (BOL & NBG). 
Ceres. Milner Peak, fl. April, Esterhuysen 7804 




Near Kalabas Kraal, Salter 7198 & 8233 




Porterville, fl. Dec., Loubser 810 
Clovelly, fr. July, Salter 8209 (BOl); 
Red Hill west of Grootkop, fl. Jan., Wo~l~.x_Dod 
2521 (BOL); fl. Jan., Salter 8304 (BOI); near 
Vasco da Gama Peak, Salter 8188 (BOL) 9 Olifants-
bosch, Oliver s.n. (BOL); Cape Point, Jesso_£ 




Knorhoek, Sir Lowrys Pass, Jessop 
StelJ:_e_nbosch. Swartboskloof, Var~ Rep..sburg 268 
(STE), Van d~r Merwe_ 24-98 (STE). 
Sutherland. ----- Near Sutherland, Du Tait s.n. (BOL). 
Tu~_!?_§.gh. Sneeuwgat Valley, Great Winterhoek, 
~hillips 1880 (SAM). 
Wellington. Bains Kloof, Salter 7307 (BOL). 
Worcester. Hex Riv er Val 1 ey , H ehmann s . n. ( BC L) ; 
near De Doorns, Bolus s.n. (BOL). 
Wynberg. Orange Kloof, fl. May, Wolley Dod 2521 
(BOL); Jessop 90 & 91 (BOL); Nursery Buttress, 
Jessop 6 & 21 (BOL); Wynberg Hill, fr. April, 
Salter 7180 (BOL); Karbonkelberg, Oliver s.n. 
( BOL); upper Tokai Forest, 
Gonstantiaberg, fl. Dec., 
Salter 8303 (BOL); 
Salte~ 7953 (BCL); 
Cape Flats near Duinefontein, fl. March, Le=h.g_hton 
3091 (BOL); Retreat, fl. Nov., Barker 3903 
(NEG); near Princess Vlei, fl. Jan., Salter 8587 
0 ~








































































(NBG); Klipfontein Road, Oliver s.n. (BOL). 
Also occurs in the Cedarberg in the Clanwilliam 
distric:t. 
15. Asnaragus laricinus Burchell. ~...,...,""" 
Asparagus lari~i~ Burchell, Travels in the 
interior of Southern Africa, 1 ~ 537 (1822). 
,vv 
Stems erect, forming much-branched shrubs upto 
2 metres high, but usually only about 150 cm. or 
less, often zigzag:::ing or sarmentose, woody, white, 
pubescent and grooved when young, but soon losing the 
outer layers and becoming smooth and darker. 
Br_anches similar, but ret2ining the grooved outer 
layers lonB;er. Cladodes facsicled, 15- to 60- nate 
laterally, more numerous terminally, more or less 
straight, ascending, teret~,- .. fine but rigid, all 
approximately the same length at each node, 8 to 30 
m;~1. long. Spines pungent, ascending to recurved, 
usually present on all bra~ches. Ped~pcles axillary 
or terminal, commonly upto 7 or 8 terminally and 3 
or 4 laterally, upto 7 mm. long, articulaten below 
the centre. Perianth segments obovate, similar, 
entire, white, 2.5 to 3.0 mr1. long. Stamens 
slightly shorter than the p,_rianth segments, not 
spurred; anthers about 3/4 mm. 1011.13. Style divided 
for nearly half its length, about 1 m. long. !3._~rry 
globose, about 6 mr:1 • diameter, fleshy, red, 1-
to 3- seeded. 
-100-
In his description, Burchell wrote~ nErectus 
4 - 6 pedalis. Rami ramulisque albidi. 11 These 
characters, taken with the locality, between 
Griquatown and Witte Water, make it virtually 
certain that this is the species he was describing. 
The holotype, cited by Burchell as C.G. 1971, is 
probably at Kew. 
This species is rather similar to both 
A. compactus and A. retrofraqtus. It can be separ-
ated from the former by its bushier habit and the 
way in which the cladodes tend to form neat fascicles 
of ascending cladodes all of approximately the same 
length, whereas in A. cgmpactus the stems are less 
branched, erect and shorter, while the cladodes 
are ~pread in several·d±r.ections at each node. 
A. retrofractus also has cladodes spreading in 
several directions, and is usually a climber. 
A. re_t_rg_:fractus usually has a smaller proportion of 
its aerial stems and branches white and grooved at 
maturity. 
A. laricinus has a wide distribution from 
the south eastern Cape to Bechuanaland and the 
Transvaal. 




Albany. Mountain Drive, Grahamstown, Britten 
2805 ( GRA). 
.. 
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Aliwal North. Elandshoek, near Grahrunstown, fl. 
Dec., Bolus 204 (J30L). 
Barkly West. Daniels Kuil, Asbestos }Iills, fr. 
March, Est~hu..1l..~ 115 3 ( J30L & C-RA) • 
Cathcart. Fairford 9 fl. Dec., Cotterell 126 (GR.A). ------




·---- --.. -•M.-,JJ... 
Boney Nest Kloof, Eoran s.n. (BOI) v 
Kimberley, fl. Sept., ff?ra~ s .n. (BOL); 
Kimberley Commonage, fl. Oct. , Le2_~ c·; 31 ( GRA) • 
Port Elizabeth. ----- Swartkops Estuary, Archibald 4914 
(GR.A) • 
Port St Johns. ---·----- _._ .. ___ , __ _ Eagles Nest, fr. Jan., Sc!1.onland 
4077 ( GRA). 
Somerset Enst. 
( BOL) • 
Sterkst:room. ----·--··--
(BOL & GRA) V 
Somerset East, fl., 
Andriesberg, fl. Oct., 
Bowker s.n. 
" 1 . ~a pin 2168 
V ~.Y.EY-I~. .Armoedsvlakte, fr. Nov., (STE 12739)v 
ORANG:E FREE STATEe 
Bloemfontein. Leeuwkop, fl. Dec., Potts s.n. 
(BOL ex BLFU 848); Ironstone kop')ie beyond 
Arboretum, fl. Nov., Po-t;ts s.n. (BOL ex BLFU 
14-79). 
N.ATAL" 
DistTict? Kronsberg, Umgeni, fl. Nov.?, T0.9_de 
5196 (STE). 
TRJ1.1'TSVAAL. 
Bethal. Steenkool River, fr. May, Weintraub 8.n. 
( BOL). 



































































128 ( BOI.). 
Pretoria. Irene, fl. Oct. , Rogers 11406 ( BOL)) 
near Irene, fl. Nov., Prosser 1317 (NBG); near 
Pretoria, fl. Oct. , Schlechter 3502 ( BOL):; 14 
miles S. E. of Pretoria, C_odd 2213 ( NBG) o 
Also recorded from near Serowe, Bechuanaland. 
lG. (Kunth) Baker. 
Aspara~opsis microrhaphis Kunth, ~---·-·4·--------~---
Errn.t:'l_ eratio Plantarum, 5 ~ 83 ( 1850). 
,vl.. 
l:is2ara_f;t1s _microrb.8:_&11.is (Kunth) Baker, J. 
Linn. Soc., 14 ~ 612 ( 1875). 
fVV\ 
Asparagus stellatus Eaker, J. Linn. Soc., 
- ---------· ~~ -- - '' ... __ p ____ -·-· -·· ...... -
14 ; 612 ( 1875), 
(VV\ 
Stem~ erect, clabrous or minutely pubescent, 
arih.·:.::1 grey, grooved but_ becoming smooth and brown, 
softly woody, straight, much-branched. Branches 
similar to the stems, also branched, not bearing 
branchlets. Cladode~ fascicled, elabrous or 
minutely pubescent, usually upto about 8- nate but 
occasionally upto 25- nate, 1 to 4 mm. long. 
~pines usually well-develored on aerial stems and 
main branches. Peduncles axillarv, 1- or 2- nate, 
----- V 
5 to 6 m·_, long, articulated below the centre. 
Perianth se_gments oblong-obov2.te, entire, similar, 
spreading, white, 3 to 4 om. long. Stamens 
almost as long as the ~Jerianth segments. §_!,yles 







Fig . 32 . Drege 3534 (BOL) . An isotype 
of Asparagus ~icrorhaphis (Kunth) Baker . 
-103-
Kunth, in his description of Aspara.gopsi~. 
micror_p._aphi..§., cites Drege 3534. There is a 
specimen from Queenstown with this number in the 
Bolus Herbariu.i~, and as it matches Kunth's descript-
ion in every detail, this is probably an isotype. 
(Fig. 32.) As the holotype is likrly to have been 
in Berlin, and therefore destroyed, it is advis-
able to take the specimen in the Bolus Herbariu.m as 
the lectotype. 
Dieterlen 1374, Gerstner 18 and Staples 36 
may be representatives of a group deserving varietal 
status. They have extremely small and very m1mer-
ous cladodes. Baker described A. stellatus as 
having minute elliptic cladodes arranged in a dense 
rosette, as opposed to A. microrha~his which had 
rigid, cylindrical cladodes. This description 
of Baker's closely matches these three specimens. 
Baker had not seen any flm'!ers of A. stellatus, and 
these s~ecimens are also sterile. It does not 
seem justified, at the moment, to separate these 
specimens in view of the lack of flowers, and the 
fact that they come from the same area as the 
typica} form, and could just represent n seasonal 
form. 
A. __ microrhaJ?1lis occurs in the eastern Cape, 
Basutoland and J\Tatal, but no inforrnation on the 
habitat of this species is available to the present 
author. 









Kokstad, Mogc 1912 (PRE). 
Table Mountain, fl., Drege 3534 (BOL). 





Ndedema River Valley, fl. Dec., Kill±ok 
Estcourt. Giants Castle, fl. Oct., Symons 38 (BOL, 
PRC & SJ.!d1.~ ) • 
Wakkerstroom. Seven miles N.E. of Wakkerstroom, 
A.9.Q Ck£ 11525 ( flli). 
BASUTOLAND. -------
Leribe. Malavaneng, 
Leri be, fl. summer, 
Diet~rlen 301 ( SAJ\I) i 
Dieterlen 944 (PRC'; & Si,:M); 
Diet~];_~en 301a (:BOL), 
PhilliJ2.S 757 ( SA111). 
Maf at e_n_g. Thababa - Morena, Dieterlen 1374 (PRE). 
Basutoland without locali t?, Sta,J)_J__es 36 (PRE). 
SECTION EXUVILLI~ 
The section EXUVIALI is identified by the 
combination of perern1ial aerial stems, fasctcled 
terete cladodes and tuberous roots. The majority 
of its char~cteristics resemble those of the section 
ASIATICI, but it is felt that tubers, the dry 
fruit, and the way in which the flowers open in 
a racemose order along the branches are of 









































































The section is monotypic. Aspar?__g.21s exuvialis 
is also characterised by the way in which the outer 
layers of the aerial stems and branches peelo 
17. 
Asparag:us exuvialis Burchell, Travels in 
the interior of Southern Africa, 1 
1\/v 
: 432 (1822). 
Stems erect or twinine, usually about 50 cm. 
high,. but occasionally upto about 2 metres, woody, 
glabrous, smooth, the outer layers·of-the 
young stems pale, and peeling to leave the stem 
darker, sometimes almost black, straight or 
sigzagging. 
s·:Jreading. 
Brancr~es similar to the stems, often 
Cladodes fine? terete, fascicled, 
from 5 to 30 m:1. long, deciduous at least in parts 
of the Cape. Root_~ tuberous; 
sessile, about 5 to 10 cm. long. 
the tubers almost 
Spines absent 
or poorly developed, and reflexecl:; the leaf firm 
and deltoid, of a rather characteri:cJtic s~1arie. 
(J.i'ig. 5.) Peduncles axil:~ary, generally paired 
but upto about 5- nate, articulated near or below 
the middle, 3 to 5 mm. long; the flowers opening 
in a racemose sequence along the branches. Perianth 
segments oblong-obovate, entire, similar, about 
3.5 to 4.0 m~. long, with a brown or purplish 
streak, spreading. Stamens not spurred, nearly 
as long ."'s the perianth sr:JgPents; antherG yellow 1 
about 3/4 mr::. lon£'. Style shortly divided, about 
1 mn. lone; ovary about 1 m:1:.. long. Fruit globose, 
-106-
turning black, dry, smooth? 
persistent. 
perianth not 
In his description, Burchell wrote~ "Tecti 
epidermis tenui albida, cito exuta 11 and "Flores 
axillares bini 11 • 
this species. 
These characters apply only to 
The holotype, cited by Burchell, 
is C.G. 1768 and was colJected near the Vaal River. 
It is probably at Kew. 
There is a form from th,-~ north eastern Trans-
vaal, in which the stems are riore tortuous t!.1.an 
usual, the flowers are more than 2- nate, and the 
perianth segments are yellowish. ( Codc'l 6197, 
Obermeyer, Schweikerdt and Verdoorn 97, Lang 
s.n. and Van der ___ Scl1_ijf_f 911, all at the National 
Herbarium, Pretoria.) This form does not seem to 
be sufficiently dif'erent to warrant a distinct 
taxon. 
A. exuvialis is eenerally found in the Karroo 
and Kalahari, but does occur in more moist areas 
as well. 
Flowers have been recorded from October to 
January and in April. In the Cape Peninsula, the 
flowers open in the morning, close at mid-day, 




Barkly W_est. Wolwefontein, fl. Dec., Acocks 
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1453 (PRE); Da..'l'liels Kuil, fr. March, Esterh~sen 
1149 & 1219 (BOL), fr. March, Lewis 583 (SAM); 
Bue kl ands, fl. Nov. , Wilman s. n. ( BOL); 






Kanonberg, fr. April, Comp~?E 15622 
Near Blaauwberg, Oliver:_ s.n. (BOL); 
Oliver s.n. (BOL), fr. June, Lussem 
Raapenberg, Pillans s.n. (BOL), fr • 
.Aug., Salter 7454 (BOL) 9 Paarden Island, fl. 
Jan., Salter 8294 (BOL), fr. July, Salte~ 8200 
(BOL), fl. Jan., Fairall 198 (NBG); 
March, Sa:;Lter 8353 (BOL). 
Rugby, fl. 
Clanwilliam. -------~- ~- Lange Kloof, Schlec.h_t~r 8051 (BOT). 
Cradock. West of Rayner's Koppie, fl. Oct., 
Acocks 11926 (PRE). 
Hay. Postmasburg, fr. March, Esterhuysen 1153 
(BOL & PRE). 
Killlb erl e__y. 
(PRE); 
Campbell Kloof, fl. Dec., Acocks 1424 
Dorstfontein, fl. Nov., Acock~ 1404 (BOL 
& PRE), Aco<?._k~. 2570 (BOL). 
Kur~. Kaap Plateau, fl. Nov., Marl2th 14070 
(PRE & STE). 
Malm~~bury. East of Marire Station, fr. Aug. , 
Sal_ier 8232 (BOL); Darline Flora Reserve, fr. 
March, Bark~_!: 8670 (NBG); 18 m·'les north of 
Cape Town on Nelkbosch road, f. Sept., Lewis 
s • n • ( SAM 5 6 701 ) • 
Khamiesberg, fl. Jan., Pearson s.n. Namaqualand. 
( BOl ) ; Doornpoort, Pill8=1_?.~ 5467 (BOL); Walle 
Kraal, Pillans s. n. ( BOL); Dist.? Stopiesfontein, 
-107& 
fl; Dec. , Pearson s .n. : '(BOL). 
Port Elizabeth. 
963 (BOL). 
Red House, fr. June, Paterson 
Tulbagh. 
Ui tenhag~. 
Wolseley, fl. Jan., Schlecl'l.te~ 9949 (BOL). 
Ui tenhage, fl. Jan., E~~lon __§,p.d _ _z_~_y_her 
607 ( SAM & STE); Swartkops River, fl. Dec., 
Z eyher 4157 ( J30L & PRE) . 
Van Rhynsdorp. Klaver, Andr~ 411 (PRE). 
Worcester. Near De Doorns, fl. April, Bolus 
13201 ( BOL) . 
Wynberg. Princess Vlei, fr. July, JessOE 88 (BOL). 
ORANGE FREE STATE. 
Fauresmith. - . 
& PRE); 
Voelfontein, fl. Nov., Ki~~ 338 (NBG 
FauresmithReserve, fr. Jan., Smith,; 
5582 (PRE). 
Jacobsdal. Near Honey Nest Kloof Station, fl. Nov., 
Phillips 3480 (PRE). 
TRANSVAAL. 
Nelsprui t·~: Skukuza, fl. Oct., 
911 (PRE). 
Van der_Schijff 
Pilo-rims Rest. __ g -C -·-·cc ____ _ Kruger National Park, 20 miles 
west of Satara, fl. Nov., Codd 6197 (PRE). 
Potgj._~_tersrust. Naboomspruit, fr. Feb., Galp]:.~ 
347 (PRE); fl. Oct., Galpin 348 (SAr,S). 
Pretoria. Rust der Winter, fr. Jan., Verdoorn 
s .n. (PRE); 6 miles west of Hammanskraal, fr., 
Kies 371 (PRE); Pienaar's River, Godfre_y and 
Meeuse SH1581 (PRE). 
~2utp_~berg. Farm Kromhoek, fr. Nov., Oberm_~~' 
Sc~wei~erdt and Verdoorn 97 (PRE) 9 Punda J!Iaria, 
-108-
fl. Oct., Lang s.n. (PRE). 
Also recorded from the Bakhatla district in Bechuana-
land, and from Karibib, Great Karasberg, Groot-
fontein and Nam.a Pan in South West Africa. 
SECTION RACEMOSI: 
The section RACEMOSI contains all species of 
As.:2aragus with racemose ·inf.lorescences, ( Fig. 1), 
and many of the species with flattened, single-
veined cladodes. The roots are tuberous in all the 
species in which the roots have been seen. The stems 
are distinctly woody except in A. jill!_i_p_~r_o_ide s and 
A. bracteolatus where it is softly woody, frequently 
grooved or ridged. (Figs 3 & 4) The anther filaments 
are not spurred. This section is probably closest 
to the section AFRICANI, and in tr;ose species with 
subulate cladcides it is not always possible to put 
non-flowering material into its section. The only 
other section with woody stems, and tubers is the 
section EXUVIALI, which, however has several 
unique characters, and their separation is not 
difficult. 
18. !~l?JI,~~~.9~~ Baker. 
Asp3yagu39~ canthus Baker, J. Linn. 
Soc. , 14 : 625 ( 1875). 
(VVt 
Stems often umbranched, erect, sm0oth, straight, 
upto about 50 cm. long, pubescent, with numerous 












































































Branches_ solitary, lacking branchlets, similar to 
the stems. Cladodes_ solitary, oblong, upto 4 cm. 
long, rarely upto 8 cm., with a median vein and 
thickened margin, mucronate. Tubers distant, about 
6 cm. long. Peduncles solitary, upto 2.5 cm. lnng. 
Pedicels 2 mm. long, solitary in the axils of large 
bracts, articulated distally. Perianth _§_e_~e21ts 
obovate,. obtuse, white, 2 to 3 mm. long, spreading 
to ascending, rather variable in width, but the 
inner whorl the broader. ~nthers large, upto 0.7 
mm. long. 
globose. 
Style branches free, short; 
Fruit not known. 
ovary 
Baker based ~sparagus 0~2anthus on a 
specimen collected by Bowker in the Somerset East 
division. He described it as having racemes, 
straight p~bescent stems and solitary cladodes. 
These characters make it very likely that the name 
Aspar~~s oxya9anthus is cor~ectly applied here. The 
holotype is likely to be at Kew. 
Nothing has been recorded about its habitat. 




Albany. Fraser's Camp, fl. Nov., Magui.re 632 
( NBG). 
Bathurst. Kleinemonde, White 952 (SAM); Fish 



















































































































Dyer 3375 {PRE). 
East London. 
s. n. (PRE); 
3765 (PRE). 
East London Park, fl~ Nov., Wood 
Green Point, fl. Dec., Smith 
NATAL. 
Hlabisa. Hluhluwe Game Reserve, fl. Oct., Viard 
1535 (PRE). 
TRANSVAAL. 
Wat erb er.i3.. Near Elmeston, fl. Jan., Meeuse 
and Strey 10430 (PRE). 
19. 
Asparagu_J3__j_E_niperoides Engler, Bot. Ja~r., 
10 : 3 ( 1889) • 
IVV\ 
Stems erect, glabrous, grooved, straight, 
nnnual, upto 1 metre high. Bro.nchJ:_~ts narrow, 
numerous, upto 3 on. long, borne directly on the 
stems; bra:nchlets and cladodes ascending, 
forming a dense cylinder round the: stem. Cladodes 
solitary, flattened, usually very narrow, linear, 
often with ciliated margins, upto 1 cm. long. 
Leaves not forming spines. Peduncles axillary, 
solitary, about 2 mm. long, articulated distnlly" 
PeriG..i.-vith se_gments similar, oblong, with ciliated 
margins, ascending, 6 me. long, white with a 
green s t::re,0,t. Stamen~ nearly as long as the 
perianth segments; filaments not spurred; 
-llOa-
a.11.thers minute, yellow. Ovarx globose, 1 to 1.5 
mm. long. Be~ry globose, with one to three 
seeds, about 5 m~. diameter, red. 
Engler's description is based on a specimen 
collected at Aus, South West Africa, by Mnrloth. 
This specimen has not been seen by the present 
author, and it is not among the Marloth specimens 
either at the National Herbariu.m, Pretoria, or 
at Stellenbosch. The locality and description, 
however, fit this species ex~ctly, this being 
the only II ca t-trdl II species in Namaqualand. 
Asparagus juniperoides occurs from Tulbagh, 
up the west coast, and into South West Africa. 




Cla..r1william. Clanwilliarn., fl. July, Schlechter 






Zinn s.n. (SAM 61231). 
Pillans 5379 (BOL); 
Pillans 5139 (BOL); 



































































































Spektakel, fr. Aug., 
Pillans s.n. (BOL 18248); 
Esterhuysen 5867 (BOL); 
fourteen miles south of Springbok, fl. June, 
Acocks 19268 (PRE); between Karro.chab and 
Ku bus, Verdoorn 1835 (PRE); Viools Drift, 
rliddelmost s.n. (NEG); Darter's Grc~ve, fl. 
May, Middelmost 2084 (NEG); Kamieskroon, 
Lewis 2146 (SAM); near Kli,fontein, fr. 
Aug., 
Tulbngh. 
Bol~ 9~jo (BOL). 
Tulbaghkloof, _?;ey~ier s.n. (BOL). 
Van Rhynsdo_E,£. Van Rhynsdorp, ex cult Mowbray, 
fl. April, fr. Aug., Pillans s.n. (BOL 15459); 
between Rietpoort and Klnver, fr. Sept., 
Kolbe s.n. (BOL 1~0 295) t Heerenlogementsberg, 
fl. May, Zeyher 1676 (BOl), fr. cTuly, 
Barker 9895 (NBG); nenr Klaver station, fr. 
Oct., Marloth 7794 (PRE); 
of Nuwerus, fr. July., 
five miles north 
Compton 20571 (NEG); 
between Vc..n Rhynsdorp and Klaver, 
Lewis 332 2 (SAM:). 
20. 





costis scabridis, pallidi, ad 50 cm. longi. Rami 
nulli. Ram~Ji recti~ plervJ11Que fasciculata 
ascendentes, ramulosi, gracilis·~imi, non-spinosi, 
costellati, scabridi, ad 5 cm. longi. Cladodia 
triangularia, fere 5 nE, .• longa, latere ad D.,.. nata 9 
sed terminaliter crebriora, subarcuata. Tubera 
non-sessilia. §_pj.nae in caulibus, teretes, 
pungentes, ad 6 mm. longae, fuscae. Pedunculi 
in axillis spinorma, plerumq_ue in paribus, fere 
3 mn1. longi. Pedicelli plerumaue terminales et 2-
----·-- - .L 
vel 7- nati, sed aliquando laterales et solitarii, 
prope medium articulati, in axi11is bractorum 
magnoruE lati, f ere 1 rn:-. longi. Per1-anthii 
s~ment~ oblonga-obovata, fere 3 m1:'.'.1. longa. 
segmentarum perianthii interioris dentatus. 
Apex 
Stamina 
paulmil breviora q_urnn :9erianthii se0menta; antherae 
minimae. Stylus divisus breviter, fere 1 m~. 
longus; o vari um f ere 1 me··. longum. Ilacca 
laevis, rnonosperma, fere 7 mn. dian. 
Stems erect, almost straight, softly woody, 
ridged, scabrid along the ridges, pale, upto about 
50 cm. long. Branches absent. Branchlets strAight, 
usually fascicled, ascending, branched, very 
narrow, spineless, ridged, scabrid, upto about 
5 cm. long. Clado_des 3- rm.gled 9 about 5 m:,,. long, 
upto about B- note laterally, but more numerous 
terminally, slightly arcuate. ·I1ubers distant. 
Spine~ prec,ent on the stems 9 terete, pungent, upto 
about 6 nm. long 9 browno Peduncles borne in the 
axils of spines, usualJ.y paired, about 3 mm. long. 
Fig . 33 . 
I'" 111 
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... , .. 
Acocks 10817 (NH) . The holotype 
of Asparagus bracteolatus sp . nov . 
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Pedicel.s usually 2- or 3- nate and terminal, out 
occasionally lateral and solitary, borne in the axils 
of pror:1inent bracts, about l ml'1. long, 2-rticulated 
near t!1.e middle. Peria:oJ}~ _se_gg~;1_~_s oblons:-obov2te, 
about J mm. long. The apex of the inner whorl 
dentate. §j;ame11s nearly as long 88 the peria'."tb 
segmen.ts, anthers rrtilT:i. t e. Style shortly divided, 
2-bout 1 irI:j. lone::,? ovary about 1 m~. l0ng. Ii'rui t 
\·d.th 0. smooth surface, 1- seeded, a'Jout 7 mm. 
di::;,rr1ete:::--, 
The inflorescence of this species is a reduced 
roceme in which there are frequently only terminal 
flowers 9 but in other caEJSr'J ei tl:i.er a fl·: 1wer or a 
sterile bract is present laterally. The rel2.tion-
ship ,.vi th the section RAC}::i:ICSI iri further indicated 
by the tuberous roots, s:cm.I'less staoens and 
fascicled branchlets. 
' f' ' 1~ 1 ' 1 t· t·· Ii rt Althou~h super·1c1a ~y 1~e .ne oner cct -... ~- .. , 
tail 11 forms, it can be identified from the others in 
the section RAC:GI.iOSI by the reduced raceme 
9 
the 
terete cladodes and the scabrid, spir.y stems. 
The holotype 
Estcourt district. 
is Acocks 10817 (BOL) from the 
AccordinG to Acocks 10651, this species 
heo been found on a dolerite hillside. There is no 
other information available on the habitat of this 
species. 










































































Estcourt. Confluence of the :Dushmnns' and Little 
:S1.,rnhmans I Rivers, Ac_S?..21~. 10651 (lY!l)? Rondedrac1i, 
fl. Dec., Acocks 10817 (BOL & NH). 
Honrwma. -----~~ ... -- Bangonomo, Gerstner s.n. (NH). 
~~-t,,sche. Hgotsche, Gerstner 2516 (BOL). 
SWAZILAND, 
St Phillips Mission_Station, fr. , ay, Gerstner s.1:.. 
( ]\TU) .:..\' .l.1 o 
21. 
ASDa ,~ar.··u"'· r<a'Y'j11e 1"toc::ue< Li"ny1ae1 1 q .._.,_ J~, • .,J.a• _r;_.;; -• h_) 0 ".--': .!, •. l.. j_). --·- >,...-, i:) ..l. ·'-- vL :_ ? Species 
Plantarum ~ 314 (175'3). 
AsparaKop_sis saT£fientosa (L.) Kunth, 
Enumeratio Pla:ntarun 9 5 ~ 97 ( ]350) • 
.Aspara_e9;1c:is ... densiflora Kun th, E:rmmera tio 
Plantaruri 9 5 ~ 96 - 97 ( 1850), 
A spj1_r_a_g_1?-_S_.I~;.J_J;'i_o.c_;Ladus Baker 9 J. Bot. , XVIII 
: 43 ( lf:389). 
As...i'?_a_r_a~_Rl.Y_e_r_1?,_ii (or meyer:iJ !fort. nom. nud. 
Stems erect or· weakly decur.'lhe;it, straigl1.t or 
r-3lightly sarmento se, finely ridged, glahrous, 30 
to 60 cm. long, green to brown. Branches similar 
to the stems, but not usually formed. Brmichlets 
nur:1erous, eroov ed, occasionally over 10 c121. long, 
spreading or ascendine. Cladodes flattened or rarely 
3- angled, sliGhtly aTcuate, 5 to 15 m,·1. long, 
weakly mucronate, commonly solitary, but sometimes 
'!li 
Fig. 34. The drawing on which Linnaeus 
based Asparagus sarmentosus. Hermann, P., 
"Hortus Academici Lugduno-Batavus 
catalogus" t.650. 
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ternate or n-Lunerous, with a distinct midrib. 
Spi1:?-es usually well-developed 9 but not often pungent 9 
absent from the final branches, reflexed 9 the leaf 
attenuate. Pedun.cles rather shorter than the 
branchlets, occasionally not differentiated. 
P§di~~}s. solitary 9 generally articulated near the 
centre. Peri0nth segments more or less similar, 
oblong-obovate to o~ovate, obtuse, sprea~inc, 
v!hitc or :cmle pink 9 ::1.bout 2 to 5 ui;,:. long. Stamens 
three quarters of tJ-i_e length of the perianth seg-
ment3; antl-1.ers st,all. }t_yJ_e_l3_ divid.ecl for gbout 
half their length. Berry globose, about 5 mm. 
diaseter, 1- seeded, red. 
Linnaeus descri 1J8d A. __ sarcento_guf:!_ as haviDg 
solitary, linear-lanceolate cladodes; as being 
flexuose, and aE'J having recurved spines. He cited 
Hermann's Hort·,,s Academici Lugduno-Bo..tavus t. 650, 
Which shows the tuber characters. (Fig. 34.) }-Joth 
dr:scription e,nc1 figure fit this species 2s construed 
here The s1)ecimen labelied A. __ s_a_rm_en-t_os_1,1:t3_ ir. the 
Lin ;aeE,n 1~erb.::1rium i,s in fact !':._. _ _c_apep._s_i,:,s_ 9 and does 
not fit t~e Jescri]tion in havin~ fasc~cled cladodes, 
The Hermann specimen is , tl1erefore, taken to be 
the holotype 9 if it is extant. 
A. mvriocladus was. d€'Scribed as -··--·-~ -.--..----- --
a •I·:' 1~ • '1 n- f "T A. c, ;'," t PC' ' }- -· ' ' r, ,::, ' ·t Ci.l ·- 8c. 1.1<:, - row - 0 0ar,.1.en. O_S_u.o l11. -.LaVL1:_:: 0., -cere e 9 
many-ribbed, instead of grooved, stem; cladodes only 
1/ 4 instead of 1/2 to 3/ 4- inch long, and 3- to 8-
nate instead of solitary. These characters have 
not 1)een found to be reliable in thif:, group. The 
Fig. 35. Variation in Asparagus sarmentosus L. 
"A" Flanagan 2211 (PRE) from the Komgha district. 
Widely branched, with small spines only on 
the stem, and several broad cladodes at a node. 
Fig . 36 . Variation in Asparagus sar~entosus L. 
"B" Ex Hort . University of Cape Town . 
Less widely branched than in Fig . 35 , spineless , 
and with ternate broad cladodes . 
Fig . 37 . Variation in Asparagus sarmentosus L. 
"C" Bruins Lich Ex Hort . ex PRE 29270 (BOL) . 
An extremely densely branched specimen with 
no sptnes , and ternate flattened cladodes . 
Fig . 38 . Variation in Asparagus sarmentosus L. 
"D" Flanagan 2212 (BOL) from the Komgha district . 
This specimen is rather similar to that in 
Fig . 35 , which is from the same area , but 
has solitary cladodes . 
Fig . 39 . Variation in Asparagus sarmentosus L. 
11 E11 Potts s . n . ex BLFU 1730 (BOL) from the Bedford 
district . A rather compact plant with spines 
on the stems, and solitary flattened cladodes. 
Fig. 40. Variation in Asparagus sarmentosus L. 
"F" Tyson 3158 (PRE) from the Mount Ayliff 
district. This, fairly densely branched 
specimen, has spines on the branchlets as well as 
on the stems. The cladodes are solitary and 
rather narrow. 
Fig . 41 . Variation in Asparagus sarmentosus L. 
"G" Wood 355 (NH) from the Inanda district . This 
specimen is an isotype of Asparagus myrio cladus 
Baker . It is densely branched , has spines 
only on the stems , ans several three- angled 
cladodes at a node . 
~ 
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type vms cited as Wood 355, and there io an isotype 
in the Natal Herbarium. (}?ig. 41) 
Kun th described As:parag_o.2_s_=i_EJ_ densiflora as 
having racemes, and solitary, linear-lanceolate 
cla.dode3. This species can be separated from the 
other species with racemes and solitary, flattened 
cladodes, by another of the characters he mentioned, 
namely that j_t was much-branched. A. sarmentosus -- . --·~. --- - - ~~ ·• ··---
as construed by the present author is the only 
s:oecies with racemes and solitary cladode s, which 
could be described as much-branched. 
There are t\vo cultivated forms of this species~ 
one of these is known by the unpublished n°1me 
A •. m_yersii, after r:Iyers, a horticulturist in the 
eastern Cape 9 and the other as A._spren£eri_. The 
nar:~e A. sp_r_e~-~I_i is discussed under A!.... __ 0__e.J!1J-_<2J?_i_c_u_E_!_, 
as it is a synonym for t 1 ,.c.t s:;cJecie:3. 11 A • __ spren~geri n 
hort is a rather dense form with ternate cladodes, 
but does not shovv an::y characters which co1-1ld be used 
to separate it from A._ sarmento_sus, as construed by 
the present author. (Fig. 36.) A ._IP.ye1:_s,ii, which 
is also known as ~ m~~_:ri, is fill extremely densely 
n cat-tail;' for1:1 with shorter branchlets 9 but other-
wise normal characters for this species. (Fig. 37.) 
It is not seper~ble on G/{1.~T character which could be 
regarded as reliable, as the degree of branching 
varies in a gradual series. 
Figures 35 to 41 illustrate the vRriation in 
degree of brs.nching, cladode number and spine 
develo:rrrent occuring in A. sarmentosus I,. as tre8ted 
here. 
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A8-J29,ragy.s _s.armentosus has been reported to grow 
in a range of habitats, mainly in coastal ~a.s, 
from coastal dunes to open rocky places or woods. 
]
1lowers have befm recorded from October to 
March and in July. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
CAPE. 
Albar~.Y> -~----- Coldspring, fl., Glass 741 (SAE); 
IIowieson I s Poort Hills, fl. Dec. , Ga1J?J.J:l 3084 
(PRE); Grahamstown, fl. Jan., Bre)j_er ,J.n. 




Port Alfr,2d, fl. Dec., Gal_:pj_g 2948 
fl. Dec., Pegler 1482 (PRt). 
Bedford, fl. Dec., Potts 173C (BOL). 
East London. :cast London ~)each, fl. Dec., 
B~eije~ s.n. (PRE 16559), fl. Jan., Bokelmann . ·-
3-28 (NEG), fl. Dec., Gal~in 7352 (PR~). --~--
Kentani. Kentani, fl. Dec., P§Qf,JF. 1482 (BCI,). 
Kieskammahoek. Ki eslrn.E1rmho ek, fl. Dec. , Stavner ___ ,-,,/ ....• -
5~i (GRA). 
I(om.c·ha • .. .:_..:-:;:Q; --~ Komiha, fl. Jan., Flanaga·: 2212 (BOL, GRA -··- ~--- ~ ·-. 
& PRE: ) , Flffila.c;:2n 2211 (}301 & PJC ) • 
Mount .!.YJ-iff. Kokstad, 1-o.,.., - .J.. • lf O V • , rl·o r:r r:r 5 2 '"') 5 r p1··,r.) ~...Q - \. lD ' 
fl. Oct., !;y_§On 3158 (BOL, PRE & sMn 9 :E. Groom I s 
farm, fl. ITov., H~_y_g~I_th s.n. (~~II 19093)0 
r:I q_ an_d 1l_l i . Koffiebaai, fl. Dec. 9 Van der Schi_jff 
544 7 (PRE). 
Peddie. Kaffir Drift 9 fl. Nov., CC>_rn_p_ton 17829 
( NBG). 













































































Uitenhage. Swartkops River, fl. nee., Zeyl'._J._~ 1061 
(BOL & STE), Zeyl~..:I 4171 (BOL). 
NATAL. 
Durban. Ex cult., :Cl. & fr. I'farch, Howlett s.n. 
(NH 36459 & PRE); near Durban, Jl. !·,arch, \7ood 
7559 (YH), fl. July, yvoo_g_ 6323 (PRE), fl. Peb. , 
w O O d 9 2 5 7 (:m-n ? f 1 • NO V • ' Yvo '2 d 9 5 31 Orn ) ; 
I sipingo, Wood 12416 ( PRL) 9 Salisbury Island, 
Forbes 341 (NH); on Durban Flat, Wo..9d 4.c13 (PRE). 
fr. June, Lawr1: 7[? 1 ( ;,:'~-1 ) • Eshowe. ---· Eshowe, 
Inanda. Inal1d2, fl. Feb., Wood 1626 (BOL, NH & 
Groenberg, Dohse 271 (NII). -----S.A
. ·,,,-· 1 0 
.t·.L I ? 
Lower Tu(J'ela. ------~- Tugela BGach, fl. Jan. , Johnson 
408 ( NBG). 
Lower Umfolozi. --~~·---· ---·-· Umhlatuzi Valley, fr. June, Lawn 
804 (NH). 







Beach Ten.o.inu;J, fl. Nov., Thode 
Ubombo and Ugazn, Gerstner 4549 
Umzinto. Scottborough, Eauve 1002 (PRE) , fl. Get., 
Thode 3424 (STE). 
TRAI~·sv AAL 0 
Barberton. Sheba, fl. Feb., Thorncroft 14 ( PR:C). 
22. As· arapus sau.1"1dersiae Baker. 
£~ oparagus s?-~1.d_e_!'_S_:ii.?,e Baker, J. Bot. , XVI II 
Fig . 42 . An isotype of Asparagus saundersiae , 
in the Bolus Herbarium. This specimen 
was collected by :Mrs K. Saunders in Natal . 
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42 ( 1889), 
S~eI!rn woody, s1.J_berect or usually climbing, 
rather ziezaecing, usually glabrous, rarely pub-
escent, smooth, often pale coloured. Branches 
similar to the stems, vJide spread inc. Eranchlets 
well-defined, usually paired, lacking spines, 
ascendinc or spreading. Cladode_f:?_ far~ cicled, about 
6- to D- nato, less t:ian 1/2 TTL'. broad, anc;led, 
terete or grooved, subulate, ascending or spreading, 
upto 1.5 cm. lone, slightly arcuate. §.p_t~l~_s 
well-developed, often larce, upto 4 cm. or more 
lonr; on the mait:.. stemr3, narrov1, 11uJ1,;ent, reflexen. 
or spreading., Peduncles 1- to 4- nate, 2 to 4 en. 
lorq~~. Pedicelr3 solitar:,r, 3 to 5 11:0 1. lone:, :::i,rtic-
------- J 
ulation variable. Perianth _D_e_gprnntr:1 serrated, 
obovate, usually l.~; to 3.0 F/,. lo:,r:, 'Nhite. 
Stamens nearlv c,w lont; as the peri,JY1th segments; 
--·---......--....-•• ~ V ~ 
anthers 1:1.inute, globo se, yel10'J\i or black. -~Yil:_IT 
stalked; style shortly divided. Berries fleshy, 
about 5 ill', diameter, one or two seeded, rea. 
The type of A. saundersiae i::J a specimen 
-----"··"' -· ·---·--~..-.-------·-~· ff 
colJ ected by Mrs TL SErnndsrs in Hatal, and the 
holotype should be at Kew. There is a specimen, 
collec+,ed by l\flrs Saunders, natching Baker's 
description, in the Bolus Herbarinm. ( :11 1· 0' 4" ) -- ·t.:... 4.L.• 
Baker mentioned the racein.es, c-,nd tJ:e subterete 
cladodes, as well as the glabrous, sarmentose 
stemD. 
AGJ):1racus __ scmndersiae, as construed here 9 is 
Fig . 43 . A typical spine from one of the 
aerial stems of Asparagus saudersiae . 
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an extremely heterogenons species. The main 
characters corn.L01on to all the specimens is the twining 
habit, smooth stems, spineless branchlets, and 
fine subulate cladodes. There are specimens with 
black anthers, and this is often associated with 
pu1rnscence and larger perianth segments upto 3. 5 mm. 
long. This correlation is not close enough to 
separate a taxon of any rank. 
A, buchanani Baker, Kew Bull. : 211 (1893) 
may be a synonym, but is based on material from 
Nyasaland. It was described as having very narfow, 
linear clarlodes, racemes, and glabrous, SEtTmentose 
branches. 
~·he E,pines (Fig. 1\-J.) have a characteristic 
sha,e, which, however, occurs in a few specimens 
of h.E_thi,Jicus, of the Transvaal form, as well. 
A. oaundersiae is c~ forest climber from the ---=----T.-,•--•~• .....,._ ·--
eastern parts of southern, and possibly central 
}.a.f·1~ica. 
Flowers have been recorded in September, 
Novec,.ber to Pebruar~r, and April to June. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
CAPE. 
Uniondale. Kou.sa I?.iver, fl. r,.1a~r, Com1l .. :t.on 5214 
( "TB") j\~...L U  • 
Lusikisiki. Betw. Port St ,John and Lusikisiki 9 
fl, Dec., Hutchinson 1780 (PRE). 
NATAL. 
C~d..2_:yyn. Camperdown, fl., C~~..§.f.j._e. s.n. (NE 
..... 
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219 91 ) , F r..§-nk s s . n • (!;rg 12 9 7 9 ) ; 
Dec., Wood s.n. (NH 12404). 
Bothas Hill, fl. 
El}tonj_§nent_. Umhlatuzi Road, fl. March, Lawn 331 
( NH) ~ .l J -- 0, 
Eshowe. Eshowe, fl. Dec. , Gerstner 2841 (BOT). 
Elabisa. Near Hluhluwe, fl. }\Jo Vo 9 Vvells 2039 
(PRE); Hlabisa, fl. Feb., Ward 2971 (PRE). 
fJiaE_urr:t_ul u~ o Near Thrin~spost, :Mauve 4207 (PRE). 
lTonrwma. __ .... ~ __ _,.... l\fongoma, fl. Dec., Gerstn_er 4423 U\LH). 
Pinetown. l lfari· o nhi· 11 ·f 1 ·er eb Tl'o l be c, ·1 ( -,-:, c,·1· ) '. .. . - ' -L- • £ • 9 J.~. -- , l-J • !. .. 0 J_) . . • 
Rich::10nd. Richmond Road, fl. J\Tov., Schlechter 
6 7 40 ( BCL). 
Natal without locality, fl. Nov., Wood 12217 (30I,, 
PR,.,., -.. A11i· o C'.' m ·r.1 ) . .u , 0 l'.l c:J:, 0 'J.' 1~ , So:unders s.n • ( BOL). 




( PT).17\) LLL'.J 9 
Komatipoort, fl. June, Roger_§_ 2573 
.Avoca, fl. Hay, Jp.orncroft 3C'06 (T'R0') ~ 
Sheba Valley, fl. Jan. , Th_orncroft 3006 ( mr & PI0..,:) . 
Letaba. 
(PRE); 
Duivelskloof, fl. :nov., Sc)1eerers. 1059 
Mamaranga near Birthday Road, fl. June, 
Br~~j~r s.n. (PRE 19063). 
N el.?_PFUi t . Numbi, Va~der. ~k~ff 29 (PRE). 
P~E3tersburg. Thabina, Schwe~]cerj.t 1019 (PR!'::);; 18 
miles east of Pietersburg, fl. April, Van Vu1 1ren 
14 5 t1r ( PRE ) ; I./Iolopo Reserve, fl. L'iay 9 Gerstner 
5 322 (PRE). 
Potgietersrust. Naboomspruit, near Sterkwater, 
fl. Jan. 9 Ihlenf..§_ld_t 2067 (PRE). 
Via terb or;c:. ---~------=- Near El1rJ.eston, fl. Feb. , Eeeuse 10537 
0 ..,: 



























































































































































Zeerust. --·-- To~zwe Farm~ fl. June 9 Breijer s.n. (PRE 
21592). 
ZOU j;_:r.:9-n Sb e r_e. • Punda ]1.Iaria, c()_g_i 5292 (pn:e;); 
Elim, 0, e · 0 (PJ)"' 00 '.730\ ~rm-~ o.n. .l.U C:._1) ; .. 
District? Tati area, Kruger Fational Park, fl. 
June, Van.der Schijff 3856 (PRE). 
SWAZILAND. 
Stsei. Isateki Eeacon, fl. Dec. , Com~ 27312 
( NEG & PRE). 
~./Ianzini. Mpisi, fl. Se-pt., Con.1:.1?_:tgn 30112 (FBG). 




Aspa:!'ag_us.aethiopicus Linnaeus, Eantissa 
: 3,2 (1767). 
AsJ?&r9-gus _lane ens ~1hunberc, Prodromus 
Plantarum Cape;siun ; 66 ( l 794). 
A.sparar-;onsis lancea (Thunb.) TT ..t..i I'..UJ.1. L,!'1 9 
Enumeratio Plantarum, 5 ~ 106 (185C). 
""' 
.Aspara_g_opsis ~.e~h.i_C).Pl_ca ( L.) Kun th, 
Enumeratio Plantar·m, 5 ~ 95 ( 1850)" 
IV\. 
hpara_£J1..s____§Rre~eri Rec;el, Acta. Tforti 
Petropolitani, XI ~ 302 - 303 (1890). 
Asparagus_ ternifolius (Eaker) Hooker, ,T .D., 
Eot. Mac., t.7728 (1900). 
Asparag:us aethiopiCD;,S L. var .!.~:r-11.t~.9_lius 
Baker, in Saunder's Ref. Eot 09 t.261 
(1871). 
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Stems climbinG to about 7 metres or erect to 
1 metre, woody, terete, frequently grooved, ... 
glabrous. Branc~es gro,"ved, spreading or recurved, 
similar to the stems. Eranchlets sometimes well-
defined, grooved, straight. Cladoq.~~- flattened, 
linear, mucronate in many specimens, 3- to 6- nate 
or mo re numerous, 10 to 40 mn. long, 1 to 2 nr,. 
broad, with a single vein. Tubers stalke0, borne ----·-~ 
laterally on the main roots, about 30 cm. long, 
fusiform to ovoid. Spines usually present at all 
nodes, but often absent on final branc:·les, spread-
ing or reflexed, often pungent, upto 1 cm. long or 
occasionally more. B~acts and leaves sometimes 
ciliated. Peq.uncJ.-~3- usually 3 to 15 cm. long, 
paired, unbranched. Pedic;_els usually single or 
paired, 2 to 4 m~. long, usually articulated near 
the centre, but variable. Perianth _segments 
obovate, about 3 mm. long, often with a ciliated 
rn.argin, spreading, white. Stamens almost n.s long 
as the ;)erianth segments; anthers orange, C. 5 mr.·,. 
long. Style short, 0.6 m. long~ ovary about 1 
mm. long. Berry globose, 5 to 7 ms. diameter, 
with one to three seeds, red; 
r)ersistent. 
11erianth not 
Linnaeus described A. aethi_opi._2~_§. as having 
solitary, recurved spines, ant;led branc'·es and 
linear-lanceolate cladodPs, He also mentioned 
that it came from th".' Cape, and was similar to 
A. falcatus, but di ered in having fewer cladodes, ---.. -··~- --··--
reflexed spine~, and flexuose, angled branches. 
• 
Fig. 44. The specimen of Asparagus 
aethiopicus L. in the Linnaean Herbariun . 
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The specimen in the Linnaean Herbarium bears the 
letters "I-I.U. 11 , indicating a cultivated plant from 
the Uppsala Gardens, as does the description in the 
Mantissa, and shows the t?pical cladodes and stem 
characters of this species, The Liw1aean specimen 
is probably from the same plant as that described, 
but is unlikely to have been the actual specimen 
described, as Jackson (1912) does not indicate that 
this specimen was in the Enumeration of 1767 of the 
specimens in the Linnaean Herbarium . 
.A. te;·nifo+ius" Hooker, was descril:1ed from 
a specir.aen sent to Saunders from Natal. Originally, 
it was named as a variety of .A. __ aethiQQ_icus L. by 
Baker. Both descriptions mention the climbing habit 9 
the linear flattened cladodes, and racemes. 
the illustration, i·L appears that there are no 
spines on the final branches. 
1'rom 
A. lanceuEJ was descril:Jed by Thunberf as h:=wing 
solitary spines, lmiceolate, subfalcate clad.odes 
and solitary, axillary peduncles. The holot::rpe, 
in the Thunberg Berbarium, shows racemes, grooved 
sarmentose stems 9 and fascicled cladodfJS, VJhich 
are characteristic of A. aethtopicu~ as construed 
here • 
.Asnarap:us spr'?ngeri Regel is normally npplied 
to a form of A. sarmentosus L, Regel, however, 
differentiated in his type description of a plant 
col1ected at Port Nolloth. ( Durban) 9 betvveen the 
flexuose branches and the branchlets, which although 
not conclusive, suggests that the cultivate~ plant, 
on which only one type of branch usually occurs, is 
z '""'-t-
0 
C a-o ... • • 
" ca
Ill ••• • • s • ,.~ • ~
w 
"'· ... • • •·· 
l·I. • I • • • • • 
... • • • •I•••• I ••• 111 .. • • 
0 ,o 20 so 40 mm . 
C L ,ioo 01: L n,c. TH ~ 
Fig. 45. Scatter diagram to show the relation 
between cladode length and breadth in Asparagus 
aethiopicus. There appears to be no justification 
for using cladode length or breadth 
in subdividing this species. 
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wrongly named. He also mentio~ed spines, and 1-
to 4- nate cladodes 9 which ,·,akes it almo:=:,t cert:;in 
that the plant belongs ,,o A. aethio12_icus as construed 
here. The figure named A. SJJJ-eng_eri in the 
Botanical }1Iagazine t.8052 ( 1906) seems to be cor···ectly 
nam.ecl., 
Asparagus aethiopicus L. var natalensis Baker 1 
Flora Capensis ~ 272 (1896) was described as having 
ungrooved stems 9 darker cladodes, and mu:ch branched 
inflorescences. The type is cited as Wood 1351 of 
which there is an ir::1otype in the 1,ratal TJerbaril.nn. 
This seems to be R distinct variety. It has 
several characters, however, which 2,lly it with 
A!.. f alc~_tus rather than with A ·-~a,e_tl1:.t<?E:..cus. \fork 
in the field might show that it would be better to 
make this a variety of A. falcatus on the grounds of 
the smooth ste2, an~ darker cladodes. 
are almost black on herbarimn. material. 
'l'he clndodes 
In plants from the Transvaal and surrounding 
areas, the cladodes are narrower and longer
9 
and 
the ap·,,earance of the cladodes is general1y less 
rigid. These forms, however, grade into one 
another to such an extent th8t it is not pos::--Jible at 
the present to separate them. (Fig. 45".) An 
extreme of this gradation is shown by specimens with 
very narrow cladodes and stem characters similar to 
tho~,e of A. saunderGiae 
~~---~~~~ 
In tho south west Karroo and in the Little 
Karroo J there nre two slightly unusua.l forrns. Both 
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hEwe the grocved branche::-~ and the form of branching 
characteristic of the south western Cape specimens. 
In the Swellendam district ( e.r,. Stol~(2-~ 852C from the 
Anysberg Dam) there are exceptionally well-developed 
spines present on the final branches. In the 
Laingsburg area (e.g. Jesson 355 from ne~r 
Matj esfontein) the same development of spines occurs, 
and the c1adodes are three-an::;led. Another forncoccurs 
which io inseparable f'rorn the typical forrr' except 
that the clad0des are three-angled (e.g. Comuton 
-------·- -~·-•n 
5214 from the Uniond::ile District). 
Further field work is certainly needed on the 
forms from the eastern and northern regions. 
Mainly a forest climber 9 A. aethi_QJ2J_c2:?;S also 
occurs in coastal vegetation and in parts of the 
Little Karroo, Kari~oo and Namaq_ualand. 
Flowers have been recorded in all mont~o 
except December. 
DISTRIBUTION OF A. AETEIOPICUS VAR ABTEIOPICUS. 
CAPl'.i. 
filbany. Grahamstown, fl. Jan .. , Bre_i_j __ er s.Y'L, (PHE). 
Bredasdor£• 
286 ( NBG). 
Uilenkraal Forest, fr. Aug., Tavlor 
--:L--
Caledon. Betvv. Kelders and Franskraal, T~;y]....9_~ 
1585 ( SAll)) 
9541 (BOL) 7 
( ST:E 1El973) 9 
:Ormg er Point , fl. J r.:,n • , Pillans 
Die l'Iond, fl. 1'1ay, Jordaan s.n. 
Hert1anus opDosi te the lago0n, fl. 
May, Van der:_JLe~ 10,'l9 (PRU:); 





Camps Bay, fl. :B1 eb., Rappe s.n. ( SAM 
hlilnorton, Kensit c.n. (CTH); 
Porcupine Buttress, J 8..§SOp 9 & 10 (:BOT). 
Clanwilliarn • Near Lambert's Bay, fl. >2y, L~jy_oldt 
. ~244 (J30L). 
George. Wilderness, fr. Nov., Van Niekerk 211 
(BOL) 9 Kaaiman' s River, fr. Nov., Wilman s.:r .• 
( BOL 24589). 
Humansdorn. 
-·----... -~....!,;, 
Ratelsbosch, fl. June, l1 oucade :::'45 
( BOL) • 
Kentani. Kentani, fl. Aug. , Pegle~ 840 ( BOL & PRE). 
Ki_gg Willia:ms Tow~. King Williams Town, fl. l'rng., 
Si~ 1061 ( BOL). 
Knysn_§:• Keurboom's River, Leg.? s.n. (EOT); 
Point, fr. J·une, Taylo_r 13'jl (SAiVS) 7 
fl. March, Brei.tel.: c.n. (PRE 22276). 
Knysn2.., 
The 
Ladismith. Anysbere Dam, fl. April, Stokoe 8520 
( BOL & SAM). 
Mo ll_t a.c~. 
( PR:C) ; 
( BOL). 
Boi1~1ievale, fl. April, Marlo_th 12007 
:r:o gman' s Kloof, fl. ,Tan. , Oliver s.n. 
Narn.aqualand. V'h tban!.;:, Pillans_ 5121 (BOJJ) ~ 
Hondeklip Bay, Pillans s.n. (BOL 18247). 
Port Elizabeth. 
-·· ... -- ---~· ' -"'---~-· Cradock Place, fl. Vay, Galpt~ 
6419 ( PHE); Red House, fl. li.·1ay, Ro.r;,:ers 2794 __ s.,; ___ _ 
(BOL). 
Riversdale. . . Bottebersfontein, fl. Oct., Muir 
1421 ( BOL). 
Sinonstown. Clovelly, fl. Feb., Walgate s.n. 
(BOL 26846); Sen Forth, JesSOJ?. 33 & 36 (BOL) 1 
St James, Je~~ 68 (BCL); Kom:n.etj ie, Jessop 
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28 (J30L). 
Uniondale. ----- Kouga River" fl. May, Com.£._~.9-.£ 5214 
(J30L). 
Wynberg. H011t Bay, fl. li'.arch, CoF11pton 15 5 98 ( l'ffiG) 9 
betw. Hout B·ay and Chapman's Peak, fl. lllarch, 
Woll~x_ Dod 951 (BOL) 7 fl. March, Leighton 401 
( BOL); Karbonkelberg, Jessop 302 (BOL); 
Kloof, Jessop 67 (BOL); Kirstenbooch, 






r:L'ugela Beach, }ohnso_:r:!, 1108 (I:'.":3G), 
Kaffir Drift, fl. July, '.fhode A250 (';H 
& PRE). 
TRANSVAAL. 
Brits. Weltevreden 61, 71 miles N.W. of Johr1m1.ef3-
burg, Mogg 20391 (PRE). 
Carolinao Arnhemburg, fl. Sept., Roberts s.n. 
( PRE 15839), 
Heidelb~~· 
2 5 2 21 ( PRE ) ~ 
41 miles S.E. of Johannesburg, T.T(?_g_e;_ 
Lagerspoort, Nag£ 19523 (PRE)~ ' 
Brakfontein, fr. Jl:lay, l\!Iog{~ 19574 (PRE); 27 
miles S.S.E. of Johannesburg, fr. Dec., Jjogg 
24091 (PRE); Kuilfontein, fr. Jan. , Mo_gg:;_ 20727 
(PRE)~ 46 miles S.B. of Johannesburg, fr. March, 
MogE 25315 (PRE); 
(PRE). 
Suikerbo srand, T'~ogg 1814 3 
Johannesbur_g. 9 miles N.W. of Johannesburg, fr. 
Nov. , TViogg 19188 (PRE). 
~33rsdor.12. Jacksonstuin, rvlagaliesburg, Van 
Vuuren 221 (PRE); Jack Scott Private Nature 
Reserve, fr. Feb., Wells 2412 (PRE). 
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Louis ~richardt. --· .. ~·--· - Elim, Ober~~~ 592 (PRE). 
Middell?urg. Olifants River Gorge, fl. Oct., Ftog,:::; 
2 2 t1, 7 0 ( PRE ) . 
N elspru:i t. 
3118 (PRE). 
:!?iet Retief. 
Amajuba Idountnin, fr. Dec., Liebenbera --· __ .. ___ . _,.1;.;I. 
27 miles S.E. of Piet Retief, fr. 
Jan., Codd 10268 (BOL & PRE). 
Pretoria. Pienaar'E River area, fr. Dec., R~_p_ton 
3 7 2 7 ( PH:t:G ) t 
14 0 6 9 ( PRE ) 9 
neo.r Zeekoegat, fr. March, J,;;ogg 
Fairy Glen, Leendertz 4955 (PRE); 
Garsfontein, Repton 3024 (PRE). 
SWAZILAND. 
M"babane. Near Forbes Reef, fl. Sept., Co~n_p_t_srn 
28002 ( NBG & PHJ!;) i Dalri3ch, fl. Sept., CqE1J2_ton 
30739 (J':BG); near Umsindusi, fl. Sept., Ben 
Dlamini s.n. ( NBG)) hills N.E. of Mhabane, fl. 
Sept., Ben Dla1:1ini s.n. (er.BG). 
Hlatikulu. Hlatikulu, Corru:i.i()l1 28903 ( NBG), 
r~ur~och 125 (NBG). 
Str)gi • 
-·-·--· Stegi, Compton 28020 ( NBG); ----.w~-w-,--- Isateki 
Beacon, fr. Dec. , Compton 27316 ( HBG) • 




I':Ikumbaan Valley, fl. Oct., Acocks 
NATAL. 
Campe!down. 
(HH & PRE). 
Drummond, fl. Nov., Gerstner 2421 
Hlabisa. Near Hluhluwe Station, fl. Oct., Codd 
2036 ( Plrn) 9 Hluhluwe Game Reserve, fl. Oct., 


































































Ward 1535 (NH). 
Inanda. 
( SAivI) 9 
Umzinyati Falls, fl. Sept., Vfood 1357 
Inanda, fl. Sept., \rifood 1351 (W-I). 
lvitunzini o .. , d · · ~l O t G ' 2817 ("rr·) l\Ian ini, I • c • , ers-r,ner t,.:i • 
Ubombo. 1'1kuzi, fl. Sept., Galpin 13649 (BOL & PRE). 
Zululand without locality, 
2412 (NH). 
TRANSVAAL. 
fl. Sept., Gerstner 
Barberton. ------ Komatipoort, fl. Oct., Van der ___ Schi_jff 
1130 (PRE). 
SWAZILAND. 
Hlatikulu. Ingwavuma Poort 9 fr. June, yO.E1-J2..t.on 
2G903 (NBG), Nsoko, fr. Nov., ComBon 30323 
(NBG); Sipopaneni, fr. Jan., M1.:1-rdoch 125 (NBG)o 
Stegi" Blue Jay Ranch, fl. Dec., Cg_~12._ton 29570 
( NBG). 
24. Asparngus fa.lcatus Le 
Asparagus falcatus Linnaeus, 
Plantarum ~ 313 (1753). 
r< • ,.)peci es 
Stems climbing or scromblinc, s2nnentose, 
omoo th, glahrous, pale, rmch-branched. Branches 
usually solitary, spreading, similar to the stems. 
Cladodes flattened, straight or falcate, with a 
prominent vein, upto 7 mm. broad, and 90 mrn. long, 
dark coloured. Spipes well-developed, recurved, 
rmngen t, strong, often born.e on vegetative branchlets. 
The rest of the len.f not usually developed. Peduncles 
upto 4- nate laterally 9 more ni:~merous terminally, 
Fig. 45a. 
----i.Rl ~·~<IIIS ;, 
', 
J. Burmann's "Thesaurus 
Zeylanicus" t.13 f.2. 
The iconotype of AsEaragus falcatus. 
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usually about 3 to 5 cm. long, unbranched. Pedicels 
4 to 8 mm. long, articulated proximally, 1- or 2-
nate. Periantp se_gments oblonL to obovate, the 
inner whorl slightly narrower than the outer, 2.5 to 
4.0 mD. long, cream to white. 
long as the perianth segments; 
[-itamens almost as 
anthers small and 
clobose. Style short; ove ..ry about 1 mrn. long. 
Berry fleshy, 
seeded, red. 
about 5 rJn. diameter, 1- or ') { __ 
L~nr1ae O dPn r·1~ed A f 0 l at O ~ 0 ~ 0 "nry .L _ U~, "uC l, _. _• _..:__:_°;_' Cc. U,::. '"'c, 1,_:,Vl .. u 
,solitary SIJines, and ensiform, falcate lec1ves. He 
reported its origin as being from Ceylon. I.[e ctlso 
cited Burmann's "Flora Zeylanica 0 (1737) t.13 f ') -- • (._ C 
this fie;ure must be regarded as an iconotype in the 
absence of a specimen :f:'rom which it was drawn. This 
specimen could be in P2ris accordint: to Lanjom·, nnd 
Stafleu ( 1954). According to Jnckson (1912), a 
specinen did not np1,ear in the Enur,Erations of the 
Linnc1ean Herharium. Moreover, the specimen in 
the Linnaean Herbarium has short cladodes, s1,nd.io, 
in fact, A. agthiopicus as constru.ed in this 
trcn.tment. l'i photograph of it hns boon· seen by the 
prese:nt author. 
of A. falcatus. ----...... 
It can not be regarded as the type 
The Burmann figure Dhows clc\dc,des 
matching Linnaeus' description and this species. 
This species is most nearly related to 
A. aethiopicus var natalensis 9 from which it differs 
mainly in the much lone;er cladodes. Ilore field work 
on this species is needed to establish its taxcnomic 
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position in relation to A. aethio~icus. 
This species is a forest climber, mainly 
in the coastal districts of Natal and the eastern 
Cr!-pe. 
Flowers have been recorded in September, 





East London. East London? MacOwan 2~13 (J30J, & S.AF). 
ICentani. KentcU1i 1 fl. & fr. Feb, 9 Pegler 1335 
(BOL & PRE). 
Port St Johns. Port St ,Johns 9 fl, Dec. 9 Galnin 
3 4 91 ( BO I: & PRE ) o 
NATAL" 
Dv_rban. l'u-~b""' fl Deb '"Vood 00 7 (·B- 0 T) 1°'1 ..., .... ) J_ CWJ., • .1.: • 9 _I -- [_L. -' \j...,_,' 1 • 
J:i1eb. 9 r,:Iunro s .n, ( PRE 29255); Botanic Station 
Gardens, fl. Jan. 9 Wood l~,72 (:'.JI-1); coast north 
of Durban 9 Barker 524'; (~JDC-); }3erea 9 fl. Feb., 
\ U d 0 ( s,:n_o " & PR~-,, 2 Ci 2 5 4 ) .:._2.S)___ ,::, o Y} , l'i D lr - ~ b ..J 9 fl. Jc:u1., }l'orbes 369 
( ··c1T ) l\ 1 9 f 1. J D,n. , Wood 7 6 4 3 ( NH ) • 
Eshowe. Eshowe, fl. Dec. 9 IJawn 7'3 (?nI) 9 fl. Sept., 
Tho~ Al56 3 (NE). 
I O v1 er 'T' 1 1c0 el 01 j _ _..'...,'__.,.,,:;:_~--~.w~ ... 0 Tuc;ela 1nouth, :fl, Feb., .Cdw:0:rds 
177 ~ (PRE);; Umhlali 9 fr. J·an, 9 Godfrev s ,n. 
(PRE) t 




fl. Feb, 1 
f ' Th d 3~ r) 0 ( sr-·t·) r. 1~ut£. , _ _.£.~ LJ-LL -~_,:., • 
J\,:tunzini. Ngoya_Porest 7 -F'-y-, ,.L J. • Ji' e ~) • ' 
Johnsor_ 607 
Thode 3493 (STi)9 
1/Vells and 
0 .,.: 




































































Edwards 61 (ITH). 
Nkandhla. 
Pinetown. 
Qudeni Forest, fl. Feb., Davis 119 (NH). 
D . d L' 1 D \·T 1 . ( S,T•··.· 0 o on s l e , J. ~ • e c • , 'v y i e s . n • ~ 1.,-::. ct 
PRE 34350) ~ 
TRANSVAAL. 
Umgababa, fl. Feb., Bayer 862 (PRE), 
Earberton. Sheba Creek, fl. Feb., Thorncrof~ 13 
(PRE), 
Letaba. ---- Grootbos Forest Reserve, fl. Oct., 
Scheepers 731 (PRE). 
SWAZILAND. 
f)ter;io Um tint egvrn, fl. S e_pt. , Compton 28020 (TBG 
& PRE). 
25. ..fl._sJ)_araglls racer:1osus Willd. 
~~~vv~
A.sParagus racemosus Willdenow, Species 
Plantaru.r11, 2 ~ 152 (1799), 
f\,;\. 
Asparag~-:l:_q_ __ t_~trae;.9_1-:i:.~1._c:3. Bresler, Dis serta tio 
: 27. (1826) 0 
.Asparagops_is ___ :fJ.o._r_i_bunda Ku.nth, Enur.1er2,tio 
Plantarum, 5 ~ 98 ( 1850) • 
t'V1.-
Asparagopsis subq_uad_:r~n;2.:;~l_3,_I'i_E3_ Kun th, 
J~rLwneratio Plo.ntarurr1, 5 ~ 94 ( 185C'). 
V\A 
Aspar~;r,us rac_E;gi:.2 SU8-_ Willd. V'J.T tetretr:::onus_ 
Baker, J. Lin1"c. Soc., XIV ~ 624, 
~tern~ twining, climbing, woody, usually 
grooved. Branches similar to tho s·tems, solitary, 
spre~dinG to ascending. Branchlets usunlly 1- to 
3- nate, spreading or 3scendinr, straight, gr~oved, 
s_pinele:Js. Cladodes. fascicled, angled or flat< ened, 
I 
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straight, upto 1 mr1. broad, 6 enerally 1 to 2 cm. 
long, green at first but turning greyish. Snines -
punt:;ent, usually about 3 to 4 m:". long, brownish 
to r,reyish. Peduncles 1- or 2- nate, more numerous 
terminally, upto 10 cm. lone:. Pedicels paired, 
2 to 3 mm. long, articulated near or below the 
centre. Perianth se_gpi_§pts_ similar, obovate-oblong, 
2.5 to 3.0 m;:l. long. §__t~1.mens not a:pJJreciably 
shorter than the peri0,nth segt1ents; anthers about 
1/4 rm11. long. Style short, shortly divided. 
Berry globose, 1- seeded, about 6 m,'. diameter, 
red, with a wrinkled pericarp. 
Willdenow, in his description of A. racem~sus, 
mentions that it has racemes, striated branches, 
linear-subulate cla.dodes, and that it comes from 
India. Drury's Handbool:: of the Indian florn (1869) 
describes a plant u.o.vider this name as havin0 pcdred 
racemes, and angleds fciscicled cladodes. All 
these characters sugcest that the Indian and and 
South African plants 2,re the same. Baker (1875) was 
the most recent author to have worked on the species 
from both areas, and he agreed tho.t the two 
populations should be reGarded as beinG cons~ecific, 
but he felt that the South Africon plant should be 
accorded the status of a vqriety. From those p8rts 
of Baker I s work 9 which the 1Jresent author l':1as been 
able to investigate, it would apnear that Baker 
had a tendency to separate taxa on insufficient 
grounds, and it is likely that the maintenance of 
this variety would not be supported by further study 
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on the African and Asiatic populations. The char-
actero, he used to define the variety (var 
te~.?.:~:z.onus Baker) 7 are snorter pedicels and 
cladodes, and narrower racemes. r.rhese are very 
..... .!. 
variable characters, and do not sug~est separntion 
even at vari8tal ranko 
Kunth used the name Aspg.rr::,&QPS_is flori1n1nda 
as a superfluous n~e for A·-· racemosus 'Hilld. 
!sparagus tetragonus was described by Dr~,:Jlor 
from the Cape, as having racemes, grooved stems, 
reflexed spines and four-angled, fascicled cladodes. 
~rhe type specimens of A. tetrar:i;onus were in the --- ---·~~.....::....---
herbaria of rf(1_md t and :Maire. ~·he gund t collection 
has not been located, but according to De CandolJe 
(18GO), the Maire specimens were i~ the Royal 
Herbarium, Berlin. If the Mundt specimen wac.3 c:tlso 
in Berlin, it is unlikely that a type s1)ecimen io 
extant in view of the damage to that herbarium 
sustained during World War II. Although it is very 
likely that this is the ssme as Willdenow's species, 
the description is not sufficiently adequate to be 
certain of its identity. 
Aspar_§gopsis subq_uadranEUl'.l.ris was described 
from a specimen from the Cape as having setaceous 
cladodes, grey stems and pedicels 2.0 mm. lone;. 
The inflorescence was a rnceme. Kun th cited t!1e 
specinen as "Eckl. et Zeyh. Herb. Cap. no< 171. 
(v.s. in Herb. Luc.) 11 According to De Candolle 
(1880), the Luca specimens are at Kiel. Again, 
it is not possible to be certnin, but it is very 
likely, that this is referable to A. racemosuc. "'----~-·-----
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A. racemosus has been reported from dry local--------- . ' 
ities, such as sandy river beds and stony koppies, 
Plowers have been recorded from Narch to July 
and in September. 
TIISTRIBUTION. 
CAPE. 
~l b8n;y. Kowie West, .!;y:son s.n. (B0:1· 1·y:506) 1 
Grahams town, G~tJ:-1rie 3411, 7 ( N:BG). 
Alexandria. }3ushr:18..n' s River, fl. June, De Vos 
s.n. (STE 18972); 
5908 (PRE). 
])e Bega, fl. June, Arcv:li bnld 
:Beaufort West. Sunnyside, fr. July, Y~sterhuvsen 
-- -·-- -, .. -V--·--
4359 (BOL & NEG). 
East London. Near East London, fl., Thode 6651 
(STE) 9 Bonzn Bay, fl. ,June, Comin~. 1254 (PRE). 
Hum§,nsdorp. Eetw, Patentj_e and Eistkr2.al, fl. April, 
Lewis 3602 ( SAJ''i); 
Comnton 23148 (NEG). ----
Gamtoos Gorge, fl. April, 
~(qmgha. ProsDect Parm, fl. Sept., Flanagon 299 
,.I._ ---·--· --
(SAM). 
Ladismith. Sfindberg west of Cali tzdorp, fl. }lay, 
Vlurts 1371 ( NBG). 
I\li_d_d_~1:__bur.c_ · 
( PRE) 9 
Schoombie, fl. March, Southey s.n. 
Doomberghoek, fl. May 9 Acock~ 8665 (PEE). 
Port Elizabeth. Near Port Elizabeth, Rodin 1228 
( BOL); Swartkops River, fl. t.:arch, Zeyl}_~r 
4165 (BOL). 
u it ~JJl~<?-M • Red House, fl. Larch, Rogers 2793 (SAM) 1 
Swartkops River near Ui tenhage, fl. I'larch, Ecklon 
and Zeyher s.n. (PRE 29249), fl. April, Ecklon 




































































arid ZeyhE:!r s.n. (PRE); Despatch, fl. hay, 
Holland s.n. (PR£ ex GRA 365). 
Uniondale, ----··--- Kouga River, fl. May, Comnton 5214 
( NBG) • 
NATAL. 
Utrecht. 4 Km. from Utrecht on Knight's Pase road, 
fr • J an • 9 Story 176 6 ( PRJ~ ) • 
TH.ANSVA.AL. 
Lydenbur£;. 16 miles beyond lialips Drift, fl. May, 
09ern1_~_;yer and Verdoo~r_:t1: 22 (PRL). 
SWAZILAND. 
Hlatikulu. Ingwavuma Poort, fr. 1' n.rch, _9omptor~ 
28579 (N:SG). 
26. Asnaragus krebsianus (Ku,."'1.th) comb. nov. 
~'~
AsJ?ara_,g_opsi_s_krebsiana Kunth, Erm:oeratio 
Planto.,rmn, 5 ~ 93 ( 1850). 
l'V\. 
Stems scrambling, 2lightly zigzagccing, woody, 
smooth or slightly ridged, grey-green, glabrous. 
Branches r:rnli to.ry, almost always grooved, much-
branched, similar to the stems. Cladodes fasc-
icled, three-angled, rigid, _mucronate, 15 to 20 
mm. lone or sometimes only 1 cm. or less, linear. 
Tubers stalked, borne lateTally on the main roots, 
c., bout 30 cm. long, fusifo :rm. Snines present on --'·---
all stems and branches, punr;ent, slightly recurved, 
browner than the stems and brGnches; the rest of the 
leaf not conspicuous. Peduncles 1- to 4- nate, with 
or without spines, 1.111to 10 cm. long, borne on main 
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branches. Pedisels solitary, 2.0 to 4.0 mm. long, 
articulated near the centre; the proximal half: 
greatly thickened. Peria:nth. se_gnents oblong to 
obovate, the outGr whorl narrower, 2.5 to 4.0 m2. 
long, white, reflexed near the centre of e2ch 
segment. Stamens nearly as long as the -0eTi?..,_Y1_t11 
segrrnnts. Styl_e slightly les::1 than 1 rnn. long, 
divided for about half ito length; ovary about 1 
mr:. long. Ber:;_:z smooth, 1- seeded, red; perianth 
not pen-listent. 
Asparagus _]5:re!?,siarrq.§_ is based on a specimen 
collected by Krebs at the C2pe. The Krebs specimens 
are at Kiel, according to De Candolle (1880). It 
was described 8..G h2ving three-angled clo.dodes, 
spinous final branches, racemes, and pedicels 3 mm. 
long. These characters could apply to 
A. sarmen to sus fror:_~ which it can be separated, (-18 
() 
Kun th ment\Iled that it had "rami n o.s well as 
11 rrnnuli n, but three-angled cladodes are un,J sucl in 
A. sarmento sus. A. kou&§,_~nsis differs in not having 
three-angled cladodes. The only other species in the 
section RACEMOSI with spines on the finc:11 1)ranches 
is b:.!._ ae~hiopicus, and only one or two specimens 
of A. aethiopicus have beE::n foand with three-angled 
cladodes 1 and s:r:iines on the ultimate branches, 
A. krebsianus scrambles on bushes and rocks 
and has usually been reported to occur on rocky 
slopes. 
Flowers have been recorded in October, 
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:Oecember to February and April. 
:OISTRIBUTION. 
CAPE. 
Albany. -- Grahamstowrq fl. Dec., PentJ}_s;_!'. 1462 (BOL), 
fl. J1.1-ly, :Oaly and Sole s.rL (PRE) . 
Alexandria. Alexandria, fl. Feb., .Archibald 5488 
(pPT') 
' _..\__j • 
Cathcart. Inverthorn, fl. Dec., B§.!'k~_E 3469 (l'T:BU). 
Komgl1.q 0 Ko rn c}'la .,::·1 J-an u1.,··· ag"n "'27'7 ( 1~r"I 0• Hlt; ... ' .J.. • . o ' ~~~·_.:_' C.A._, L~ _) ~) - 1 ~ C.iv 
P:EE), Fl.0}'.~:ac;:~n 1895 (BCL). 
Peddie. P ., ·'' . f 1 · 1 -:c; 1 '7 .~ r,l ( -~~ (') ec,, __ ie; r. ;,pri , .0nr:ee_r r '"j,::: J _h, • 
Victoria Eaut. Tukulu, fl. Jan. , Acocks 11145 
(PRE). 
NATAL. 
Hla1Jise_. 3luhhnrn Game Reserve, fl. Jnn., Ward 
2941 (NH). 
Utrecht. Utrecht, Thode Al298 (NH & PRE). 
·weenen Covnty, 
ll,'1-13 ( N:I). 
TRANSVAAL. 
Griffins Hill, fl. Oct., Acocks 
Brits. Jacksonstuin, fr. 1'1 eb., Codd 68C5 (PRE); 
neo.r Harteb eespoort :Dom, fr. Sept. , Ihunbert and 
Schw~J_kerd t s ,n. ( PRE 22250). 
Kr.2:?F er s do .D2_. Baviaanspoort, 11e11r :·.·-.o.ealiei3berg, fr. 
July, §~ 351 (PRE); 
Jen., Repton 1970 (PRE). 
Wonderboom Reserve, fl. 
!,_y_c!_e_n bur _g. Driekop 9 fl. Jan., :>,ogr; and B.'.:'g°.~1§.rd 
s .n. (PRE). 
Pretoria. 'f. T~ • Pretwa AOppies, fl. Jnn., Leendertz 
531 (BOL, GRA & PRE); Pretoria. University Farm, 
0 .,: 




































































Rob~rtson s.n. & 21 (PHE) 9 fl. Feb., Codd 5914 
(PRE); 30 miles along Malatlo road, fl. Jan. 9 
Repton 4915 (PRE); 
Robertson 123 (PRE). 
27. ~~~~ 
Derdeponrt, fl. Nov., 
Caule~ lignei, erecti vel scandentes, sarmen-
tosi, tereteo, pubescentes, laeves, cani. nami 
divnricati vel ascendentes, recti vel leviter 
c;2.rmentofJi 9 plerumque soli tnrii sea aliqucmdo ad 
3-nati. Cladodia subulata, plerumque ftd G m,1'. longa, 
arcuata vel rectn, ae:uminata, m1;,l ti-nata, glnbra. 
Spinae manif este evo lutae, levi ter recurvae, onmino 
in caulibus at ramulis vegetobilibus. Racemi in 
paribus, pler1Dque fere 3 cm. longi, aliquando 
spino si. Pedt~elli 1- ad 3- nnti, 3 - 4 m,,1. longi 9 
fer e 1 m~1. e romo arti cula ti. J? erian thtL_s_~~_e_D.i2: 
similin, oblonga-obovata, fere 3 mm. longa, margine 
integra. Stamina leviter brevioria quam perianthii 
segmenta; antherae fere 1 m::-i. longae. .§_ty]-u~ 
brevis, seed-di visus 9 ovarum fere sessile, ad 
fere 2 mH. longum. Bacca fere 6 nv,. longn, semine 
solitario, laevigata. 
Stems erect to scrambling, zigzn.g;inc:, woody, 
terete, smooth, grey, densely pubescent. Branches 
2preading to ascending 1 straight or slightly 
sigz8giing 9 usually solitary but sometimes upto 3-
, \ I Li'' \I 111 k ll \k ll \ I, 
1·1: 1 11 m 1 \, 
:.1 I 1· ' 1 " ~ 
.. /l Jt~"J,.J .,·,. I A ?b 
' ( J'Jtr'o 
I• • 
,~. ',! .... 
1/,·'r,, • 
J'' 
,le. ~, .. ,. 




Fig. 46 . 
r, ,, ,. , ... , ' " , ',, , ,~ 
~~~~~,,~ ~~ ~ } ll l'M n ,1un1, 1'RI 10M1 \ 
•·•-~ , -vt'K f\coJ • . 
AH ·~1 ~ ,. .,_ !,J . jl 1'1i l , .. \b t.l'to , 
Acocks 16296 ( PRE ) . 
The holotype of Asparagus pubescens sp . nov . 
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nate. Q.b.'":-dodes subulate, usunlly upto 6 mu. long, 
arcuate or straight, ae1:uninate, many in a bundle, 
glabrous. Spines well-developed, slightly recurved, 
l)resent on all stems and vegetative branches. 
Racemes pai1ed, usually about 3 cm. long, sometimes 
beclring spines. Pedicels 1- to 3- nate, 3 to 4 mm. 
long, articulated about 1 mm. from the branch. 
Periant~ segments similar, oblong-obovate, about 
5 ,'~n. long, en tire. 
the periEmth segments; 
Stamens slightly shorter than 
s.nthers about 1 mm. long. 
Style short, divided for about hrilf its length:; 
ovary almost se[;sile, upto about 2 m:~. long. 
about 6 mm. diameter, 1-seeded, smoeth. 
This species is one of the most densely 
Fruit 
pubescent species of l\sparagus in South Africa. The 
normo..lly strongly arcuate and recurved spines are 
also characteristic. The nearest species is 
A. raceri:1:9.l?us from ,1,1hich it can be distinguished by 
the pubescence, the smooth stems, and more erect 
habit. Another species with many simil2rities is 
A. nelsii, which has a whitish stem, well-defined ------
yellO'Nish branchlets and yellowish flowers 
The holotype is Aco.s::ks 16296 from the Cradock 
district. It is in the National Herbarimn, Pretorio.. 
Nothing apJears to have been recorded about 
its hctbit:.1t. 
Flowers have benn recorded from October to 
Jnnuary and in March. 
0 ~










































































Beaufort West. Sunnyside, fr. July, Esterhuvsen ----··-··· .. -~
5036 ( BOL). 
Bedford. 13 miles N.N.E. of Cookhouse, fl. Oct., 
Acocks 11908 (PRE). 
Cre.do ck. 12 miles N.N.E. of Fish River Station, 
fl. Nov., Acocks 16296 (PRE); 
Barnard 513 (PRE). 
J3 ergkwag2:a I'ark 1 
Graaff Reinet. Humbledon. ? Henrici 4964 ( PRl:). 
1'1 an1~alPs1nd o 110 lcr!'.'lt I)i· 11 °-vi 0 c::;178 ( B1'!T) -- . 5c .. ; , _ . .i..,::_;w.._.J..u _,,, \_,. __ ; " 
Port :Lnizabeth. Red House, fl. Dec., Paterson 
9 7 8 ( BO L) , fr • June , !: 0, t er so 1!: 9 6 4 ( BC I ) ; 
Addabas, fl. March, Brynarq_ ~-55 ( PR8). 
Uitenhage • Aloes, fl. Dec., J)rege s.n. (PRE). 
. r-'1\· NATAL. 
In0·wo.vuma. __ :.;....,. _______ _ HdvJnu Game Reserve 9 fl. Jan. , Ward 
20:54 (PEE). 
TRANSVAAL. 
··. ~en bu:r__g_. 2 miles north of Ohrigstnd, fl. Ifov., 
Y_srnne_ A616 (PRE) • 
28. 
C?,ules lic:nei, sarmen to .si, teret es, plerum-
que pul)escentes, cnn.i vel cm10-fusci, aliqunndo 
cortice cano exuviales. Hami divaricati vel 
ascendenteo, levi ter s:~rmentosi, 1- vel 3- nati. 
Cladodia per transversum secta ovalia, acumi~ato, 
12 to 25 mr:.. longa, interdum scabrida, lateruli ter 
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1- ad 3- nata, terminaliter as 12- nata. Spin§:_~ 
manifeste evolutae, reflexae, omnino in caulibus 
et rmnulis vecetabilibus. Racemi in parihus, Rd 
6 cm. longi. Pedicel~_i_ 2 - 6 nnti, 3 - 4 mr:'.l. lo:ngi, 
circn 1 mm. e ramo articulati. Pericnthii __ segmen ta 
sirntlia, oblonga, aliquando leviter obovata, 3 mm. 
longa, lacticolorata. 
perianthii aequalia~ 
Stamin_~ tertiae parti 
antherae minutae. Ovarum 
1 mr,;. longurr-1, stipi te brevi; stylus fere 0.5 mm. 
longus, semi-divisus. 
Stems woody, sarmentose, terete, usually 
pubescent, grey or brownish grey, sometimes with 
the outer layers peeling. Branche§l_ spreading or 
ascending, slightly sarmentos8, 1- or 3- nate. 
pla§.9des oval in cross section, o.c1Jm:i_nate, 1- to 
3- nate laterally, upto 12- natG terminally, 
sometimes scabrici, 12 - 25 mm. long. Spines well-
developed, reflexed, present on all vegetative 
stems and branches. Racemes paired, upto 6 cm. 
long. Pedice).12. 2- to 6- nate, 3 - 4 nnr. long, 
articulated about 1 rnn. from the branch. Perit:mth 
segments similar, oblong, sometimes alightly 
obovc;to, 3 mE,_. lone:, cream coloured. Stamens 
three quarters of the length of the perianth segments; 
anthers minute. Ov_~:r;:_y shortly stalked~ 1 mm. long; 
style about half as long, divided for about half 
its length. Fruit not known. 
This species is similar in general habit to 
A ~--t_g,cemo sus, but has spines on the final br11,nches. 
Fig. 47 . Esterhuysen 4670 (BOL) . 
The holotype of Asparagus kougaensis sp . nov . 
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It differs in its clndode shape in section, nnd in 
having shorter pecticels and retcemes. 
The holotype is Esterhuys_c:Q ~-670 in the Bolus 
Herbariur:1. 
The habitat has not been recorded. 
Flowers have be,:n recorded in Jc1rn1ary 8..nd 
Pebruary, which is earlier than for A. racemosus. --- ._._._ ... - -- ,-,-~ -~-
DISTRIBUTION. 
CAPE. 
A102.ny • Sushington Valley, Britt~.n 2724 (GRA); ---
betw. Grahams town and ]fort Beaufort, Wiedermann 
£:::!id Oberdieck 10tl5 (PRl:~); 13 miles from 
Grahamstown towards Port Brown, Br:t-j;Jen 2003 ( GRJ,) ~ 
Penrock Farm, f:r. Jan., D:ver 1193 (GRA). 
Uniondale. Kouga, fl. Jan., T;sterhEJ.sen 467C 
(BOL)i fl. Feb., Ecklon +-nd Ze_;y}/er s.n. (BO~CL 
fl. Jan., Bond 909 (NBG). 
29. AsnaraGus nelsii Schinz 
~
Asparagus nelsii Schinz, Bull. Herb. Boiss., 
Series I, IV, app. iii : 44 (1396). 
Stems erect, somewhat zigzagging, smooth, 
sometimes slightly pubescent, erey-white becoming 
brown as the outer layers disintegrate, generally 
upto about 50 mm. high. Bra~ches spreading to 
ascending, solitary except on the older parts where 
they may be paired, si:r1ilar to the stems. 
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Branchlets usually a pale yellow to pale brown, 
solitary except on the older parts where they may be 
paired. (In young plnnts solitary herbaceous 
branchlets occur on solitary woody branches, but in 
the older plants, branches and branchlets become 
more numerous and r::i.ay become indistinguish:=tble from 
one another. ) Cladodes narrow, terete, fRscicled, 
10 - 20 rmn. l0ng, 
Roots not known. 
appearing after the flowers. 
Spines well-developed on all 
stems, branches, rJranchlets and peduncles 9 s-rffead-· 
ing to recurved 9 the lnrger ones grey with brown 
apices9 the smaller brown. Pedu~cles 3 - 5 cm. 
long, unbranched or upto n.bout 10 cm. long and 
branched, pale grey to yellc•wish, soli tRry or upto 
about 10- no.te. Pedicels articulated once just 
below the centre, or sometimes twice, 2 - 5 mm. 
long 1 upto 4- nate. Peri?'nth secment~. similar, 
free or fused for upto about one fifth of their 
length, entire, 3 - 4 mm. long, oblong-obovate, 
yellowish. Stamens slightlv shorter thf,n the 
---- . u 
perisnth segrn.ents. Style and ovary each about 1 
mt1. long; ovules 8 or 9 per cell. J3erry globose, 
about 5 Di,~. diameter, 1- or rarely 2- seeded, red. 
The holotypc is Nels 20, and is in the Zurich 
Botanic Garden Herbarium. It has been exrunined 
on loan 2t the Bohrn Herbariun, by tl1-e present 
author. It shows the typical characters of this 
species; namely the spines, ;;>.nd the form and colour 
of the racemes. 
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A. _nelsii occurs mainly in the dry karr-oid 
and Kalahari areas o·f the northern Ca1Je, Bechuana-
land and South West Africa. 




Gordoniuo lJ ear Ivia ta T\·~a to. 1 ~_es_c:3.?J2 325 & 326 ( ?C~ ) ~ 
neecr T,,-.:ee nivieren, Jes~5J12. 313 (BOL) 1 2 miles 
north of Twee Rivieren,. Leistner 2236 (PRE); · 11 
miles north-east of Twee Rivieren, fl. Oct. 1 
Le~3 tner 2899 (PRE); 
~SS_2]2 350 (BOL). 
~-0 miJ.es north of Kakamas, 
lGX· G miles east of Postmasberg, fl. Oct., 
Aco_'?}:S s. n. (PRE). 
Kenhardto Near Pofadder, Je~2..(2]2. 352 (DOL). 
Kuruman. Tellery Pa.n near the Kuri...1JD.an River, 
Leistne.J:: 2167 (PRE). 
TRANSVAAL. 
Zout·oansberg. Hackthorne Farm, fl. Aug., Codd 
4336 (PRE). 
Also recorded from Keetmanshoop, Otjiwarongo ~nd 
Okavongola.nd in South West Africa, and from the 
~1ahalapye district in Bechuan11land 
SECTION STRIATI~ 
The section STRIATI is characterised by the 
erect, woody, greenish, grooved stems, the very 
rigid cladodes, and termirn::,l flowe1~s. In this 
0 .,: 






































































section there is 2 range of form from plants in which 
the solitary, grooved flattened cladodes are 
identical in surface characters to the br8nches, to 
specimens with fascicled, terete cl2dodes. ~1his 
latter form shows much in co1m:1on with A •.. d e~~d2tus, 
vegetatively. 
30. A snara2:us striatus (Lim,. f.) Thunb. 
~'VVVV'J"""""' 
Drac~ena stri~Q: Linnaeus fil., Supplementum 
Plantarur1 ~ 204 (1781). 
Draccl_~na ere eta Lin i aeus fil. , Sup,")lementum 
Plantarm:1 ~ 204 ( 1781) • 
~..§l?.:·::1.r£J£E: . .E:':_8-tfl-_a tus ( Linn. f.) Thunberg, 
Prodromus Planto.rum Ca1)enium ~ 65 ( 1794) ., 
{:\sparagus ·- erectus_ ( Linr:.. f.) Thu:nberc, 
Prodromus Plantarum Capensium ~ 65 (1794). 
Dracaena stri_g_t_~ Schultes 9 Systema 
Vegetabili ma, 7 ~ 346 ( 1829) • 
'\A 
£i;yys=h.E1yll um stria tum ( Linn. f.) Kun th, 
Enumeratio Plantarum 9 5 ~ 110 ( 1850) • 
'Vl. 
~·~Lsiphy)-lum . erectum (Linn. f.) KuntJ1, 
J<~numeratio Plantarrnn 9 5 ~ 109 ( 1850). 
IV\. 
Stems erect 9 ,ci;labrous or mj_nutely pubeoce:nt, 
woody, grooved, almost straight, greenish. 
Branches ascending, similar to the stems, but often 
more zigza& ing, not hearing branchlets. Cln.dodes 
terminal and 2- or 3- nste, and lateral and solitary 
in most speci~ens 9 very vnriable in sh~pe, from 
linear to almost L.mceolnte, 10 - 40 mr:. long, 1 to 
5 mri. broad 9 rarely almost terete, very firn and 
8-,G.'l 
Aee.. ·a-. ~J." 
Determinavit c~ 
Fig. 48. The holotype of Asparagus striatus 
in the Thunberg Herbarimn, Uppsala. 
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rigid. Spines often not developed, small, 
reflexed; hardly ever pungent;; the remaining part 
Peduncles in of th,cj leaf with an entire mare:in. 
terminal fascicles varying from one to two or about 
15 of more, about 5 mm. long, articulated below the 
centre. Perianth sE_lgments 3 to l m:::-1. long, oblong-
obovate with a serrated apex or not, aimilnr. 
StaD.ens not spurred, almost 8.s long as the -1erianth 
segments; nnthers about mr;~. long. §tyle 
branches very short; style o.bout 1 rnr1. long. 
Berry fleuhy, about 5 nm. diameter, generally 1-
or 2- seeded, red. 
The ty1)8s of Dracaena striata E'Jld D. er_ecta 
are cited by Linnaeus the younger as having been 
collected 3,t the Cape by Thunbere;. There are two 
specimens labelled Asparagus erectus and one 
labelled A. striatus in the Thunberg Herbarium in 
Up:9sala. 
author. 
These have been examined by the present 
Thunberg, in his "Prodromus", only cites 
the you11ger Linnaeus' name for A. erectus, but there 
can be no doubt that the omission of Dracaena striata 
was accidental, as all the other species collected 
at the Cape by Thunberg and regarded as ,:Qracaena 
species by Linnaeus are cited. All three of these 
specinens show flattened, several veined cladodes 
and terminal flovvers. Although Dracaenn_striata 
and D. erecta were described in the same work, the 
epithet striutus is preferred by the present aut11or 
as it is probably in more com 1on use. Linraeus 
separated these two species on D. erecta being herb-
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aceous and D. striata being woody, with striate 
cladodes. Neither of these characters rns CLny 
significnnco as both are ·woody, Rl though often green, 
and have striate cladodes. Bnker (1896), who 
realised the worthlessness of these characters, 
separated his concept of these two species on 
whether the flowers were solitary (in A. erectus) or 
not. 
Schµltes cited both Asparagus striatus Thunb., 
and Dracaena striata Linn. fil. as synonyms for 
his D. stricta which is, +,herefore, very likely 
to have been an orthographic error. 
This species occurs in dry areas, particularly 
on rocky hills, over much of the Cape Province 
east of Laingsburg. 
Flowers have been recorded from August to 
January and in March. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
CAPE. 
Albany. Betw. Comnittee's Drift and Brak River, 
fl. Oct., Acocks 11892 (PRE); Bothas Hill, 
Rogers 27559 (STE). 
Al_~andria. Bushman's River Poort, fl. Dec., 
Galni~ 2976 (PRE). 
Bathurs~. Hopewell, fl. Jan., A.cocks 11128 (PRE). 
Beaufort West. Gamka Pas~, fl. Nov., Hardy and 
Bayliss 990 (PRE); Sunnyside, ~sterhuysen 4356 
(BOL). 




Brakfontein, Ecklon and Ze_yher s .n. 
Crodock, Killick 796 (PRE). Cradock. 
De Aar. Near Do Aar, fr. March, Schweikerdt 1206 
(PRE). 
Graaff Reinet. Graaff Reinet, Thod~ A619 (PTIE); 
near Graaff Reinet, 
( BOL). 
fl. Nov. - Dec,, Bolus 516 
!-I~. Floradale hills, fr. April, E~J.§X.llu..Y.s.ep, s.n. 
(BOL & PRE) 7 Bergenaar's Pad, fl. Oct., 
Halfstrom. and_.Aco_cks 1311 ( BOL). 
Kurun:an. Lohatlha, fr. April, Esterhuysen 2414 ..-----~·--·~ -~-------~-
( BOL). 
La in_e; s .PY..!'.:£. Ngaap Kop, Compj;on 3139 ( BOL), 
pori1l_)t?n 9242 & 132L1.) (EBG). 
II.idd el bu:i;_:g .. Middelburg, Theron 454 (PRE). 
Peddie. 15 miles from Peddie towRrds East London, 
Bq_rker 3969 ( NBG). 
Port Elizabeth. Near Port Elizabeth, F~-~-~' 
Norlindh_and Weimnrck 80 (PRE); Sw2rtkops Hiver, 
fl • .Aug. & fr. Oct., &_~her 480 (BOL, P1:rr.1 _,_t,.LJ' S1\I\1: Ee 
STE), fl. Nov., Zeyhe~ 4170 ( SAI'1) 9 Red i·ouse, 
fr. June, Paterson 957 (BOL), fl. Oct., Paterson 
957 ( SAiv'.t). 
Prieska. ---- Prieska, fl, Nov., Bryan~ J330 (PRE). 
Queenstown. Oxton Eanor 21ear Whi ttlesea, Gnlpir1: 
7373 (BOL). 
Riversdale. --~--..----- Riversdale, Smith 2778 (PRE), Bolus 
s .n. ( BOL) " 
Somerset East. ·----- near Middleton, fl. Nov. , f10gers 
s.n. (BOL 12939); Boschberg, fl. March, MacOwan 
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1773 (SAM), fl. 1fov,, MacOwan 1772 (SAM); Fish 




Kouga near Joubertinia, fr. Jan., Bond 
Kouga·near Misgund, Cor.ipton 7483 
( WBG); 
Ui:tonhn.ge. 
Kouga, fT. Jan., Esterh1~sen 4681 (BOL). 
1 or 2 miles from Barkly Bridge and 
Alexandria railway line, Marais 14 7 (PRE). 
Victoria East. 
28311r (NBG). 
Breakfast Vlei, fr. Dec., Barker 
Victoria West. Slypfontein, RehI11 s,:n. (PJrn). 
ORANGE FREE STATE .. 
Fauresmith. FauresI11i th, Po le EV8.IlS 1601 ( PTIT) , 
TRANSVAAL. 
Between Delagoa Bay and Pretoria, fl. Aug. - Oct., 
Bolus 9789 (BOL). In view of its distance from 
other recorded localities for this species, qnd 
the rather vague locality and date on the 1 . ,,bel, 
this record is open to doubt. 
Alos recorded from Krai Kluft, South -·:est Africa. 
31. 
Asparagus su~u~atus Thunberg, Prodromus 
Plantarum Capensiuri ~ 66 (1794). 
Stems erect, slightly zigzagcinc, glPbrous 
or riinutely pubescent, woody, grooved, greenish. 
Branches reflexed or at least spreading, similar 
to the stems, but ~ore zigzagcing. Cladodes often 
paired terminally and sincle laterally, but 
8·.i 6 ' 
Fig. 49. The holotype of Asparagus subulatus 
in the Thunberg Herbarium, Uppsala . The 
specimen on the left probably belongs to 
Asparagus africanus . 
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sometimes upto ten or more termine.lly 2.nd paired 
laterally. terete, grooved, upto about 2.5 cm. 
long and 1 m~. broad, rather firm. Spines 
rudimentary or absent, the rer1ainder of the leaf 
not scarious. Peduncles in terminal fascicles 
varying from one to about 15, 3 to 5 m2. long, 
articulated below the centre. Peria~th segme11_~~ 
3 to 4 mm. long, oblong-obovate, sometimes much 
narrowed towards the Apex, entire, similar. 
Stamens not spu!"'yed, almost as long as the perianth 
segments; anthers about 0.5 mm. long. Style 
branches rather short 9 style ahout 1 mm. long. 
Fruit about 5 mm. diameter, fleshy, 1- to 3-
seeded t perianth persistent and conspicuous. 
The holotype of this species is a specimen 
collected oy Thunberg at the Cape and novv in the 
Thunberg Herbarium in Up:psala. It has been 
examined on loan at the Bolus Herbarium by the 
present author. It shows the reflexed branches, 
firm cladodes and terminal flowers. 
The only significo.nt variation in this species 
is in the number of cladodes in a bundle. Although 
there are few species of Asparagus in South AfricR 
in which both solitary and numerous cladodes occur 
on different specimens, this character has not 
been found sufficiently variable even to distinguish 
a variety. 
A. subulatus occurs in dry areas, especially 
rocky slopes, nainly in the south eastern·parts of 
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the Cape, but also in parts of the Transvaal and 
Natal. 
Flowers have bec:n recorded from Septembel to 
November and in January. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
CAPE. 
Alb9,Uy. --·- J3etw. Comr1ittee
1 s Drift a.11.d Brak River, fl. 
Oct., Acocks 11893 (PRE); 
Nov., Linstedt 18 (PRE); --~-----
Ps.:rm Clen Boyd, fl. 
Sandy Drift near 
Grahams town, fl. Oct., Daly 70 ( SM!J:) • 
Butterworth. Overlooking the Butterworth River, 
Pegler 2078 ( BOL). 
Cathcart. Near the Swart Kei River, 15 mjles north 
of Cathcart, Roberjs 1827A (PRB). 
East London. --···------ Fort Jackson, 
(PRE); Cho.lumna Cm1sG"way, 
6966 (NBG). 
fl. Oct., 
fr. lfov. , 
Adkins s.n. -----· 
Barker 
Humansdorp. Zeekoe River mouth, fl. Oct., Fourcad" 
5802 ( NBG). 
King W i 11 i 3.111 ?._j:_9..!!£. 
(BOL). 
King WilliaBs Town, Sim 1047 
Korn_g,~a. Kabousie River near Komgha, fl. Sept., 
Flanagan 2 584 ( BOL & SA1'1), fl. F·eb., FlanaP-an ---- '-'--· 
1293 (SAM). 
Peddie. -~~--.,.-- 15 miles from Peddie towards East'London, 
Barker 3969 (NBG). 
Port Elizabeth. Swartkops River, fl. Nov., 
Ecklo_n and Zey:her 250 (:SOL, PHE, STE & SAV) 9 
Red House, fl. Nov., Paterson 3307 (DOI). 
Queenstown. -"-------···. Bolotwa, fl. Oct., _Thorns s.n. (NBG) 9 
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Newstead below Otterburn, 
(PRE). 
fr. Nov., Acocks 12158 
Ui_te:.nhage. Enon, fl. Nov., Thode A2768 (:PR::;;); 
Addo National Pnrk, fl. Oct., Archibald 3781 
(PRE). 
Victoria East. 
28 3 4 ( J\TBG) • 
J\TATAL. 
:Sre.s::l.kf2.st Vlei, fr. Dec., Barker 
Mahlabatini. Umfolosi Game Reserve, fr. Sept., 
Ward t1r 377 ( PHE) 9 Mahlabatini, fl. Oct., 
Gerstner 2825 (PRE). 
Ubombo. Mkuzi Game Reserve 9 fl .. J,~n., d:::1rd 3991 
(PRE). 
Umzinto. Im:pambanyon Valley, Sawoti, fl. Sept., 
Kin;g 98 (PRE)? Ump2..mbinyoni River, fl. Sept., 




Lulu T··Iou..,.11.tains, fr. ;3ept., L'Iog:~ 16890 
Dri eko p , fr. Jan. 9 :Barnard a.:,_d i~o gc 
602A (PRE). 
PJ-.lg_rims_B_est. 1 mile N.E. of Skukuza, fr. Nov., 
Codd 5718 (PRE); klari eps Kop, fl. Nov., Killick 






:E'l. Nov., Jacobsen 
The section SCAHDl:NTES is very similar to the 















































































characters of the section CRISPI D.Te the spurred 
filaments and the presence of many seeds in the fruit. 
It is felt that these characters are sufficient to 
separate these groups at section level 9 as reliable 
flower and fruit characters nre rare in the c;enuo, 
and when present 1 can be regarded as of p:.:1.rticulor 
importance. 
32. Asparagus scandens Thm1b. 
~~
Asparagus _s_cwdens Thunberg 9 Prodromus 
Plan tarurn C3.pensi un1 : 66 ( 1 784) • 
As_para_gys J)_ectina tus Redoute 9 Lilia..c ees, 
7 ~ t.407 (1813). 
Nl,, 
ASDclJ'~_()J?_s .. ts_,_~_c_ap_c:l_ens (Thu.nb.) Kunth, 
Enumeratio Pl2ntnrun, 5 ~ 78 ( 1850). 
IV\, 
.A weak shrublet, scrCLmbling or climbing to 2 
metres, glabrous. .§j; em~ peren.:1.ial, green, 
tortuous, not ziGzaering at the nodes. 
wide-spreading or ascendine, angled. 
Br,.:111.ches 
Cladodes 
ternate, one conspicuously longer thnn the other 
two, s:preml.ing in the same plane on all ultimate 
branches on the same brunch, linear-lanceol:-::,te, 
falcate, with a single prominent vein, bright green, 
0.5 to 1.5 cm. long, 0.8 to 1.6 mm. broad. 
much-divided, scarious 9 not spine-fortning. 
Leaves 
Roots 
tuberous; the tubers 2 to 3 cm. long, about 0.5 
c~. broad, borne on long stalks. Pedu.ric1:_~~ axillary, 
usually solitary, ocassionally 2- to 3- nate, 
to 12 fil~. long, articulated in the distal h2lf. 
n 
0 
Perianth se~ep.ts orJov2te, the outer whorl slightly 
. r ,., ~. 
, .. 4-. /.. 
Fig. 50. The syntypes of Asparagus scandens 
in the Thunberg Herbarium, Uppsala. 
(Photograph made from the International 
Documentation Centre micro-fiche edition.) 
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smaller; the marcins entire or minutely toothed, 
spreading, 3 to 4 me:. long; white or rarely pinkish. 
Sta.~ nearly fis long as the periflllth segments; 
filaments not spur:·ed; anther:3 yellow, 1/~- of the 
length of the filaments. §.1.yle 1 rnn. long~ ovary 
1 mr:~. long, ni th 3 ovules per chamber. 
globose, 1- seeded, red. 
Berry 
A~ar31gus scandens was described from two 
specimens in the Thunberg Herbarium, marked 11 a" and 
ii b ii • They are lf:.belled~ ;,A.s. e ca~-). b. spei. 
Thunberg 11 , and there is no si0nific2.nt difference 
between them. These speci:nens have been examined 
at the Bolus Herbarirnn by the v,resent cmthor. 
Redout~'s illustration, which accompanies the 
description, shows the floral, fruitir._r; and 
ve:zeto.ti ve characters of A. s_s'lfl:dens 'lhunb. Redout~ 
regarded it as possible that his figure wa.s of 
A. scande.!.!J2_ Thunb., ;-;ind this is made virtually 
certnin by the ternate, falcate cladodes, green, 
spineless stems, pendulous flowers 1 and general 
habj_ t. Redout~ obtained his specimen from 
"l'oran6 erie du jardin la }!Talmaison." 
A~_?,ragus_3l_c~~pdens grows in shady places where 
there io perennial moisture, from the Cape Peninsulfl, 
in the west to Zitzika.ma in the en.st. Generally 
it is found on coastal mountr-dns below about 2 ,OC'O 
feet. 
]?lowers arG pro due ea. irregulo..rly, but have 




Caledon. Betty's Bay, Oliver s.n. (BOL), Tol?p~r 
88 ( NBG). 
Q_eorge. Forest between Wilderness and George, fl. 
Oct., Story 3561 (PRE). 
Knysna. Blaaukrantz Pass, fl. Septq Galpin 4738 
(PRE); Knysn2, woods, Fries--L-1.torl~:i;i.d 
Weimarck 540 (PRE); near Knysna, Werdemann nnd 
Ob~rdieck 355 (PRE). 
Paarl. --- Franschho ek, Phil1ips 1345 (SM/I) . 
Hiversdale. Garcias Pass, Thorne s.n. (SAL', 38913); 
~ Lorente River, Muir 547 (PRE); 
Zeyhe~ 4173 (BOL), fl. Sept., 
Grootvadersbos, 
Zeyher 8570b (STE). 
Stell.enposch. Jonkershoek, fr. Jan., Rodin 3233 
(BOL & PRE), Wer._sl_eP.lan.:q __ and Oberdieck 355 (PRC), 
fl., Duthie s.n. (STE); Swartboskloof, fl. Sept., 
Van d~r Merwe 23-48 ( PRE & STE). 
Swell endeJn. Strawberry Hill, fl. Oct., Van der 
Merwe s.n. (STE 10200). 
Tulbagh. 
(PRE). 
Tulbaghkloof, Ecklon ~nd_~eyher s.n. 
!;ynbe:i;:,g, Hout Bay, fl. Sept., PrioE s.n. (PRE) 1 
Korbonkelberg, Oliver s.n. (BOL); Devils Peak, 
fl. Sept., Wolley Dod 1739 (BOL) 9 behind 
Rondebosch, fl. Sept., Bolus 3783 (BOL); 
Slangolie, fl. Oct., Marloth 1764 (PRE); 
Skelton Gorge, fl. Sept., Varloth 4517 (PRE); 
Cecilia Ravine, fl. & fr. March, Marloth s.n. 
(PRE); Disa Gorge, fr. March, Andreae 300 (PRE 
& STE); Nursery Buttress, Jessop 132 (BOL). 
-~
 
































































33. _,.;>,w-,..,...,~--,._r,_....n.,r,,.,..._,-.-.,""" Baker. 
!§.py.r~GUS ramosissimus Baker, Gardeners 
Chronicle : 6 (1874). 
Aspa_r_?,.QJ._S __ s_candens Thunb. var dl?fl_~_xus 
Baker, J. Linn. Soc., 14: 622 (1875). 
tVV 
Stems weak and scrambling or climbing, upto 
1 metre long, probably usually perennial, herbaceous. 
Stems and bronches grooved, glabrous, slightly 
zigzagging, greenish. Ultimnte branches reflexed ~--..----- ~----~~ 
at the base, similar to the other branches. 
Cl~slodes angled. or flattened, linear, 3- nate, 5 
to 15 mrc1. long. Leaves not spine-forming. Peduncles 
soJitary, 2 to 10 mm. long, articulated distally. 
Peri an th_ s_cgmen ts similar, entire, o bovate, about 
3 m,,~. long, sprending, white. 
long as the perianth segments; 
Stamens nearly os 
filaments not spurred; 
anthers upto 1 ms. long. Styl~ sometimes nt lenst, 
unbranched, about 1 mM. long; ovary about 1.5 mm. 
long. Berry globose, fleshy, upto nearly 1 cm. 
diruneter, 1- or 2- seeded, red. 
Baker described A. ramosissimus as "Wide climbi.ng, 
leaves obscurely spurred at the base, cladodes 3- to 
8- nate, flattened, linear, falcate, acute, 1/4 
to 3/8 inches long, spreading. 
at the tips of the branchlets.n 
Flowers solitary 
There are two 
characters in this description which are rare in the 
specimens examined by the present author. These arc 
the 3- to 8- nate cladode;:, 3nd the terminal flowers. 
Both of these charncters do occur, however, and there 
-159-
is no other species which fits this description. In 
1875, Baker cited 11 Cooper in Hort. Snunders 5102 11 , 
but added that the description was made from a figure 
by Fitch. This drawing does not a1mear to have been 
published, and Ji:Ioss (N. S. in ;'htional =rerbarium, 
Pretoria) could not find a specimen of the species 
amonc the specirriens in Cooper 1 D coDplete set at Kew. 
In 1896, Baker wrote that his description of 
A. ramosissimus was from a livinr pl~nt in Wilson's 
Garden at Rei3ate. It is likely that no specimen 
has been preserved, and no other specimen wss cited 
in 2ny of Baker's works. 
Baker ( 1875') described ~ 2 _ _§_canq.ens var deflexus 
from liilacOwan 1771 ( isotypes r'.,re in the Bolus and South 
African Wiuseum Herbaria), ns hs.ving very zigzag 
branchlets, firme~ 2nd smaller cladodes and smaller 
flowers than in the ty1Jiccl variety of A. se;andens. 
This species ocrurs in moist shady places from 
tho Worcester district throueh the southern C~pe and 
Natal upto the eastern Trcmsvaal. 
Flowers have been recorded from September to 





Grootvadersbos, Ze~ 1 er 4168 (PTIE); 
betw. Port :Beaufort nnd Riversdale 9 Lewis 5941 
( J\JBG) • 
Keeskama Hoek. ---·----- Cala Forest Reserve 9 fl. Jan,, 
Stor.,;y: 3269 (NEG). 
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Kin£_ Williams Town. 
2 2 3 5 ( PRE & SAFi ) • 
Pirie, fl. Nov., Flanagan 
11.foun t A_y]-iff. 
(BOL). 
Riversdale. 
Insisvm tI01.,mtains, Schlecht er 6439 
Lanr;eberc; above Novo, Muir 2793 ( PllE); 
. --
Garcias Pass, fl. Oct., Thorne G.YL (SAT·': 38913); 
Kampsche :Ber6 near Garcias Pass, fl. Oct., .Q-::1lpiJ:2-. 
4 737 ( PRE) , fl. Se:1t. , ~,:ui~ 2977 ( BOL) • 
Somerset Bast. --,.·--··--~-~ Boschberc:, fl. :Dec., tTacC'wan 1771 
(BOL & SAE). 
Stockenstroom. Hogsback, fl~ Dec. , Dark~-~ 1901 
( HBG) , ;J3o.1_{elmaY!Xl 7-28 ( HBG) ; 
Gc!_lpin. 1735 (Pm~:). 
Katberg, fl. Dec., 
Sw ellendam. -~ .. -·-·-·--- Tradouw Pas:;, fl. Sept., ~f.<?,_l._g..§-j;_EJ 
0,lLL ( 11r0n-) 
J ' J. ·--~-' '-" 0 
Tul 1:?._ c1r0J1:. 
Worcester. 
Saron, Sqj'!}_echter 919 (PRl~). 
Welgevonden, fl. June, Esterhuvsen 





Ndedena, fr. July, Esterhu_ysen 28502 
( T'r',I)· JJ\.; J ~ Mont Aux Sources, f:r. lL1y, Lewis 2147 
(SA,\/[) 0 l.>.~ '.i Cathedral Penk Forest Reserve, fl. Nov., 
Killick 1105 ( Plrn) 1 Natal Nntional Park, fl. 
Deco , G::-tlpin 101 73 ( PRl~). 
Estcourt. Cathkin Parl~, IIowlett 47 ( ) . 
ORANGE :B'REE STATE. 
District9 Koolhoek, 
TRANSVAALo 
fl. Nov., Thod_Q 3~-20 (STE). 
Ermelo. Spitskop, Pott 15118 (PRE). 
Pil_g_i,:.~nl~ __ Rest. 
(BOL & PRE); 
Graslrnn, fl. Nov. 9 G::1:._l_Eii?; 145 31 






































































Wo~derboomspruit, Mogg 14754 (PRE). 
Wak]:.:erstroom. ------.,----- Wakkerstroom, Devenish 206 (PRE). 
SWAZILAND. 
t1babane. North of !1b.abane, Co_r~12J..9n 29119 ( HEG); 
N.W. of Mbaba...Y1e, fr. :Peb., .9ompt_Qn 30552 (ITBG & 
PRE); Boman Ridge, Compton 31186 (NEG); Stroma, 
fl. Oct., Comnton 28084 (n~G & PRB). ~--.-
B.ASUTOLAl~D. 
Leribe. Pi tzen0 , Die_~teI_len 707 (Pm:~). 
Locality not identified. Yorkshire Wolds, fl. Oct., 
Thode 3433 (STE). 
SECTIOF CRISPI~ --------· ~--·~·---~,--
The section CRISPI is identified by the arL!unl 
nature of the shoots, end the fact th2.t the clndodes 
are ternate. These characters are shared with some 
plants in the section SCANDENTES, but thic section 
can be separated from the section SCANDENTJ.'.:S by the 
spurred anther filaments and ovoid frui+s containing 
several seeds. 
34. ~ Lan~. 
~spar~us c~ispus. Lanarck, Encyclopedie 
Methodiciue, 1 ~ 295 ( 1783). 
i'V\ .. 
Aspars~s flexuosus Thunberc;, Prodromus 
Plan tnrur.1 Capensi u1?, ~ 6 6 ( 179 4) • 
Asparac-~us d..s_')CUJI.l.b ens Jacquin 9 Hortus 
Schonbrunn_ensis, ~-~ 51 & t.97 (1797). 
Ar:iparagopsis decumbens CJacq.) Ku.nth, ---·- - -·--·--·--
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EnU1TI.eratio Plantarum, 5 ~ 77 (1850). 
(IA 
Stems annual, weak. streg::;ling or climl:Jing, 
usually upto 1 motre lone;, much bra,.-viched, angled 9 
ziczac ing at the nodes, glabrous, green. }1rrn'J ches 
reflexed at the base, curving upwards, similar to 
the Dtems. Clado des ascend inc;, terna te, except 
where a normr,l branch is formed when they are paired, 
borne Rt nodes towards the ends of brr.L18hes, soft or 
slightly firm, slightly arcuate, flattened or nngled, 
3 to 9 m·0~. lone; 9 lem:: than 1 mr;". broad and usu:i,lly 
less than 1/2 run. brocJ,d. ~~-~.:Y:~.s freq1.,1.ently forming 
soft spine-shaped processes, erey. Roots tuberous; 
the tubers borne on short stalks, 3 to 6 cm. lm:0 , 
0.5 to 1.5 cm. broad. Peduncles solitary, 
6 to 11 mLl. lone, articulated distally. 
nxilL:ry, 
Buds 
cylindrical. Perianth ser:ments rGflexed from their ------·-·----~----... , --·-----·· --
centres, but formin::; ,i c;ylinder proximally; the 
bo s e o:f the flower truncnte; sec;rnents similar, 
ontire, linear-oblong, whitish with n pale brown or 
green streak, 4 to 5 mrr~. long. Stamens PJ)out 3 mn. 
long, ornnge; filar1ents broadened towGrds their 
lH1rrns 9 and 'iJi th :r.iinu te spurs. Style 1.5 mm. long; 
ovary 1. 5 m;::. long, with 2 to 4 ovules in e,JJ:h 
chc.mbcr. B(')Iz:.;Y. ovoid, 3 to 9 seeded, 8 - 15 m:·. 
longj pale coloured; style persistent and 
consrlicuous; perianth persistent. 
Lamarck's description in his El1.cyclopedie agrees 
with the present author's concept of A. crispus in the --- ·-~~· . - .. ·-- -
n4,,t;nre of the stm!l, the sh'.1p8 and c,rrar1gement of the 
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cladodes, the form of the branches, the lack of 
spines, and in having solitary flowers, however, 
he cited the origin of the specimen as Mauritius 
("L I Isle de France"). The only Mauritian species 
seems to be A. umbe~!~]-3 tus Bresler, which differs 
in having fascicled cladodes, flowers not solitary, 
peduncles articulated in the centre, and a globose 
fruit. The origin of the holotype, which should be 
in Herb. Lam2.rck in Paris 9 was probably erroneously 
5iven. 
The illustration by Jacquin in his 11 Hortus 
Schonbrunn.ensis 11 includes an accurate drawing of the 
flower, which shows the truncate base c:md cylindrical 
proximal part characterising A. crisuus Lam. as - --~----~--
construed by the lJresent author. 
Thm1_berg I s As1~n;~UJQ flcxuosus is represented 
by a specimen in Herb. Thu."lberg with the small 
cladodes characteristic of this ~pecies. This 
specimen hc:,s been e::::amined by the present author. 
This species .~:rovm in a wide range of habitats 
from coastal s2nds to :rich mo1.mtain soils, tn.1t has 
a rather restricted distribution. It occurs ir2. 
the south west Cape from St Helena in the north, 
round the co:J.st as far ao Swellendam. It also grows 
inland as far as Worcester. 





Caledon. Caledon, Van N~ekerk 739 (BOL). 
Ca11e Town. Robben Island, fT. Aug., Vlalgaie 494 
(IIBG) i Cape Town, Hurnbe::rt 9501 ( PRE) t Signal 
Hil-~-, fl. July, Dfumner 1600 ( SAij); 
O]-iver s.n. (BOL). 
Blaauwberg, 
Cl2_:P.-willi~. Betw. the Olifants RivGr and Brak-
fontein, Ecklon~__eeyhor s.n. (PRE); north 
side ot Grey's Pass, fl. June, Leipoldt s.n. 
(BOL 26837); Clanwilliam, fr. July, Esterhuysen ----·-··--J.--
5533 (BCL), Lel_poldt ~40 (SAT~). 
Huma:~rn do rP._. Mouth of Klein Ri~er, fl. Aug., 
Zeyher 4155 (1101). 
l1~ 1 ., 
_irt c~ r.q_ o s _py ry . St Helena Bay, l'l~loth 8034 (PRE)! 
Saldanha Bay, Marloth 10186 (PRE); 
fr. Scr>t., Es~erh1:1:Y.seE 4'358 (DCL); 
Malmesbury, 
Darling Flora 
Re~1erve, fl. June, !l;ycroft 1931 (BOL !x: Yr:GG), fr. 
A1J_g., Lussem 76 ('·~Cc'-); betw. Klipheuvel and 
Pillans s.n. (BOL 26839). Ivlalm es bury, fr. July, 
Paarl. Tigerberc, Pillans 8657 (BOL); Paarl berg, 
f 1. July, Van der Merw e 1142 ( PRL) ; 
Barber 2 (BOL & NBG). 
Huguenot, 
Robertrwn. Robertson, fl. June, Van Niekerk 383 
(BOL & PRE). 
SiE10ns town. Lo.teside Plateau, ~ssop 62 (BOL), 
Oliver s.n. (BOL); Muizenberg, leg.? (Sr:I:·E). 
SoBeroet West. 
(BOI & r:BG); 
(BOL). 
Stellenbosch. 
PR1': & SAM ) ; 
Waterkloof, fr. July 1 Pa:J?ker 3816 
Knorhoek, fl. July, JessoE 61 
Faure, fr. Aue,. 1 Parker 4484 ( lTTlG, 
Jonkerhoek, fr. Aug. - Sept., Barnes 












































































fl. July, Strey 520 (PRE); along Meulslont and 
Eerste River, Van Rensburg s.n. (STE). 
Tulbagh. 
(SAM.); 
Nuwe Kloof, fl. Oct., MacOwan 3199 
Saran, Schlachter 7892 (BOI). 
Worcester. Karroo Garden, fl. July, Leighton 
1037 UwG). 
VTynberg. Karbonkelberg, Jessop 122 (BOL), fr. 
Sept., Oliver s.n. (BOL); Princess Vlei, Jessop 
60 (BOL), ~arloth 11050 (PRE); Kirstenbosch, 
fl. Aug., Compto/1; l~.640 (PRE), fr. July, 




Without locality. fl. July, Prior s.n. (PRB). 
Locnlity not identified, Kam.rn.a Pass 1 fl. 1'1'lay, 
Zeyhe_~ IJ.166 (STE). 
SECT I ON MYRSJ_]?J1YLLI g 
The section l!IYRSIPHYLLI is identified by the 
solitary flattened cladodes with more than one vein. 
The roots are tuberous. The aerial stems are 
nnnual. Spines ~re absent. 1.rhe anther filamentf, 
are spurred. Most species are climbers. The 
flowers are axillary and the peri[lnth is reflexed 
from the centre. All the known species occur in 
South Africa. 
35. Aspa1~~g1J.g g._sr)ar2.l'Zoides (L.) ·wight. 
~ ~ ........ ~
:i.'IIedeoJ.a aspc:tr8..goides Lin1-,aeus, Species 
PlantarLu;i. ~ 339 ( 175 3). 
li/Iedeo 1a an.,;ustifo lia :Miller, Gc-.rdening 
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Dictionary (1768). 
Dracaena medeoloides Linnaeus fil O' 
Sup-:1lementum : 203 (1781). 
Drr:waena volubilis Linnaeus fil., 
Supplementum: 204 (1781). 
Asparo±;u~- volul)ilis ( L. f.) Thur::berg, 
Prodromu2 Plantanun.Capensium z 66 (1794). 
AN-o~-r~~u 0 ~cdeoloi·de 0 (L ~) ~b11~be·r~ ~t.---~)..) l.:. ... - _- ·-·---- u • j_. ..!.. .Li - -::_)' 
Prodronus Pla:nto.run C0,pensium : 6G ( 1794). 
·J:),1Nc11° volu1'i 11·"' Th1r~be-r···· _\.L,1..,t-..) -0 _____ }-~-=-~ ·- _.r...... -'-._~' Prodromus 
Plantar~1I'.l Capensium: 13 (1794). 
I1'1yrsiphy]_:i um 3SJ2.?."rago :'.des ( L.) Willdo:.1ow, 
Ges. Naturf. Fr. Berl., Eag. 2 : 25 (1808). 
JEy_~_s_tpllyl:..upi an_gustifolium (1!Jiller) Willdenow, 
Ges. Naturf. :E'r. Berl., 1'ii:ag. 2 : 25 (1808). 
I/Iyrsi_pb1 11ur1 falciforme Kunth, Enumeratio 
Plantarum 1 5 ~ 107 ( 1850) . .(Vt.. 
~T,siy...Q;Y].lU1,1 _ p;ramineun1 Kun th, Enumeratio 
Pls,ntarun, 5 : 108 (1850). 
<'V\.-
~_:rsiphyllmn. kraus~aJ1DJil Kunth, Enumeratio 
Plantarum, 5 ~ 107 ( 1850) . Ex errore 
,v'I., 
I.fl. kraussianur.1. -~---..., . 
Eccatris . asp:::'TGJ-0)id.es ( L.) Salisbury, Genera 
Plantarum ~ 66 (186f.). 
:f\.sparagu.s_kr_ausii Baker, J. Linn. Soc., 
l~r ~ 628 (12,75). 
IV'V 
Ex errore A. 1-crnussii. 
----- - ·-·- ~ .w ---~ 
hpy,r2,e£uo. ~:,sparo.goides (L.) Vvight, in 
Century Dictionary, 11: 845 (1909). 
rv.... 
Asparagus_ k:rausianur.1 (Kunth) r,IacBride, Contrib. 





Fig. 51 . Tillius , M. A. "Catalogus 
plantarum horti Pisani" t . 12 . This 
figure was cited by Lin~aeus in his 
type description of Asparagus asparagoides . 
(From a tracing made by Miss W. F . Barker . ) 
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1-u:;marnr~us ovat~s Salter, J. s. Afr. Dot., 
6 :; 167 (1940)0 
t'\A 
.As~:Lra0us multi t 1.1bero sus Dyor, Both9.lia, 
6 : f: . .1).2 ( 195i:1c) • 
"""' 
Ster.1s climbing to :5 metres, scro.1r1bling or 
rarely erect, tortuous, glabrous, terete or angled, 
annual. J3rnnches oir::ilar to the stems, spre2ding 
or ascondinc~. Cladodes broadly ovate to lanceolate? 
with an obtuse base, sessile, 1 to 7 en. long, 
u:pto o.bout 7 prominent veins F:,nd nur1erous smoller 
ones. Leaves sc::-:,rious, not for.ming spines. 
Tubers varyi,1g froIJ :-.tlmost sessile to 7 cm. distant, 
~ to 15 cm. lons. Peduncles 1- or 2- nate, 3 to 
8 m·. long, articulated nec1r the flower. Peri[:nth 
segments siGilar, entire, linenr-oblong, 5 to G mr,1. 
long, spreading at first, later reflexed from the 
centre of each segment, white. 
long as the perianth segments; 
filaments with two basnl spurs. 
§tamens nearly ~s 
anthers 0.5 m:"·. long:; 
Ovar;_.y 2 rn.m. long:; 
style 2 - 3 mn. long, the style branches sometim.es 
only loosGly fused; ovary cbcm1bers with 4 to 9 
ovules. ~erry globose, 6 to 10 m~. dinmeter, 
upto 8- seeded 1 red; perianth persistent. 
Lin:aaeus~ in his Species Plantnrum. 9 cited 
M.A. Tilli' s "Catalogus PL:mtarum Horti Pisani" 
(1723) t.12 f.l & 2. TherP is no specimen labelled 
Medeo~_cl.__c"::_S.£8:T.§:.eOides in the Linnae2.n Herbarium so 
tho.t Ti1li 1 s fic;1.1re (PiG. 51) which chows speci1,1ens 
with rw li tary, r12cny-veined cladodc s and tortuous 
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stems should be regarded as the iconotype, as this 
w~s the only illustration cited. 
Mil 1 er regarded the specimen in Tilli's plate, 
v1j th 1ar{:cer cladodes, af, the type of Lirn:,aeus' 
species, and coined the naJne Medeola ,~nguctifolia 
for the form with smaller cladodes shown in the 
other figure on the sarru:~ plate. The you~1.ger 
Linnaeus described nr::;,caenc, medeoloides as being a 
climber with ovate cladod~s. He also mentioned 
that Thu.nberg was the collector and that it ca.me 
from the Cs,pe. ~-:1here is 2:, specinen in the Thunberg 
Herbc:.rium labe1=! ed Dr2,caena r1edeoloides which - -·--· 
agrees with the type description and could be 
considered the type. This specimen belongs to 
A. as1Jo,ragoideE-:, as construed by the present author, 
and Dracae]};~ledeoloides io 9 therefore, regarded 
ns synonymous with A. a~pa~5?ides (L.) Wight. 
The younger Linnaeus also described 
Dracaena volubilis. This n2L'.le was based on anotl1er --~--------------
Thunberg specir:-ien f:1'.'om the Cr:pe. Judging from t~1e 
description, it only differed from Dracaena 
medeol9ides in having lanceol2te c1ndod8s. This 
character hns bee11 found 1Jy the present nuthor to 
be unreliable. ff'he specimen in the Linn2ean 
Herbariurn, a IJhotograph of which hf1s been exo.,mined 
by the present autJ10r, has tern2~te cl0dodes as 
o~posed to the slternate cladodcs mentioned in the 
desc?iption, and according to Jnckson (1912) it 
does not occur in ~he last Em1meration of the 
Lin:'.lnean Herbariur1 of 17G7. 
not be considered as~ type. 
It can, therefore, 
The sheet in the 
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Thunberg Herbarium, labelled Aspc~:t:'agus yol~bilis, 
which hns been GXB.i":1ined on locm :it the Bolus 
Herbnrhm by the present aut:;or, has three specimens 
which agree with the younger Lin-2,eus' description 
of D.racnena vo lubilis, and with the present Ruthor' s 
construction of As_I2.§,TG~s aspara_g_oides. Thunberg's 
A. volubilis was described in the same words as 
Dracaena volubilis Linn. fil., mid reference is made 
to "Linuaeus Sy:::,t. 334 11 • What this 11 Systema" was 
is not known, but in several cases 9 the description 
of rlants ref erTed to :1,;::, coming fron the II Systema:; 
cffe identicnl to those in the 11 Supplementu.m 11 of 1781. 
If these descriptions hud been published prior to 
1 781, they wo1.J_ld pro bnbly not have beer included 
in the "Supplementur1 11 • The 11 Systn is therefore 
likely to be the 11 Supplementum 11 its elf or a lc1ter 
work. As Thunberts was well acquainted with the 
works of Linnaeus and his son, it is probable that 
he would have becm o:ware of the existence of th0 
"Suppler~entum11 , and he would alrnost certr.dnly have 
cited the first work in which the descTiptions 
nppeared. There is, however, little likelihood 
th2.t the 11 Syst 11 and 11 Supplenentmn'1 were synonymous 
because the p2.ge references in the 11 Prodromus 11 do 
not 2.gree with those in the 11 Supplerrnntum 11 • The 
most likely solution is that the 11 Syst 11 was a 
m2,nuscript edition of the "Supr,ler.ientnm" or of 2. 
l2ter 11 Systemc1- 1; from which the hitherto u..ri:published 
nnw.es were extracted for the 11 Sup1Jlementum i:. 
Several nffines, treated here as synonyms 
for A. ~rn,e::oides were published by Kun.th under 
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the generic na.'Tle 1'/Tyrsiphyllum. They were s.,11 
described as climbers with flattened, solitary, 
many-veined cladodes, and are, therefore, in the 
present author's opinion, very probably referable 
to this species. The names he g3ve were~ 
M. falciforme, which w2s based on a specirnen in 
;'Herb. Luc. 11 collected at the Cape, nrege 2704a. 
According to JJe Candolle (1880), Luca's HeTbarium 
was in Kiel. Under :M. grrunine.:g.m Kunth 1nrote 
"M. striatum Schlechtend. in Herb.!_reg. Berol. 2 
~xcl. synon. (v.s.) M. 8..i.'1,gustifolium B~ius in }1erb. 
reg. Berol. (v._s.) et? Hort. Berol._1847." These 
specimens were destroyed in Berlin. 
was the type of M. kr~usianum Kun.th. 
Krauss 1333 
It was 
colJ_ected near Constantia. Kun th spelt the 
collector's name Krause, but the correct spelling 
is, Krauss and the correct spelling of the binomial 
should be M. t_raussi~u.rn. The differences described 
by Kunth between these species vvere based on variations 
in cladode shape and the number of veins in the 
cladodes. These charncters have been foDnd by the 
present author to be unreli2ble. 
Asparagus ovat-us, which was described by S2lter 
from a specinen, Salter 821A (BOI), collected by 
himself at Rugby, Cape, is the ps0mmophilous form 
of A!_c1s:paF:::igoid=3s. S~lter separated it from 
A_~ __ t1spa~des because it had distant tubers, and 
ovate cladodes. Neither of these characters has 
been found by the present author to be sufficiently 
distinct to maintain this species. 
A. :crul ti tube:cosus Dyer, based on Marloth 9006 
\ 
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(PRE) from the Ceres district, was typified by its 
author by having tubers borne along elongated rhizomes 
instead of in a rosette on a short rhizome at the 
base of the aerial parts. Root characters are 
considered by the present author to be greatly 
influenced by soil conditions, and not of value in 
the delimitation of species in this group. Dyer 
Rlso reearded the style3 of his s,ecies ns being 
separate from their base. An exrimination of his 
type specimen, and other material pose3sing similar 
characters, has shown that while there is variation 
in the ratio of fused part to free p2rt of styles 1 
completely free styles do not exist. There is, 
however, n. stronger fusion in some specimens than 
in others, and it is often essy to tear the styles 
apart, giving the Dppe2,rance of free styles. 
Specimens of A. rn.ultituberosus tend to be sm2.ller 
than those of other forms of A. asparagsi_ides_, and to 
have smaller, roun.der cladodes. These characters 
are also not considered to be sufficiently distinct 
to wn1~rant the mr_iintenance of this species. 
There is considerable variation in the size 
and shape of the cl~dodes of A. as12_ara&9ides as 
construed by the present nuthor. :Both A. kraussianus 
(Kun th) l1I2.cBride and A._volubtJJ.J:I (L.f.) Thun1'). 
were described f:rom material of speci.r1.ens with lanceo-
late cladodes, while A. ovatus Salter and 
A. multi ty.beros1rn Dyer were described from specimens 
with ov8te cladodes. A. aspar8.go_ides 1. 2.ppears to 






• -· ;, ,t 57 58 107 59 
•e,. t i\ 
120 100 52 53 
Fig. 53 . Variation in Asparagus 
asparagoides cladodes . Each block 
contains a representative sample 
from a single specimen . 
The scale shows five centimetres . 
The numbers are the author's 




A B C 
Fig. 54. Tuber types occuring in 
Asparagus asparagoides. A: sessile; 
B: distant, as occurs in A . ovatus 
Salter; C: "multituberous", as occurs 
in A. multituberosus Dyer . 
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cladodes of an ovate-lanceolate form in the left hand 
figure and lan.ceolate cladodes in the right hand 
figure. As A. kraussianus sensu Salter (1950) and 
~as£aragoides sensu Salter (1950) are frequantly 
found in simila~ environments, and sometimes near 
to one another, it seems likely that their difference 
is genotypic, and not merely the effect of different 
habitats. In order to determine the value of the 
use of cladode shapes in the taxonomy of the group 
in South .Africa, the scatter diagram and histograms 
(Fig. 52) were drawn. These show tb.0:t there is 
absolutely no justification for subdivision of 
A. aspary,goides, as construed here, on cladode 
shn.pe or size. 
The other important character, which h':"ls been 
used for the separation of species in this complex, 
is the tuber arrangement. The tubers of A. ovatus 
Salter were described as dista11t, as opposed to 
those of A. asparagoides sensu Salter which were 
sessile. (Fig. 54.) The tuber character of A~ ovatus 
may be associated with the loose sanrl in which they 
occur. The typical form of A. a~ar2~_giq.es, with 
sessile tubers, generc,lly occurs in soils of 
heavier textures. Parker collected a specimen, 
which he clnimed had both sessile and distant tubers, 
and in the experience of the present author it is 
not possible to define the difference between distant 
and sessile tubers as t:here is a complete gradation 
between these two forms. There is also a gradation 
between the form of rooting system in 
A. multituberosus Dyer, where the tubers are very 
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numerous and only about five centimetres long, and 
that in A. asparags.,ides sensu Salter in which there 
are &bout twelve tubers, each about ten to fifteen 
centimetres long. An intermediate form if shown in 
figure 540, in which there are many tubers, although 
most have not persisted and have left only a scar, 
borne in a "nul ti tuberous" man'ier along the rhizome, 
but each about twelve centimetres l0ng. The 
specimens, which have besn placed in A. multi-
tuberosus, come from dry areas, with very hard 
soils such as occur on the Giftberg near Van 
Rhynsdorp. 
Asparagus a2..l2.§:._ragoides grows in a wide range 
of habitats from forest to open vegetation, and from 
coastal candy soils to hard dry soils. 
The flowering period is mainly June to Sept-
ember, but varies according to the time of rainfall. 
In the Transvaal, flowering usually occurs in 
January to February. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
CAPE. 
Albany. Betw. Fort Brown and Bothas Ridge, fl. 
July, Acocks 12768 (PRB); Frasers COJ!lp, fr. 
Nov., Meguire 6 36 ( l\TBG) ; Grahsnstown, P~p,21i]:~ 
s. n. (PRE). 
Road to Bushnnn's River mouth, Archibald Alexandria. 
4557 (PRE); 
l!.r249 ( BOL); 
Barkl:y_: East. 
near Sandflats, fl. Sept., Burtt-D~~l 
Alexandri8., Heathcote s.n. (PRE). 
Barkly Pass, fr. Jan., Rattray 7324 
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(PRE). 
Bathurst. Hopewell, Acocks 18388 (PRE); Kowie 
River, fl. Dec., MacOwan 1920 (SAM); Port 
Alfred, fl. Oct., Theron 1087 (PRE), fl. Sept., 
Hutton 115 3 ( PRE & SAM), Tyson s .n. ( PRI::); 
West, Tyson s.n. (BOL 13307). 
Kowie 
Bellville. De Grendel, Esteyhu_y~_en 23057 (BOL); 
Parow, Jesso_Q 59 (BOL). 
Bredasdorp. 
( NBG); 
Bredasdorp, fl. Aug., ComJ?...1~~ 9204 
Nachtwacht, fl. Sept., Smith 3022 (PRE); 
Strandkloof, fl. Sept., Compton 14778 (NBG). 
Caledon. Uilenkraal, fl. Oct., Taylor 1584 (SAM); 
Jlliossel Riyer, fl. Sept., Compton 23612 (NBG); 
nen,r Grabouw, Jessop 54 (BOL). 
Calvinia. Akkerendrun, Acocks·l7719 (PRE); nenr 
Middelpost, fl. Aug., Salter 3484 (BOL). 
Cape Town. Near Rugby, fr. Oct., fl. July, Salt~r 
8214 (BOL & NBG), fl. July, Salter 8434 (BOL); 
Vissershok, fl. July, Salter 8435 (BDL); 
Milnerton, fr. Aug., Hend_fysqn 1145 (HBG); 
Robben Island, fr. Aug., Walgate 468 (NBG); 
Clifton, fr. Sept., Foley s.n. (SALT)~ Bln.auwberg, 
fl. Aug., Oliver s.n. (BOL)i 
July, Oliver s.n. (BOL). 
Killarney, fl. 
Ceres. Near Inverdoorn, fl. June, Taylor 1509 
(SAM); Karroopoort, fl. Aug., Marlo th 9006 
(PRE & STE); 
23454 (BOL). 
Clanwilliam. 
12084 ( BOL) ; 







1734 (BOL& N"BG), fr. Sept., Lewis 2689 (SMi); 
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near Clanwilliam Dam, fl. July, Lewis 3321 ( SM1); 
Brakfontein, fl. July, Schlechter 7974 ( PRJ~); 
Pakhuis Pass, fl. Sept., Compton 9570 (NBG)~ 
Matjesrivier, fl. July, Wagener 82 (NBG); 
Olifants River near Alpha, Compton 7766 (NBG); 
Lamberts Bay, fr. Sept., Taylor 1610 (NBG & DOI,); 
Ci trusdal, Isaac s. n. ( BOL) . 
Colesburg. Arundel, fl. & fr. March, Acocks 
17992 (BOL & PRE). 
East London. Bonza Bay, fl. Sept., Dyer 5338 (BOL 
& PRE); near Cove Rock, fl. Aug., Galpin 3102 
(PRE); 
( NBG). 
East London, fl. July, Bokelmann 6-28 
Fort Beaufort. Near Fort Beaufort, Story 2226 (PRE). 
George. --- Kaaiman's River, fl. Nov., Truter s.n. 
(PRE); Wilderness, fl. Nov., Van Niekerk 19c; 
( BOL), fr. Nov., Van Niekefk:_ 251 ( BOL). 
Graaff Reinet. 
46 3 ( BOL). 
Humap.sdorp. 
Graaff Reinet, fr. Nov., Bolus 
Ratelsbosch, fl. Aug•, Fourcad,·, 5 3 
(BOL); 
Kentani. 
Witte Els, Fourcade s.n. (BOL). 
Kentani, fr. Sept., Pegler 1240 (LOL). 
K~ng Williams Town. Amabele, De Vries 23 (PRE). 
Knysna. Knysna Vil1age, fr. Dec., FourcadE: 5885 
( BOL). 
Komghn. Prospect Farrn, fl. Sept., Flanegan 
315 ( PRE & SAM). 
Laingsburg. White Hill, fl. Aue., Compton 11200 
( NBG), Compton 8056 ( NBG) , fl. Aug. , .Q.9_rr1J!to~ 
2894 (BOL); 
Malmesbury. 
Rietvleikloof, Bond 247 (UBG). 
Lnngebaan, Jes sop 5 5 ( BOL); Darling 
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Flora Reserve, fl. ,July, Rycroft 1969 ( NBG); 
betw. Mamre and Darling, Bolus s.n. (BOL 26847); 
Kalabaskraal, Zeyher 4171 (BOL), fl. July, 
Salter 8436 (BOL); 
84~-0 ( BOL). 
~.ialmesbury, fl. July, 
Montag_g. Montagu, Levyns s.n. (BOJ). 
!._amaqualand. Groot Vlei, Lewis 1421 (SAM); 
Garies, .fr. Sept., Compto~ 17185 (NBG); 
Salter 
Walle 
Krasl, Pillans s.n. (BOL 18250); Wi tbank, 
Pillans 5114 (BOl); Copperbnnk, Pillans 5677 
(BOI); Kookfontein, fr. Aug., Bolus 6588 (BOl), 
Burger s .n. ( PRF~); 
(BOL 18251). 
Hondeklip Bay, Pillans s.n. 
' Peddie. Near Wooldridge, Acocks 11886 (PRE). 
Piq_uetberg. 
7571 (BOL); 
Avontuur Mountain, fl. Nov., 
near Moutons Vlei, fl. Nov., 
Pillans 
Pillans 7415 (BOI); 
10906 ( NBG) • 
De Hoek, fr. July, Q.gmpton 
Port Elizabeth. 
4175 (SAM); 
Swartkops River, fl. Jan., Zeyher 
Persevere.nee, fr. Sept., Paterson 
1176 & 1180 (PRE), fl. & fr. Aug., Rodin 1070 
(BOL & PRE); SchoeUTiakers Kop, fl. Aug., 
Paterson s.n. (PRE). 
Queenstow~. 
2594 (PRE); 
Less eyton Drift, fr. llfarch, Gal_pj.n 
Inv8Jla, Cooper 328 (BOT); near 
Bailey, fl. Jan., Schonnburg s.n. (PRE). 
Riversdo.le. Vet River, Muir 353 (PRE). 
Simonstown. Klaver Valley, fl. Aug., Salter 
7386 (BOL); Fish Hoeh, fr. Oct., P?,.£§. s.n. 
( BOl 16207) ; West lake, Jessop 52 ( BOL); Red 
Hill, fr. Oct., Jessop 125 (BOL); Smitswinkel 
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fl. Sept., Wolley I)od 3009 (BOl). 
Somerset East. Boschberg, fl. Nov. & fr. Dec., 
MacOwan s.n. (BOL & SAM). 
Somerset West. Fir Grove, fl. Aug., Parker 4485 
(:SOL, NBG & SAN). 
Stellenbosch. Guardian Peak, Esterhuysen 7823 (BOl 
& NBG); J·onkersho ek, Strey 5 21 (PRE); Swart-
bo13_kraal, Van der Merwe 861 (STE); near Mill 
Stream, fr., Duthie 1479 (STE), fl. Oct., 
Duthie 1573 (STE). 
Uitenhage. Addo Bush, Marl0th 6429 (PRE); Addo 
Park, Barnard 562 (PRE); Enon, fl. Nov., Thode 
A2771 (PRE). 





Giftberg, Phillips 7619 ( SAI;::). 




20 miles south of Worcester, Marloth 
De Doorns, fl. Sept., Geriche s.n. 
(PRE); Louwshoek Mountains, fl. Nov., Stakoe 
s .n. ( SAM 60586); Keeromsberg, Es-t;erh..:g._y_sen 
9279 (BOL). 
Wyn.berg. Kirstenbosch, Esterhuys~ 27855 (BOL), 
fl. Sept., Salter 7596 (BOL), fr. Oct., Co~to_g 
15141 (NBG); Observatory, fr. Sept., Compton 
16043 (NBG), fr. Sept., Leighton s.n. (BOL), 
Salter 8491 (BOL); Constantia, Wolley Dod 2453 
(BOL); Bishops Co,1rt, fl. Aug., §!:1lte:i: 8256 
(BOL); Wynberg, fl. Aug., !tr.buthnot s.n. (BO-·); 
Window Stream, fr. Oct., Esterhu_ysen 6251 (:LrnG); 
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Hout Bay, fr. Sept., Bond 134 (NBG); Diep River, --
fl. Oct., Marloth 7184 (NBG); Princess Vlei, 
Jessop 56 (BOI:); Karbonkelberg, fr. Sept., 
Oliver s.n. (BOL); Milner Road, Rondebosch, fr. 
Sept., Jesson 124 (BOL), Jessop 53 (BOL); 
boom Park, fl. Aug., Jesson lOC (BOL). 
Keur-
Cape Peninsula without locality, Fowler s.n. (SA~ 
9038). 
NATAL. 
Bergvil 1 e. Cathedral Peak Forest Reserve, fl. July, 
Killick 1723 (PRE). 
C9.mperdown. Mid Illovo, fl. Oct., Thode 3432 (STE). 
Kra:nsJrnp. Kranskop, fl. Nov.?, Thode 3419 (STE). 
Ngo_~she. Ngome Forest, Gerstner 4396 (PRE). 
Pietermari tzburg. Allerton, J't}ogg 6620 (PRE). 
ORANGE FREE STATE. 
Bej;hlehem. Clarence, Vern Ho epen s .n. ( PR:C). 
Bloemfontein. Glen, Mostert 363 (PRE). 
Lindle_y. Near Lindley, Phillips s.n. (BOL 25267). 
Locality not determined, Koolhoek, fr. Nov •. ?, Thode 
3Ll26 (STE). 
TRANSVAAL. 
Barberton. Umvoti Creek, Galpin 857 (PRE). 
Hear .Machadadorp, Brue~ 481 (PRE). Belfast. ----




Jepne, fl. Aug., Gilmore 520 (PRE). 
~ -----
Ne3r Krugersdorp, fl. Feb., Mogg 
Letaba. Duiwelskloof, Scheepers s.n. (PRE); Letaba, 
Junod 4172 (PRE); Shilovane, Junod s.n. (PRE); 












































































Grasfontein, fl. April, Sutton 581 
Plauwberg, fl. Jan., Dyer 9152 (PRE). 
Mariepskop, Van der Schijf_f 4784 
Nooitgedacht, Cohen s.n. (PRE). 
Wakkerstroom, fl. Jan., Beeton 
Oshoek, Devenish 189 (PRE). 
BASUTOLAND. 
Berea. Mamathes, Jacot-Guillarmod 2632 (PRE). 
Leri be. Leri be, Dieterle:n 102 ( PRE & SM!i), 
Phillips 758 (SAM). 
Mafeteng. 
Qachas Nek. 
Thabaneng, Watt_ & Bran<!_wyk 2408 (PRC). 
Mokhotlong, Dohse 314 (PRE). 
District not determined. Phutha, Compto~ 21622 
( NBG). 
SWAZILAND. 
Hlatikulu. Near Hlatikulu, Compton 26393 (NBG). 
Also recorded from Otavi, South West Africa. 
36. m1ll'_~~-~~ (Linn. fil.) Thunb. 
Dracaena undulata Linnaeus fil., Supplementum 
: 205 ( 1 781). 
Asparagus undu~atus (Linn. fil.) Thunberg, 
Prodromus Plantarum Capensium: 66 (1794). 
Myrsiphyllum __ undulatum ( Lim1. fil.) Kunth, 
Enumeratio Plantarum, 5 : 109 ( 1850). 
/'\A 
An erect shrublet, frequently with ninute 
obtuse processes giving it a rough surface. Stems 
Fig . 55 . The syntypes of Asparagus 
undulatus (L . f . ) Th . in the Thunberg Herbarium . 
(Photograph made from the International 
Documentation Centre micro-fiche edition . ) 
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annual, upto 60 cm. high, but usually less, angled, 
the edges often produced into wings in the upper 
parts, green. Branches similar to the stems, 
ascending. C~adodes solitary, sessile, ovate to 
lanceolate, undulate and often folded towards the 
tips, acutely attenuate, with promin.-ent veins which 
are sometimes produced into logitudinal wings or 
ridges, scabrid, 8 to 40 mm. long. Leaves 
deltoid, not faming spines. T~bers distant, 0.8 
to 15 mn. broad, 25 to 50 mn. long. Peduncles 
1- to 3- nate, 5 to 10 ni.c. long, articulated in 
the distal third. Perian th s ~P:_J._epts similar, 
entire, linear-oblong, the distal half spreading 
or reflexed~ 6 m~. long, purplish or greenish. 
Stamens almost as long as the perianth segments; 
filaments spurred; anthers 0.5 mm. long. Ovar_x_ 
2 ma .. lcng; styles 2.5 mm. long. Berry 5 to 6 nu:1. 
perianth persistent. diameter, 1 to 3 seeded, red; 
The younger Linnaeus, in his description of 
Dracaena undulata, mentions Thunberg as the collector. 
There is no specimen in the Linnaeo.n Herbarivm which 
matches the description, but in the Thunberg 
Herbarium at Uppsala there are two specimens which 
must be regarded as sy:ntypes. 
examined by the present author. 
These h0,ve been 
There is a certain amount of V8.riation in 
the cladode breadth of specinens from different areas. 
The specimens from north of Citrusdal have p8..rticulnrly 




between the different cladode shapes. 
This species is particularly abundant on the flat 
sandy area stretching from the CLlpe Peninsula north 
to near Citrusdal. 
areas of Namaqualand. 
It also occurs in the drier 




:Bell_yj.lle. Tigerberg, Pillans 8660 (:SOL); 
:Blumendal, fl. July, Bolus 3690 (:SOL). 
near 
Calvini_a. Rills north of Calvinia, Marloth 10267 
(PRE); Calvinia, Schmidt 294 (PRE); Nieuwoudt-
ville, Glen Lyon, fr. Aug., Lewis 5726 (NEG); 
betw. Clanwilliam and Calvini~, fr. Oct., '7 • Lllnn 
s.n. (SAM 61230). 
Cape Town. Signal Hill, Jessop 50 (:SOL), fl. 
July, Jessop 49 (:SOL), fl. Aug., Cmp.pton 14682 
(NEG_), Treleaven s.n. (SAM 2970), fl. Aug., 
Levy:n-s s.n. (SAM), fl. Sept., Thode 6079 (STE), 
fl. Oct., Marloth 5644 (STE); :Blaauwberg, fl. 
Aug., Oliver s.n. (:SOL); Killarney, fl. July, 
Oliver:. s.n. (:SOL); Camps :Bay side of the Peninsula, 
Penfold s.n. (NEG); 
Compton 13432 (NEG). 
Vissers Hok, fl./fr. Aug., 




:Brandewyn River, fl. Aug., :Barker 6582 
Mamre Hills, fl./fr. Sept., Compton 
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13743 (NBG), fl. Sept., Van Ntekerk 271 (NBG); 
N[almesbury, fl • .Aug., Maguire 88 ( I'fBG); Hope-
field, fi./fr~~Oct., CoTipton 15131 (NBG); near 
Hopefield, fl. Sept., Bolus 12858 (BOL), fl. 
Sept., Salter 8636 (BOL), fl. Sept., Lewis 
1420 (S.AM); near Groenkloof, fl. Oct., Bolus 
s,n. (BOL). 
Narg__ag_ualand. Namaqualand, fl. July, Dominicus 
s.n. (PRE); Kubus, Marloth 12518 (PRE); 
Wi tbank, fr. Oct., Pill ans 5222 ( BOL); 
Wallekrnal, Pillans s.n. (BOL 18249). 
Piguetb~r_g_. South of Piquetberg, fl. Sept., 
Barker 5775 (NBG). 
Stellenbosch. Near Libertas, fl. July, Duthie 
5tr2 (BOL & STE); fl • .Aug,, Duthie s,n. (STE); 
Golf Corse, fr. Oct., Van Rensburg 461 (STE); 
near Education Building, fl. Aug., Duthie s.n. 
(STE). 
Tulbagh, Tulbagh New Kloof, fr. Sept., Co~__pj;~~ 
11708 (NBG). 





A preliminary revision of the taxonomy of the 
genus Asparagus in South Africa has been undertaken. 
The usefulness, or otherwise, of the charr'..cters 
which have be·::m used in separating species is 
discussed. In order to define the terms used, a 
review of the morphology of Asparagu~ assimilatory 
organs is presented, together with the results of 
investigations made by·the present author into this 
problem. 
Chromosome counts were made for ten taxa, 
using an Aceto-orcein squash technique, mainly on 
stem apices. This work established the presence 
of two polyploid series, and has suggested further 
work to be done in this field. 
In the main part of this trentment, thirty 
six species, four of which are new, and two 
varieties are described. Each description is 
followed by a discussion of the species' nomenclature 
and synonymy. Finally there is a note on the 
habitat in which each species occurs, and a list of 
specimens examined by the 2"uthor. Distribution 
maps have been prepared for each species. 
•. 
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Il\T:DEX TO BOTANICAL NAMES~ 
(The ~ost important references are underlined.) 
Asparagopsis aethiopica (L.) Kunth 122. 
consanguinea. Kunth 81, 82. 
decumbens (Jacq.) Kunth 161. 
denudata Kunth 75, 76-77. 
densiflora Kunth 114, 116. 
dregii Kunth 84, 85-86. 
floribunda Kunth 133, ill.• 
juniperina Kunth 61, 22.• 
krebsiana Kunth 137, 138. 
lamarckii Kun th 61, 22,. 
lancea (Thunb.) Kunth 122. 
microrhaphis Kunth 102, 103. 
minutiflora Kunth 61, .§2. 
niveniana (Schultes) Kunth 6!, §2. 
passerinoides Kunth 41, ~. 
retrofracta (L.) Kunth 92. 
sarrnentosa (1.) Kunth 114. 
scandens (Thunb.) Kunth 155. 
schlechtendalii Kunth 61, .§2. 
spinescens (Steudel) Kunth 51. 
~ipulacea (Lam.) Kunth 47. 
subquadrangularis Kunth 133, ill• 
thunbergii (Schultes) Kunth 84, 86. 
triacantha (Willd.) Kunth 50. 
zeyheri Kunth 51, .51.. 
Asparagus aethiopicus L. 24, 25, · 28, 116, 120, 122-
JJQ, 131, .132, 138. figs: 1, 
4, 44, 45. 
aethiopicus var natalensis Baker 125, 129-130, 
aethiopicus var f.',.J ... 
aethiopicus var· ternifolius Baker 
africanus Lam. 6, ,.'lO, 24, 32, 
23-28, 49. 
africanus var dependens Baker 63. 
131. • r 
.12~, . .,124. 
60-72. figsg 
africanus var wrightii Baker 95, Ji::21.• 
albus auct non L.; Thunb. 28, 84, ..§..2.. 




65, 67-68. asiatious (Cont.) 
asparagoides (L.) Wight 7, 14, 18, , 22, 23, 
25, 26, 165-179. 
figs, 8, 10, 13-16, 
19a, 51-54• 
bractoolatus s:p. nov •. 
buohanani Baker 120, 
108, 111-114. fig 33. 
burchellii Baker 51, .U• 
oapensia L, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28, ~0-47, 
49-50, figs: 6, 7, 18, 19b, 20. 
capensis var litoralis Suess & J, Karl. _11, 47. 
compactus Salter 7, 33, 95-99, 100. figsz 
3, 31. 
conglomeratus Baker 31, 
consanguineus (Kunth) Baker 10, 11, 20, 22, 
60, 81--84. fig 18. 
61, 63, .§2. cooperi Baker 




declinatus L. _ 26, 
decumbens Jacq, 28, 
47, .42.. densus Baker 
denudatus (Kunth) Baker 
dependens Thunb. 28, 
10, 75-79. fig 2. 
61, 64. 
ecklonii Baker 10, 
erectus (L,f,) Thunb, 
61, 63, .§2, 67, 
28, 147, 148. 
exuvialis Burch. 5, 
5, 
7, 8, 12, 105-108. fig 
falcatus L. 16, 17, 25, 26, 28, 123, 
125, 130-133. fig 45a, 
flexuosus Thunb, 28, 161, 163. -
~laucus Kies 5, 8, 32, 58-60. 
juniperoides Engler 8, 12, 13, 108, 110-111, 
kougaensis sp. nov. 138, 
krausianum (Kunth) MacBride 
krausii Baker 166. 
kraussianus (Kunth) MacBride 
kraussii Baker 166. 
142-144. fig 47. 
166, 170. 
166, 170, 171, 
172. 
krebsianus (Kunth) comb. nov. 20, 22, 137-14Q• 
lanceus Thunb. 28, 122, 124. 
laricinus Burch. 99-102. 
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ma.cowanii Baker . 10, 90-9~. fig 29. 
medeoloides.(L.f.) Thunb. 28, 166. 
meyeri hart. nom. nud. 114, 116. 
microrhaphis (Kunth) Baker 102-104. 
minutiflora (Kunth) Baker 61, 63. 
mucronatus sp. nov. 88-90. fig 28b. 
multifl~ Baker 61, 63, 67. 
fig 32. 
multituberosus Dyer 31, 167, 
myersii hor-t. norii. nud. 114, 
myriocladus Baker 23, . 114, 













nodosus Baker 10. 
officinalis L. 9, 






171, 172. fig 54B. 
,E_lumosus Baker 10, 22, 62, 63-64, 
140-142. fig 46. 
72-75.. 
pubescens sp. nov. 
racemosus Willd. 3, 28, 1]_3-137, L'll, 143. 




7, 22, 24, 25, 




rivalis Kies 61, .fil. 
sarmentosus L. 15, 22, 23, 25, 26, 114.-118, 
124, 138. figsg 9, 17, 34-41. 
saundorsiae Baker 118-122, 125. figsi 42-43, 
scandens Thunberg 5, 6, 22, 28, 155-151. 
fig 50. 
scandens var deflexus Baker 158, 159. 
spinescens Steudel 50, 2.£• 
s:uinosissimus o. Kuntze 32, 51, .21• 
sprengeri Rogel 116, 122, 124-125. 










stipulaceus auct, non Lam,; 
striatus (L.f,) Thunb. 8, 
Baker 43, 51, ~, 
53. fig 20. 
17, 18, 28, 147-151, 
figs~ 11, 12, 48, 
suave~ Burch. 23, t;.o, 42, 43, 50-58, 59, 
figs: 21-22. 
subulatus Thunb, 18, 28, 151-154, fig 49, 
tornifolius (Baker) Hooker 122, 124, 
tctragonus Bresler 133, 1]2, 
t_hunbergianus Schultes 22, 84-87, 89. fig 17, 
triacanthus N. Burm, 26, 40, 42-43. 
triacanthus Willd, 50, 52, 
umbellulatus Bresler 163, 
undulatus (L.f,) Thunb, 111i-, 
fig 
virgatus Baker. 72-81. fig 
volubilis (L,f,) Thunb, 28, 
zuluensis N,E, Br, 31, 
erecta L,f. 147, 148-142.. 
medeoloides L.f. 166, .168. 
striata L,f. 147, 148-149, 
!!_~~iota Schultes 147, 1.42. 
undulata L,f, 179, 180,. 
volubilis L,f, 166, 168-169. 
17, 28, 179-182. 
55. 
28a. 
166, 169, 171, 
Hecatris asparagoides (L,) Salis, 166, 
Medeola angustifolia Miller 26, 165, 168. 
asparagoides L. 26, 28, 29, 
Myrsiphyllum angustifolium (Miller) Willd. 
asparagoides. (L.) Willd. 166. 
erectum (L,f,) Kunth 147, 
falc~forme Kunth 166, 170, 
gramineum Kunth 166,. 
krausianum Kunth 166,. 
kraussianum Kunth 166, 
striatum (L.f,) Kunth 147, 
undulatum (L.f,) Kunth 179. 
Ruscus volubilis Thunb. 166. 
165, 167-168. 
166, 
